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Introduction 
T.].M. Symons 

This report describes the activities of the Nudear Science Division for the year 
ending Decen1ber 31, 1991. This was a period during which several important 

decisions were ~aken at the National level which will have long term 
consequences for our programs. 

The first was the decision taken in August 1991 to start fabrication of the 

Gammasphere detector following a successful cost, schedule and management 
review. Gammasphere is a large new gamma-ray detector array which will be 

the centerpiece of the nuclear structure program in the United States. 
Completion of the detector is scheduled in 1994 to be followed by an initial 
running period at the 88-Inch Cyclotron. However, activities in preparation for 

the arrival of Gan1tnasphere are already well under way at building 88 and first 
operation with a partial array is expected in January 1993. 

Later in the same month, the Program Advisory Committee at Brookhaven 

National Laboratory recommended approval of the STAR experiment at the 
relativistic heavy ion collider (RHIC). This new detector involving participants 

from twenty four institutions will be a major component of the experitnental 

program at RHIC. STAR was conceived within the Nuclear Science Division and 
much of the initial design work has been done here. Although RHIC is not 

scheduled to operate until 1997, it will require a major effort by all of the 
collaborators to bring the detector into operation at that time. 

On a less happy note, the Department of Energy organized a high level panel 
chaired by Professor Charles Townes to give advice on scientific priorities during 

the next decade. As a result of this committee's report and of recommendations 

by the Nuclear Science Advisory Committee, a decision was taken to phase out 

nuclear physics funding at the Bevalac two years earlier than had been planned. 
This will have a major impact on several of our research projects, especially the 
EOS time projection chamber and dilepton spectrometer. 

These three decisions set the direction for the Nuclear Science Division's 

activities in nuclear structure and relativistic heavy ion research. In addition, we 
have a growing program in nuclear astrophysics and fundamental interactions 

with major participation in the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory. Together these 

three major projects, Gammasphere, STAR and SNO will provide the backbone 
of our program for several years to come. 

In the short term, however, much exciting research is being done, using our 

accelerators here at LBL and also using facilities at Michigan State University and 

at CERN. We also have a very lively program in nuclear theory and an 

innovative group working on nuclear data evaluation. 
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Finally, as always it is a pleasure to acknowledge the enthusiasm and hard 
work of the staff and visitors who have contributed to this report, and of Bill 
Myers who edited it. 
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Low-Energy Research Program 
G. J. Wozniak 

The Nuclear Science Division's efforts in the broad area of low-energy nuclear 
physics include studies of nuclear structure, chemistry, astrophysics, weak 
interactions, and heavy-ion reaction mechanisms. Main themes are the effects of 
high angular momentum, extremes in isospin and nuclear charge (the heaviest 
elements) and exotic modes of decay. Following an overview of the highlights of 
this research, recent developments at the 88-Inch Cyclotron, where a significant 
portion of this work has been carried out, are mentioned. 

The focus of studies in high-spin nuclear structure continues to be on 
superdeformed nuclei. During the last several years, many new supcrdeformed 
bands (SO) have been discovered at the Cyclotron. A major effort has been 
undertaken to map out the boundaries of supcrdefonnation in the region around 
A -190, where about 25 SO bands have been experimentally observed. With the 
discovery of a SD band in 198Pb, this region of superdeformation has been 
extended to N = 116. Many of these bands show similar moments of inertia and 
"identical" transition energies. With discovery that a nucleus may contain more 
than one superdcformed band, an intensive effort has been undertaken to find 
examples of such multiple SO bands. The more powerful Gammasphere array 
will greatly facilitate the study of weakly populated SD bands and allow the 
investigation of superdeformation in new regions previously inaccessible with 
HERA. 

The study of the transuranic elements has three aspects - the reaction 
mechanisms by which they are produced, the chemistry of the short-lived atoms, 
and the properties of their nuclear decay. Recently, Hoffman and collaborators 
have been investigating the chemical properties of the heaviest elements. The 
chemistry of high-Z atoms is influenced by the effects of relativity on the valence 
electrons which could affect their chemical properties. Several experiments on 
the chemistry of 261 Rf (element number 104) have been conducted. Their results 
show that Rf behaves similarly to the group IV element Zr. Radiochemical 
techniques were essential to the discovery of the two new isotopes, 252Bk and 
253Bk. A new non-acceleratmo program to study the chemical behavior of 
plutonium in groundwater has also been undertaken. 

The mechanisms by which heavy ions react is a subject of broad interest that is 
approached in many different ways at the Cyclotron and by using other 
accelerators as well. Beams of 63Cu at 12.6 MeV/nucleon have been used in 
reverse kinematics with light targets of 12C and 27 Al to investigate the 
conditional barriers for fission and the production of complex fragments. These 
studies (by the Moretto/Wozniak group) are also carried out with highcr energy, 
heavier bcams at the K1200 Cyclotron and the Bevalac. Fragmentation of the 
target has been studied using radiochemical techniques and a wide range of 
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bombarding energies at the Cyclotron and at several other accelerators by the 
Loveland and Seaberg groups. The Stokstad/Chan group has used much lighter 
projectiles, such as 160 and 20Ne at 32 MeV /nucleon to produce projectile-like 
nuclei with excitation energies up to about 5 MeV /nucleon and to observe their 
decay into as many as five fragments. 

The spectroscopy of nuclei far from stability begins with the production and 
identification of a new nuclide, proceeds to the measurement of its mass and 
decay properties, and ultimately to the study of its (or its daughter's) level 
structure. The new isotopes 252Bk and 253Bk mentioned above were observed 
recently at the 88-Inch Cyclotron. The OASIS group has studied neutron

deficient nuclei in the region 2=54-71. Using their on-line isotope separator, the 
decay properties of 155Lu, 155Yb, 155Tm, ISlEr, and 151Ho have been 

investigated. In a study of lhe 0. emitters above N = 82, isomer excitation 
energies and precise a-branching ratios were measured. Lighter and shorter
lived proton-rich nuclei are studied at the 88-Inch Cyclotron by the Cerny group. 
Recently they produced the nucleus 39Ti and observed its ~-delayed two-proton 
decay. The heaviest member of the T z = -3/2, A = 4n+ 1 series, 65Se has been 
produced and its ~-delayed proton emission observed. 

An experimental result that has aroused very wide interest has been the 
Norman group's study of the ~-decay spectrum of 14(:. This was measured with 
a Ge detector that had been doped with 14C. At the upper end of the spectrum, 
in the region around 140 keV, the spectrum deviates from the standard 
prediction in a manner that is consistent with the emission of a neutrino of mass 
(-17 keV) with a probability of (-1)%. Similar results have been reported by 
other investigators using Si or Ge detectors. However, magnetic spectrometer 
measurements have not seen such an effect. To see whether this could be due to 
some unknown property of crystalline solid state devices, a high-pressure 
ionization chamber has been constructed which is capable of handling both solid 
and gaseous radioactive sources. 

During the last year a new group was formed, under the leadership of Prof. 
Stuart Freedman, to study weak interactions. The discovery that certain neutral 
atoms can be easily cooled and manipulated with laser light provides the exciting 
opportunity to study nuclear-beta decay with unprecedented precision. In traps, 
atoms are essentially free, so a trap is like an atomic beam, but without the 
unpleasant limitations arising from motion along the beam axis. Moreover, 
trapped atoms can easily be polarized without the limitation of wall relaxation 
inevitable when atoms are stored in cells. The ~-decay asymmetry of 21 Na will be 
measured for the purpose of studying the structure of the charge-changing weak 

currents and to test the hypothesis that the weak interaction should be 
represented by a purely left-handed theory at the most fundamental level. 
Previously, the trapping of cold 23Na as been demonstrated. Currently a more 
sophisticated trapping apparatus is being constructed to do further tests on 
stable sodium. Work is in progress at producing 21 Na from the (p, 0.) reaction on 
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24Mg. An atomic beam of 21 Na will be extracted fron1 an oven, cooled with laser 

light, and then trapped using the techniques developed with stable sodium. 

The Nuclear Science Division (NSD) is ItlVolved in two major construction 

projects in low-energy nuclear physics. The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory is a 

heavy-water neutrino detector to be located more than a mile underground in a 
nline in Sudbury, Ontario. The U.S. is providing a portion of the funding for this 
project. The NSD is designing the structure to support the approximately ten 

thousand phototubes that will record Cherenkov light from neutrino-induced 
reactions. In addition, the NSD group has assumed major responsibility for 
limiting contamination due to low-level background radioactivity. The second 

major project is Gammasphere, which will be built and initially operated at the 
88-1nch Cyclotron for the international nuclear-structure community. 

Gammasphere will consist of 110 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors and will be 

the major new detector facility for the low-energy community. 

In February of 1991, the Glenn T. Seaborg Institute for Transactinium Science 

was jointly established by LBL and LLNL. The Institute will be devoted to the 
study of the transactinium elements with special emphasis on education and 
training of the future generations of scientists in heavy-element research. Prof. 

Darleane Hoffman has been appointed as the first Director. 

The 88-Inch Cyclotron is a national facility and experiments in nuclear science 

are allocated beam time on the basis of recommendations made by a Program 

Advisory Committee. Although a separate and more complete overview of the 
operation of this facility is contained in this report, several significant 

developments will be mentioned here. The continued technical development of 

the Cyclotron is essential to the future of the low-energy research program of the 

Division. The significant developments in this area are threefold. The 

development of high-temperature ovens for the ECR source has expanded th~ 

range of metallic ion beams. The introduction of an electron gun as a 

supplementary source of electrons for the ECR source is new and shows promise 

for improving both performance and operation. The successful testing of the 
Advanced ECR source indicates that it will provide heavier beams at 
significantly higher energies. 

Nuclear Science Division Personnel and Collaborators in Low-Energy Nuclear 

Research 

Many of the experiments described in the following one-page contributions to 
this annual report involve collaborations among NSD personnel and scientists 

from other institutions. The nature and extent of these collaborations varies 

widely -- from single experiments to programs that have continued for decades. 

Although the following list containing NSD personnel and collaborating 

scientists and their institutions cannot convey this variety, it will give recognition 
to the important role of collaborative work in low-energy nuclear science. The 
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membership of the large collaborations, which are now constructing 
Gammasphere and the Sudbury Neutrino ObservatC'ry, has not been included. 
Also, the work of groups using the low-energy national facilities without 
collaboration from NSD scientists has not been covered in this annual report. 

Graduate students and undergraduate students are indicated by an asterisk 
and double asterisks, respectively. Leaders of the NSD groups are indicated in 
bold face. The period covered is approximately 1991. 

High Energy Resolution Array 

R.M. Diamond, F.S. Stephens, M.A. Deleplanque, F. Azaiez, J. Burde, 
W. Korten, A.O. Macchiavelli, J.R.B. Oliveira, J.A. Becker1, M.J. Brinkman2, J.A. 
Cizewski 2, P.M. DavidsonS, G.D. DracoulisS, J.E. Draper3, C. Duyar3, B. 
FabriciusS, E.A. Henryl, J.C. Hill4, H. Hubel6, W.H. Kelly4, H. Kluge7, A. 
Kuhnert1, E. Rubel3, D.T. Vo4, T.F. Wang1, P. Willsauo, F.K. Wohn4 

1. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA, USA 
2. Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, USA 
3. Uni"ersi ty of California, Davis, CA, USA 
4. Iowa State University, Ames, CA, USA 
5. Australian National University, Australia 
6. Bonn University, Germany 
7. Hahn-Meitner Institute, Berlin, Germany 

Heavy Element Nuclear and Radiochemistry 

D.C. Hoffman, G.T. Seaborg, K.R. Czerwinski*, R. Gaylord**, A. Ghiorso, K.E. 
Gregorich, H.L. Hall 1, T.M. Hamilton*, N.J. Hannink*, C.D. Kacher*, B.A. 
Kadkhodayan*, S.A. Kreek*, M.R. Lane*, D.M. Lee, M.P. Neu*, M.J. Nurmia, 
A. Turler3, W.O. Loveland2, A. Bilewicz4 

1. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 
2. Oregon State University 
3. Postdoctoral Fellow 
4. Department of Radiochemistry, Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and 

TechnolohYJ', Warsaw, Poland 

OASIS 

J.M. Nitschke, R.M. Chasteler*, R.B. Firestone, P.A. Wilmarth, Y.A. Akovali1, 

F.T. Avignone 111 2, J. Bergman3, J. Bennett**4, J.L. Feng**S, R. Ghanddan**o, J. 
Gilat7, A.L. GoodmanH, G.G. Howes9, W.H. Kellyl0, M.O. Kortelahti 11 , J.1. 
Mclntyre12, P. M()ller13, C.M. Skluzacek**14, A.A. Shihab-Eldin15, D.C. Sousa 1o, 

K.5. Toth1, K.5. Vierinen 17 
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1. ORNL, Oak Ridge, TN, USA 
2. University of So. Carolina, SC, USA 
3. San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA, USA 

4. Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN, USA 
5. Harvard College, Cambridge, MA, USA 
6. University of Maryland, College Park, MO, USA 
7. Soreq Nuclear Research Center, Yavne, Israel 
8. Tulane University, New Orleans, LA, USA 
9. Occidental College, Los Angeles, CA, USA 

10. Iowa State University, Ames, lA, USA 
11. University of Jyvaskyla, Jyvaskyla, Finland 
12. The College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA, USA 
13. Lund University, Lund, Sweden 
14. Carleton College, Northfield, MN, USA 
15. Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research, Kuwait 

16. Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY, USA 
17. University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland 

Exotic Nuclei: RAMA 

J. Cerny, J.C. Batchelder*, D.M. Moltz, T.). Ognibene*, M. Rowe*, G. Rose**, 
E. Wang** 

11eavy-Ion Reactions at Low and Intermediate Energies 

Y. Chao, R.G. Stokstad, J.A. Scarpaci, J. Sum Perez 1 

1. Instituto de Fisica, UNAM, Mexico 

Nuclear Astrophysics 

E.B. Norman, R.G. Stokstad, Y.D. Chan, A. Garcia, R.M. Larimer, K.T. Lesko, I. 
Zlimen, M.T.F. da Cruz 1, M.M. Hindi2, F.E. Wietfeldt*, E. Kong**, H. Leung*'" 

1. (University of Sao Paulo) 

2. (Tennessee Technological University) 
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Bevalac Research Program 
L.S. Schroeder 

The Bevalac still maintains its unique position in the U.s. heavy ion program 

by providing beams spanning the periodic table (protons to uranium) from the 

low energy region of 30 MeV /nucleon to relativistic energies of 1-2 

GeV /nucleon. With these beams a program of fundamental research in nuclear 

science, atomic physics and cosmic-rays, as well as biology and medicine, is 

carried out under one ronf. With the closure of the Bevalac for nuclear science 

now projected to be in the period FY93 or FY94, emphasis continues to be placed 

on those experiments which will provide the deepest insights into the nuclear 

matter equatior. of state. 

The central focus of the Bevalac's research program continues to be the 

production and study of extreme conditions in nuclear matter. Early 

experiments with the Plastic Ball and Streamer Chamber provided the first 

definitive evidence for "collective flow" of nuclear matter at high temperatures 

(50-JOn MeV) and nuclear densities (2-4 times normal) created in the lentral 

collision of two heavy nuclei. These experiments allow us to study the 

thermodynamic and transport properties of nuclear matter, and, from this, the 

nuclear matter equation of state (EOS), a quantity of fundamental importance in 

nuclear physics and of relevance to the understanding of the extreme conditions 

existing inside neutron stars. The EOS time projection chamber (TPC), the next 

generation 41t detector, has just completed its construction phase and is 

beginning operation for physics. EOS will expand on existing 4n measurements 

and provide new capabilities for complete event analysis of the central collisions 

of the heaviest nuclei. 

Dileptons (e1e- pairs) continue to be used as fundamental probes (If extreme 

conditions. Because of their relatively weak interaction with matter, I~ptons are 

used to study the hot, dense stage of the coil ision process. Theoretical 

calculations continue to indicate that diJepton production should be a sensitive 

probe of pionic annihilation in nuclear matter, with the potential of measuring 

the propagation of pions in hot nuclear matter. Subthreshold particle 

production, experimentally accessible because of the high beam currents 

available at the Bevalac, plays an important role in the understanding of 

cooperative phenomena in the nuclear medium. 

In the eneq . .,~ range of 30-150 MeV /nucleon the interactions of heavy beams 

are used to study nuclear matter at high temperatures and excitations, but at 

below-normal densities. These experiments provide a vehicle for studying the 

nuclear matter equation of state through the process of multifragmentation. 

Through the characterization of nuclear interactions at these energies and their 

distribution between direct and sequential fragmentation processes, possible 

insights into the liquid-gas phase transition are sought. 
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Distant or grazing collisions between nuclei provide enormous potential for 

creating nuclear fragments with extreme numbers of neutrons and protons. The 

combination of Bevalac beams, energy variability and unique experimental 

facilities allows studies of nuclear species out to the proton and neutron 
driplines. The production of radioactive beams and measurements of their 

ground-state properties were pioneered at the Bevalac by several groups from 

Japan. Initial work involved the measurement of the radii of light neutron-rich 
nuclei, culminating in the observation of the "neutron halo" associated with l1U. 

Present work in this area continues to concentrate on measurements of the 

correlations between nuclear fragments from these exotic nuclei and to playa 
world-wide leadership role in defining new directions for this line of research. 

A variety of experiments in other disciplines is carried out at the Bevalac. 

Cosmic-ray scientists from around the world IJse the Bevalac to calibrate their 

detectors for flights on high altitude balloons and satellites. Virtually all the 

heavy-ion detectors which have flown on satellites in the last ten years have been 

calibrated at the Bevalac (some both before and after retrieval from orbit). The 

availability of all nuclear species at variable energies, on a demand basis, makes 

the Bevalac a unique national resource for this type of work. Atomic physicists 

study the extreme conditions presented by 1- and 2-electron uranium ions to test 

our understanding of quantum electrodynamics (QED). 

Following are the named collaborations in which the Nuclear Science Divisions 

participates. The spokespersons are indicated in bold face. 

DLS Collaboration 

S. Beedoe1, M. Bougteb2, J. Carroll1, T. Hallman1, L. Heibronn, H.Z. Huang, G. 

Igol, P. Kirk4, G. Krebs, L. Madansky3, F. Manso2, H.5. Matis, D. MillerS, J. 
Miller, C. Naudet, J. Porter, C. Roche2, L. Schroeder, P.A. Seidl, W. K. Wilson, 

Z.F. Wang4, R. Welsh3, A. Yegneswaran6 

1. University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, USA 

2. Universite de Clermont II, Aubiere, France 

3. The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MO, USA 

4. Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA, USA 
5. Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, USA 

6. CEBAF, Newport News, V A, USA 
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EOS Collaboration 

F. Bieser, F. P. Bradyl, D. Cebra, A. D. Chacon3, J. Chance, Y. Choi2, S. CostaS, 
J. Elliot2, M. Gilkes2, A. Hirsch2, E. Hjort2, D. Keane4, U. Lynen6, H. S. Matis, M. 
McMahan, C. McParland, W. Mueller6, G. Odyniec, D. L. Olson, M. D. Partlan1, 

N. Porile2, R. PotenzaS, G. Rai, J. Rasmussen, H. G. Ritter, J. L. Romero1, H. 
Sann6, R. Scharenberg2, A. Scott4, Y. Shao4, B. Srivastava2, T.J.M. Symons, P. 
Warren2, H. H. Wieman, K. Wolf3 

1. U.C. Davis, Davis, CA, USA 
2. Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA 
3. Texas A&M University, College Station, TX, USA 
4. Kent State University, Kent, OH, USA 
5. INFN Catania, Italy 
6. GSI Darmstadt, Germany 

Intermediate Energy Collaboration 

L. G. Moretto, G. J. Wozniak, N. Colonna, M. Justice, W. Skulski, D. Delis, K. 
Hanold, Kin Tso, A. Veek, M. Colonna1, P. Roussel-Chomaz2, Q. C. Sui3, B. 
Libby4, Mehdi Varasten, Veronique Pascalon, M. A. McMahanS, A. C. Mignerey4, 
A. Moroni6, I. Iori6, A. Pantaleo7, L. Fiore7, D. Bowman8, G. Peaslee8, W. Lynch8, 
B. TsangS, K. Gelbke8, D. MorrisseyB, B. Sherrill8, 

1. INFN-LNS, Catania, Italy 
2. Sac1ay, 91191, Gif-sur-Yvette, Cedex France 
3. Institute of Atomic Energy, Beijing, China 
4. Universi ty of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, 20742 
5. Accelerator & Fusion Research Division, LBL 
6. INFN and Department of Physics, University of Milano, Milano, 

Italy 
7. INFN, 70100, Bari, Italy 
8. Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 

Janus Collaboration 

K. Crowe, J. Rasmussen, R. Bossingham, T. Case, Y. Dardenncs1, W. 
McHarrisl 

1. Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA 
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Secondary Radioactive Beams Collaboration 

K. Matsuta, J. R. Alonso, G. F. Krebs, T. J. M. Symons, H. H. Wieman, D. L. 
Olson, W. Christie, L. Greiner, A. Ozawa1, Y. Nojiril, T. Minamisono1, M. 
Fukuda1, A. Kitagawa1, S. Momota1, T. Ohtsubo1, S. Fukuda1, Y. Matsuo1, H. 

Takechil, I. Minami1, K. Sugimoto1, I. Tanihata2, K. Yoshida2, T. Kobayashi2, T. 

Suzuki2, S. Shimoura3, K. Omata4, O. TestardS 

1. Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan 

2. RIKEN, Wako, Saitama 351-01, Japan 
3. University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan 
4. INS, University of Tokyo, Tanashi,Tokyo 188, Japan 

5. Saclay, 91191 GIF-sur-YVETTE, Cedex, France 

Subthreshold Kaons and Antiproton Collaboration 

V. Perez-Mendez, S. N. Kaplan, J. Drewery, A. Shorl, J. Tserruya1, S. 
Trentalang2, G. Igo2, P. Kirk3, Z. Wang3 

1. Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel 

2. University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, USA 

3. Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA, USA 

Nuclear & Astrophysics Collaboration 

P.]. Lindstrom, H.J. Crawford1, ]. Engelage1, I. Flores1, L. Greiner1, S. Costa2,R. 
Potenza2, C. Chen3, C. Tu113, C. Knott4, J. Waddington4, W.R. WebberS, O. 
Testard6, A. Soutou16 

1. UCSSL, Berkeley, CA, USA 

2. INFN-LNS, Catania, Italy 

3. Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA, USA 
4. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, USA 

5. New Mexico State University, Albuquerque, NM, USA 

6. Saclay, 91191 GIF-sur-YVETTE, Cedex France 
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Ultrarelativistic Research Program 
A.M. Poskanzcr 

The Nuclear Science Division at LBL has played a seminal role in defining the 
forefront of relativistic heavy ion physics since the field's inception and continues 
to maintain its leadership role. An important step for the Division in adjusting to 
the evolution of the field to higher energies and larger experiments was the 
consolidation of many small projects into the Relativistic Nuclear Collisions 
Group, to provide a focus for future activities. In the past year approval has been 
won for the major experiment with Pb beams, called NA49, at the CERN Super 
Proton Synchrotron, and for construction of STAR, one of two major experiments 
to be built at the Brookhaven Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider. After the close of 
the Bevalac these two experiments will be the focus of LBL's relativistic activities 
through the end of the century. 

The STAR Collaboration now has 135 scientists from 23 institutions. The 
spokesperson and thirty of the scientists are from LBL. STAR is an experiment to 
study particle production and high transverse momentum jet production at 
midrapidity to identify the phase transition from normal nuclear matter to quark 
matter. A measurement of the produced particles at midrapidity provides the 
opportunity to select on events with extreme values of temperature (particle 
spectrum), flavor ("trangeness content), shape (particle momenta) and size (two
particle correlations). The experiment will contain a Time Projection Chamber 
(TPC) located inside a superconducting solenoidal magnet for track;ng, 
momentum analysis and particle identification. Time-of-flight detectors 
surrounding the main TPC will extend particle identification to higher momenta. 
A silicon vertex tracker near the interaction region will distinguish primary and 
secondary vertices, and improve the tracking and mOInentum resolution. 
Segmented electromagnetic calorimeters will be implemented in an azimuthally 
symmetric geometry outside the magnetic field for jet identification and 
triggering. External TPCs around the beam line will extend the multiplicity and 
charge-sign measurements to more forward and backward angles. 

At the CERN SPS the emphasis of the present program of 200 GeV /nucleon 
32S-induced reactions is to explore the possibilities of producing a phase 
transition from hadronic matter to a quark-gluon plasma in central collisions of 
heavy ions at these energies. The NA36 TPC Collaboration has finished data
taldng and is now producing physics results for lambdas and kaons. The LBL 
contingent of WA80 has switched to NA35. As their final WA80 task they did an 
intermittency analysis of the streamer tube data. LBL closed down its emulsion 
scanning effort last year and this year is closing down the film and CCD scanning 
program. Thus, LBL has effected a consolidation so that it is participating in only 
one active CERN data-taking experiment: NA35. Its TPC is the first such detector 
to operate in a magnetic field free region with pad readout only. LBL is building 
and installing 6000 additional channels of modern EOS-style electronics. This is a 
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step un the way to a much larger contribution from LBL of integrated electronics 

for the nlain TPC for the 1994 NA49 Pb-beaJl'\s experiment. This experiment will 

consist of two dipole magnets in series in either a sweeper-rebender or sweeper

sweeper configuration, a large volume TPC with 90,000 channels for tracking and 

particle identification of charged particles, the NA35 TPCs on one side for tIle 

wide-angle pions, two high-lesolution intennediate-sizc TPCs to detect neutral 

strange particle decays, and a time-of-flight wall to complete the hadron 

identification scheme. This combination of detectors should allow enough 

coverage to do event-by-event physics for the first time at a CERN experiment. 

At the Brookhaven AGS the Nuclear Science Division is participating with the 

UC Space Sciences Laboratory in a search for rare negative particle production in 

Si + Au collisions. The main purpose is to study the space-time evolution of the 

reaction through coalescence yields. 

Following are the named collaborations in which the Nuclear Science Division 

participates. The spok~spersons are indicated in bold face. 

W ABO Collaboration 

R. Albrechtl , T.C. Awes2, P. Beckmann3,9, F. Berger4, M.A. Bloomer, D. Bock4, 

R. Bockl , G. ClaessonS, G. Clewing4, R. Debbe6, L. Dragon4,lO, A. EklundS, R.L. 

Ferguson2, S. Fokin7, A. Franz2,9, S. GarpmanS, R. Glasow4, H.A. GustafssonS, 

H.H. Gutbrodl , O. Hansen6, M. Hartig4, G. Holker4, J. IdhS, M. Ippolitov7, P. 

Jacobs, K.H. Kampert4, K. Karadjev7, B.W. Kolb1, A. Lebedev7, H. Lohner3, 1. 

Lund 1,11, V. Manko7, B. Moskowitz6, F.E. Obenshain2, A. OskarssonS,1. 

Otterlund5, T. Peitzmann4, F. Plasi12, A.M. Poskanzer, M. Purschke4, H.-G. Ritter, 

B. Roters4, S. Saini2, R. Santo4, H.R. Schmidtl , K. SOderstromS, S.P. S0rensen2,8, 
K. Steffens4, P. Steinhauser4, E. StenlundS, D. Stuken4, A. Twyhues4, A. 
Vinogradov7, and G.R. Young2 

1. Gesellschaft fur Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt, Gennany 

2. Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA 

3. KVI, University of Groningen, Gronigen, Netherlands 

4. University of Munster, Miinster, Germany 

5. University of Lund, Lund, Sweden 

6. Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY, USA 

7. Kurchatov Institute, Kurchatov Square, Moscow, USSR 

8. University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN, USA 

9. now at: CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

10. now at: Mercedes-Benz, Stuttgart, Germany 

11. now at: KVI, University of Groningen, Gronigen, Netherlands 
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NA35 Collaboration 

J. Bach1cr7, J. Bartke4, H. Bialkowskall , M. Bloomer, R. BockS, R. BrockmannS, 

P. Buncic12, 5.1. Chase, J. Cramer14, I. Derado9, V. Eckardt9, J. Eschke6, C. 

Favuzzi2, D. Ferenc12, B. fleischmannS, P. FokaS , M. FuchsS, M. Gazdzicki10, E. 
Gladysz4, O. Hansen6,13, J.W. Harris, W. Heck6, M. Hoffmann7, P, Jacobs, S. 

Kabana6, K. Kadija3,12, A. Karabarbounis1, R. Keidel8, J. Kosiec6, M. Kowalski9, 
A. Kiihmichel6, M. Lahanas6, J.Y. Lee6, M. LeVine6,13, A. Ljubicic, Jr.1 2, S. 
Margetis6, R. Morse, E. Nappi2, G. Odyniec, G. PaicS,12, A.D. Panagiotou 1, A. 

Petridis1, A. PiperS, F. Posa2, A. Poskanzer, F. Piihlhofer8, G. Rai, W. Rauch9, R. 

Renfordt6, W. Retyk10, D. Rohrich6, G. Roland6, H. Rothard6, K. Runge7, A. 

SandovalS, J. Schambach, E. Schmidt6, N. Schmitz9, E. Schmoetten7, I. 
Schneider6, P. Seybothll, J. Seyerlein9, E. Skrzypczak10, P. Spinelli2, P. 

Stefanski4, R. Stock6, H. Strobele6, L. Teitelbaum, S. Tonse, T. Trainorl4, G. 
Vasileiadis1, M. Vassiliou 1, G. Vesztergombi9, D. Vranic12, S. Wenig6 

1. Department of Physics, University of Athens, Athens, Greece 
2. Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita di Bari and INFN Bari, Bari, Italy 
3. CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

4. Institute of Nuclear Physics, Cracow, Poland 

5. Gesellschaft fur Schwerionenforschung (GS!), Darmstadt, Gennany 
6. Fachbereich Physik der Universitat, Frankfurt, Germany 

7. Fakultat fur Physik der Universitat Freiburg, Germany 

8. Fachbereich Physik der Universitat, Marburg, Germany 
9. Max-Planck-Institut fur Physik u. Astrophysik, Miinchen, Germany 

10. Institute for Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, Warsaw, 
Poland 

11. Institute for Nuclear Studies, Warsaw, Poland 

12. Rudjer Boskovic Institute, Zagreb, Yugoslavia 

13. Department of Physics, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, 
NY, USA 

14. Nuclear Physics Laboratory, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 
USA 

NA36 Collaboration 

E. Andersen1, P.D. Barnes7, R. B1aes9, H. Braun9, J.M. Brom9, M. Chemey6, M. 
Cohlerll , B. de la CruzS, G.E. Diebold7, B. Dulny4, C. Fermlndez8, G. Franklin7, 

C. Garabatos8, J.A. Garz6n8, W.M. Geist9, D.E. Greiner, C. Gruhn, M. 

Hafidouni9, J. Hrubec10, P.G. Jones2,t, E. Judd2, J.P.M. Kuipers11, M. Ladrem9, P. 

Ladr6n de GuevaraS, G. L0vh0iden1, J. MacNaughton10, A. Michalon9, M.E. 

Michalon-~1entzer9, J. Mosquera8, Z. Natkaniec4, J.M. Nelson2, G. Neuhofer"lO, 

C.Perez de los HerosS, M. P168, P. Porth10, B. Powell3, B. Quinn7, A. Rami18, J.L. 

Riester9, H. Rohringer10, I. Sakrejda, T. Thorsteinsen I, J. Traxler10, C. Voltolini9, 

A. Yanez8 and R. Zybert2. 

1. University of Bergen, Dept. of Physics, Bergen, Norway 
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2. University of Birmingham, Dept. of Physics, Birmingham, UK 
3. CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
4. Instytut Fizyki Jadrowej, Krakow, Poland 
5. CIEMAT, Div. de Flsica de Particulas, Madrid, Spain 
6. Creighton University, Department of Physics, Omaha, Nebraska, 

USA 
7. Carnegie-Mellon University, Dept. of Physics, Pittsburgh PA, USA 
8. Universidad de Santiago, Dpto. Fisica de Particulas, Santiago de 

Compostela, Spain 
9. Centre de Recherches Nucleaires, IN2P3-CNRS/Universite 

L. Pasteur, Strasbourg, France 
10. Institut fur Hochenergiephysik (HEPHY), Wien, Austria 
11. University of York, Dept. of Physics, York, UK 

t Present address: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley CA, USA 

NA49 Collaboration 

J. Bachler7, J. Bartke4, H. Bialkowskall , M. Bloomer, R. BockS, R. BrockmannS, 
P. Buncic12, 5.1. Chase, J. Cramer14, I. Derado9, V. Eckardt9, J. Eschke6, C. 
Favuzzi2, D. Ferenc12, H.G. Fischer3, B. fleischmannS, P. FokaS , M. FuchsS, M. 
Gazdzicki10, E. Gladysz4, O. Hansen6,13, J.W. Harris, W. Heck6, M. Hoffmann7, 
P, Jacobs, P.G. Jones, E. Judd1S, S. Kabana6, K. Kadija3,12, A. Karabarbounis1, R. 
Keidel8, J. Kosiec6, M. Kowalski9, A. Kuhmichel6, M. Lahanas6, J.Y. Lee6, M. 
LeVine6,13, A. Ljubicic, Jr.12, S. Margetis6, R. Morse, E. Napp,2, J.M. Nelson1S, G. 

Odyniec, G. Paic5,12, A.D. Panagiotou1, A. Petridis1, A. PiperS, F. Posa2, A. 
Poskanzer, F. Piihlhofer8, G. Rai, W. Rauch9, R. Renfordt6, W. Retyk10, D. 
Rohrich6, G. Roland6, H. Rothard6, K. Runge7, A. SandovalS, J. Schambach, E. 
SchmidtE', N. Schmitz9, E. Schmoetten7, I. Schneider6, P. Seyboth 11, J. Seyerlein9, 

E. Skrzypczak 10, P. Spinelli2, P. Stefanski4, R. Stock6 , H. Strobele6 , L. 
Teitelbaum, T. Trainor14, G. Vasileiadis1, M. Vassiliou 1, G. Vesztergombi9, D. 
Vranic12, S. Wenig6, H. \,\,ieman, R. Zybert1S 

1. Department of Physics, University of Athens, Athens, Greece 
2. Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita di Bari and INFN Bari, Bari, Italy 
3. CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
4. Institute of Nuclear Physics, Cracow, Poland 
5. Gesellschaft fUr Schwerionenforschung (GSD, Dannstadt, Gennany 
6. Fachbereich Physik der Universitat, Frankfurt, Germany 
7. FakultiH fur Physik der Universitat Freiburg, Gennany 
8. Fachbereich Physik der UniversitiH, Marburg, Germany 
9. Max-Planck-Institut fur Physik u. Astrophysik, Miinchen, Germany 

10. Institute for Experimental Phv~ics, University of Warsaw, Warsaw, 
Poland 

11. Institute for Nuclear Studies, Warsaw, Poland 
12. Rudjer Boskovic institute, Zagreb, Yugoslavia 
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13. Department of Physics, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, 
NY, USA 

14. Nuclear Physics Laboratory, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 
USA 

15. Universi ty of Birmingham, Dept. of Physics, Birmingham, UK 

STAR Collaboration 

B.D. Anderson2, F. Bieser, M.A. Bloomer, F.P. Brady7, W.J. Braithwaite10, A. 
Breskin13, P. Buncic14, D.D. Carmony3, J. Carro1l8, D.A. Cebra, A.D. Chacon, 5.1. 
Chase, M.G. Cherneyl, Y. Choi3, W. Christie, H.J. Crawford6, J.G. Cramer10, W. 
Dominik11 , J.E. Draper7, W.R. Edwards, J.M. Engelage6, D. Ferenc14, Z. 
Fraenkel13, M. Gazdzickill , V. Ghazikhanian8, M. Green, D. Greiner, L. Greiner6, 

C. Gruhn, E. Gulmez8, T.J. Hallman8, J.W. Harris, A.S. Hirsch3, E. Hjort3, H. 
Huang, G.J. Ig08, P.M. Jacobs, P. Jones, K. Kadija14, D. Keane2, S. Kleinfelder, P.]. 
Lindstrom, L. MadanskyS, R. Madey2, H.5. Matis, C. McParland, T. Moore, R. 

Morse, C.J. Naudet, T. Noggle, G. Odyniec, D.L. Olson, G. Paic14, M.D. Partlan7, 
T. Pawlak12, W. Peryt12, J. Pluta12, N.T. Porile3, A.M. Poskanzer, D. Prindle10, G. 
Rai, J. Rasson, R.E. Renfordt9, H.-G. Ritter, D. Roehrich9, J.L. Romer07, 1. 
Sakrejda, J. Schambach, R.P. Scharenberg3, L.S. Schroeder, Y.P. Sha02, D. 
Shuman, B. Srivastava3, R. Stock9, R. Stone, H. Stroebele9, T.J.M. Symons, M.L. 

Tinckne113, T.A. Trainor10, S. Trentalange8, I. Tserruya13, D.Vranic14, J.W. 
Watson2, R.C. Welsh5, S. Wenig9, C. Whitten, Jr.8, H. Wieman, W.K. Wilson, K.L. 
Wo1f4 

1. Creighton University, Omaha, NE, USA 
2. Kent State University, Kent, OH, USA 
3. Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA 

4. Texas A & M University, College Station, TX, USA 
5. The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA 
6. U.C. Berkeley, Space Science Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, USA 
7. U.C. Davis, Davis, CA, USA 

8. U. C. Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, USA 
9. University of Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany 

10. University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA 
11. Warsaw University, Warsaw, Poland 

12. Warsaw University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland 

13. Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel 
14. Zagreb-Boskovic Institute, Zagreb, Yugoslavia 
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Nuclear Theory Program 
M. Gyulassy 

The goal of the nuclear theory program at LBL is to develop precise theoretical 
tools and methods necessary for the proper analysis and interpretation of 
experiments involving atomic nuclei. These include nuclear reactions at low to 
ultrarelativistic energies, and lepton-nucleus and hadron-nucleus reactions. In 
addition, the program aims at adding breadth to the Division's overall nuclear 
research program by concentrated effort also in nuclear astrophysics, 
macroscopic nuclear models, QeD and hadrodynamic theories of ultra-dense 
rna tter and phase transitions, order-to-chaos transition in nuclei and selected 
DOE research and development projects such as on neurocomputing methods for 
pattern recognition. 
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Nuclear Data Evaluation Program 
R.B. Firestone and E. Browne 

The Isotopes Project compiles, evaluates, and disseminates nuclear structure 
and radioactive-decay data for basic and applied research, and for diverse 
technical applications. Since 1979, the project has coordinated its efforts with the 
national and the international nuclear data networks, and is responsible for the 
evaluation of properties of nuclei with mass numbers A=167 to 194. This 
responsibility includes preparing data in computerized form for entry into the 
Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF). 

Spectroscopic data from radioactive decay and nuclear reactions -- after 
verification of completeness, correctness, and self-consistency -- serve as input 
data for determining recommended adopted values of specific nuclear 
properties. These "best values", deduced with the aid of statistical procedures, 
the application of systematics, and the use of nuclear models, constitute the main 
scientific contribution of the data evaluation effort. The project's data and 
corresponding bibliographic references are both computer retrievable and 
available in published form. 

Comprehensive evaluations, produced from ENSDF, are subsequently 
published in the journal Nuclear Data Sheets. Concurrent with evaluation of 
data, the Isotopes Project develops methods and computer codes for data 
analysis. These include minimization procedures for deducing best values from 
various sets of data, and data-verification codes for assuring correctness and 
uniformity. The project has a continuing interest in methods for propagation of 
the experimental uncertainties reported for nuclear properties. Their application 
in nuclear data evaluation leads to uniform and rigorous interpretation of the 
data, and results in consistently reliable recommended values. 

The Isotopes Project produced seven editions of the Table of Isotopes from 
1940 to 1978, the sixth and seventh in book form. Each edition provided a 
comprehensive and critical evaluation of the known nuclear properties deduced 
from radioactive decay and reaction data. The project is also responsible for the 
production of the Table of Radioactive Isotopes, first published in 1986. This 
book provides a concise source of recommended data derived from ENSDF, and 
is tailored to the nfleds of applied users in industry, biology, medicine, and other 
fields. It has also proved itself as an indispensable reference for nuclear 
physicists and chemists in basic research. The Isotopes Project is preparing an 
8th edition of the Table of Isotopes for completion in 1993. This book will 
primarily emphasize nuclear structure and decay data. The 8th edition of the 
Table of Isotopes is planned to be updated regularly and provided, on various 
computer media, for remote printing. Future editions are expected to be 
published on approximately a 5-year cycle. 
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The Isotopes Project is also responsible for developing an electronic version of 
the Table of Isotopes to display nuclear data on personal computers and 
workstations. This program will provide a chart-of-the-nuclides graphical 
interface to the ENSDF file including full searching capabilities for all data, 
graphical and tabular display of information, calculation utilities, and access to 
the Nuclear Structure Reference library (NSR). A preliminary version of this 
program, supporting menu-driven access to the numerical data in ENSDF, will 
be released in 1992 and a complete version is expected around 1994. 

The Isotopes Project serves a broad user community, and plays an active role in 
promoting the science of nuclear data evaluation. It has developed, and makes 
available, an extensive computerized database of nuclear structure and 
radioactive decay infonnation (LBL/ENSDF) based on ENSDF. 

Publications 

1. V.5. Shirley, Nuclear Data Sheets 64, 505 (1991). 
2. E. Browne, Nuclear Data Sheets 62, (1991). 
3. R.B. Firestone, Nuclear Data Sheets 62, 101 (1991). 
4. R.B. Firestone, Nuclear Data Sheets 62, 159 (1991). 
5. V.S. Shirley, Nuclear Data Sheets 64,205 (1991). 
6. R.B. Firestone, J. Gilat, J.M. Nitschke, P.A. Wilmarth, and K.S. Vierinen, 

Phys. Rev. C43, 1066 (1991). 
7. K.5. Toth, J.M. Nitschke, K.5. Vierinen, P.A. Wilmarth, R.B. Firestone, and 

M.O. Kortelahti, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. Phys. Res. B56, 484 (1991). 
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88-Inch Cyclotron Operations 
CM. Lynds, D.'. Clark, D. Collin..c;, A. Guy, R.-M. Larimer, 

S.A. Lundgren, R.,. McDorulld, and Z. Xic 

The 88-1nch Cyclotron is operated by the Nuclear Science Division as a national 

facility in support of U.S. Department of Energy programs in basic nuclear 
science. Written proposals for experiments in nuclear science are evaluated by a 
Program Advisory Committee on the basis of the science proposed. Current 
members are C.D. Goodman OUCF), R. Janssens (ANL), R.W. Hoff (LLNL), R.L. 
McGrath (SUNY), and L. Sobotka (Wash. U.). The current membership of the 
Users' Executive Committee is J.M. Alexander (SUNY), J.A. Becker (LLNL), K.E. 

Gregorich (LBL), W.O. Loveland (Oregon State University, chairman) and H.R. 
Wel1er (Duke University). 

Research at the Cyclotron is conducted by scientists from many institutions in 
addition to those from LBL and the University of California at Berkeley. During 
FY91, the Cyclotron was used by 120 scientists from 18 institutions. About 60% 

of the total beam time was used by scientists from institutions other than LBL. 
The Cyclotron also plays an important role in the education and training of 
young scientists at the undergraduate, graduate, and postdoctoral stages of their 

careers. 

The central component of this facility is a sector-focused, variable-energy 

cyclotron that has been upgraded by the addition of an Electron Cyclotron 
Resonance (ECR) high-charge-state ion source. This versatile combination 

produces heavy ion beams from helium to oxygen with energies up to 32 

MeV Inucleon. For heavier ions the maximum energy per nucleon decreases 

with increasing mass. Typical ions and maximum energy are argon at 17 
MeV lu, krypton at 8 MeV lu, and xenon at 5 MeV lu. Most metal1ic ions and a11 

other gaseous ions up to mass 150 either have been accelerated or can be 

developed with energies high enough for nuclear physics experiments. Light 
ions - p, d, 3He and 4He - are produced up to total energies of 55, 65, 135, and 

130 MeV, respectively. Polarized proton and deuteron beams at intensities of up 
to 0.5 microampere are also available. Beams directly from the ECR source at up 

to 10 keV per charge state can be delivered by a transport system on the vault 

roof to anyone of three target stations for atomic physics research. 

Accelerator Use 

In FY92 the Cyclotron is operating 14.5 eight-hour shifts per week for research 

and one shift for routine maintenance each week. The Cyclotron operating 

efficiency continues to benefit from the ECR source. There are long periods of 

steady operation, and only one operator per shift is required. The range of ions 

available from the ECR source has continued to expand. Table 1 summarizes the 

time distribution for FY91. The Machine Operation Summary shows that 
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Cyclotron reliability was very high, with only 5% of the operating time being lost 
to unscheduled maintenance. 

Ions and Energies 

The Cyclotron fed by the ECR source provides a wide range of ions, energies, 
and intensities in support of the experimental program at the 88-Inch Cyclotron. 
Using the low and high temperature ovens in the LBL ECR, most clements can be 
accelerated. A partial list of beams, energies, and intensities is given in Table 2. 
In addition to those listed, many isotopic beams such as 26Mg, 29Si, 30Si, 34S, 
37Cl, 65Cu, and 70Ge can be produced from natural feed. Other isotopes such as 
3He, 13C, 15N, 180, 22Ne, 44Ca, 48Ca, 54Fe and 235U can be run economically 

from enriched isotopes because of the high efficiency of the ECR source. 

The beams developed and listed in Table 2 are generally developed as needed 
by the wide range of experiments proposed by the users of the 88-Inch Cyclotron. 
Heavy clement radiochemistry experiments require several eJlA of beams up to 
mass 48 at 6-8 MeV/nucleon. The study of C-delayed proton emission and of 
light proton-rich nuclei requires a few eJlA of 3He at 40-110 MeV, and carbon, 
silicon, and sulfur at 6-7 MeV /nucleon. The nuclear astrophysics group 
typically uses beams of protons, deuterons, 3He and 4He at energies of 8-25 
MeV /nucleon. A wide range of ion species, particularly of neutron-rich isotopes, 
is used for the study of high spin states using the HERA detector array. Groups 
studying heavy ion reaction mechanisms and complex fragmentation of highly 
excited nuclei use higher energy beams such as nitrogen and oxygen at 32 
~1eV /nucleon, neon at 26 MeV /nucleon, silicon at 22 MeV /nucleon, and argon 
and copper at 13 MeV /nucleon. 

ECR Ion Source Development 1, 2, 3 

Two types of ovens, a low and a high temperature type, are used to produce 
beams from solid materials in the LBL ECR source. The ovens are located 
outside the plasma, so their vapor feed rates depend only on their temperatures. 
This is an advantage over wire or rod feed. At the 1 eJlA level at the source, the 
charge states from the oven beams are similar to those from gases in the same 
mass range, indicating that the oven feed systems have been well optirnized. In 
the present configuration two ovens can be loaded at one time so that rapid 
changes between beams can be made during an experiment. The low 
temrerature oven operates up to 700 degrees C and produces beams of lithium, 
sodium, magnesium, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, titanium, iodine and 
bismuth. The high temperature oven has a resistance-heated tantalum crucible, 
operating up to 2000 degrees C. Beams produced with this oven include 
beryllium, boron, aluminum, scandium, chromium, iron, nickel, copper, 
germanium, silver, lanthanum, terbium and uranium. The long term stability is 
excellent. During this year we had the first full runs with beams of boron, iron, 
and nickel beams. They were for outside users with the HERA facility. 
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Previously these beams were used only on short tests or for atomic physics. Also 
a gennanium beam was run for the first time, 70Ge from natural feed for a HERA 
experiment. 

The key to new capabilities at the SS-Inch Cyclotron is the construction of a 
new Advanced Electron Cyclotron Resonance (AECR) source. Phase II of this 
AlP project is nearing completion. The AECR operates at 14.5 GHz and produces 
beams of greater intensity and higher charge states than are now available using 
the LBL ECR. Ouring FY90 construction of a new horizontal beam line which 
connects the AECR to the cyclotron was completed. The first AECR beams were 
injected into the cyclotron in June of 1990 and since then a variety of ion species 
from the AECR have been accelerated. The cyclotron accelerated bismuth to 954 
MeV using a Bi38+ beam from the AECR. An electron gun, which injects 10 to 
150 eV electrons into the plasma chamber has been developed to increase the 
production of high charge state ions. 

88-Inch Cyclotron User Support 

The liaison scientists of the SSUsers' Group provide information, assistance, 
and coordination to all users of the S8-Inch Cyclotron. These scientists are also 
the main contact between the Cyclotron operations staff and outside users. 
Presently, the outside user community includes both industrial users who 
purchase beam time for their own proprietary use and scientific users. 

The 88Users' Group is also responsible for the development and maintenance 
of experimental facilities at the Cyclotron and for making these facilities 
attractive to a diverse group of users from around the world. The 88Users' 
Group supports the Users Association and its Executive Committee which 
conveys users' needs to the S8-Inch Cyclotron management via monthly 
telephone conference calls. 8SUsers, through the Users Association, sponsors an 
annual users meeting and the liaison scientist publishes a users newsletter. 

88-Inch Cyclotron Computer Support 

The low-energy computer support effort is aimed at developing and 
maintaining general software for experimental data acquisition and on-line 
diagnostics at the 88-Inch Cyclotron. The goal is to provide high-level, vax-based 
interactive data acquisition and analysis software for the general use of all 
groups, and to support the daily operation of the computer hardware. 

Applied Research 

The 8S-Inch Cyclotron is a major source of heavy-ion beams for the testing of 
computer chips and other solid-state components such as charge-coupled devices 
(CCDs) for the U.s. space program. Because of the ability to change from one 
beam to another one in a matter of minutes (e.g., from nitrogen to argon to 
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krypton) it is possible to establish quickly the energy deposition level at which a 
single event upset (SEU) will occur. The availability of proton beams (used for 
studying radiation effects on CCDs) has further increased the demand for this 
use of the Cyclotron. The wide variety of ions and energies available from the 
cyclotron has made it an excellent source of calibration ions for spacecraft 
particle detector experiments. 

The Aerospace Corporation and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) each have 
installed specially instrumented scattering chambers on dedicated beam lines. 
Their investment in these testing facilities is substantial. Future advances in 
device technology such as smaller size and greater complexity will result in ever 
greater sensitivity to SEU phenomena. This continuing trend in technology 
indicates a long-term need for access to the 88-Inch Cyclotron by more 
organizations involved in national and international space programs. 
Accelerator time used for the above purposes is charged to the industrial and 
government users on a cost recovery basis. Presently we are designing a new 
SEU test facility in coordination with the Aerospace Corporation and JPL. 

The DOE Tiger Team visited LBL in January 1991. Although there were a 
number of "findings" at the Cyclotron, they were in the category of least 
significance (Category III) and the 88-Inch Cyclotron continued to operate 
throughout the Tiger Team inspection. In preparation for this visit and since that 
time, much effort has been dedicated by the S8-Inch Cyclotron operations group 
to improving safety and conduct of operations at the cyclotron facility. A 
comprehensive self-assessment of health and safety problems in the building was 
done, and 1200 items were found needing correction. To correct these, safety 
shutdown days were scheduled and regular walk-thrus were done, so that 81 % 

of them have now been corrected. Operating Safety Procedures and other 
procedures needed for safe operation of various systems in the building were 
written. A radiation safety committee was appointed to review the problems of 
radiation safety in the building. Gates to control access to radiation areas around 
the cyclotron vault and caves were installed. Increased control of building 
access was achieved by keeping the entrance doors locked, having a secretary to 
monitor each entry, and requiring escorts for visitors. All these steps have 
increased the level of safety and good conduct of operations at the facility, but 
have taken a great deal of operations effort. 

Gammasphere 

In January, 1991 it was decided by DOE that Gammasphere would be 
constructed and operated initially at the 88-Inch Cyclotron. We arc preparing to 
house the Gammasphere detector in Cave 4C. Design work is underway to 
determine what physical modifications are needed to accommodate thL' detector. 
The beam transport and beam diagnostic systems to Cave 4C are being reviewed 
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to improve the transport efficiency and make rapid tuning of the beam line 
possible. Additional funding has been requested to increase the operating level 
of the Cyclotron to accommodate the increased den1ands for bean1 time 
associated with early implementation of Gammasphere. 
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Table 1. FY 91 

Accelerator Operation Summary 

Machine Operation (Hours) 
Research 
Tuning 
Unscheduled Shutdowns 
Scheduled Shutdowns 

Electrical Energy Consumption (GWH) 

Experiment Summary 

Beam Utilization for Research (Hours) 
Nuclear Research 
Other Research 

Total 

Number of Nuclear Science Experiments 

Number of Scientists Participating in Research 

Institutions Represented 
Universities 
Other OOE National Laboratories 
Industrial and Other Organizations 

Percentage of Beam Time 
In-House Staff 
Universities 
DOE National Laboratories 
Other Institutions 

Total 

25 

2498 
469 
140 

5653 

5.4 

1876 
622 

2498 

40 

120 

10 
1 
7 

40 
20 
20 
20 

100 



T.lble 2. 88-1nch Cyclotron Beilin List 

Ion Chargl' Extern.ll E/ " Ion Chaq;l' External E/A 
State lh'ilm "'mge or Max Stilte Beilm Max 

(s:~) -ilikY/1I) (s:J,U\) (Ms:~Uu) 

p I(X)-5 .2-55 ~Ip 8 .5 l) 

10 ,1 15 
P (po\.) .7-.4 6-50 

~2S 7 3.5 7 
d 10(l-5 .]-32 8 2.0 l) 

l) 1.0 11 
d (pol.) .7-.4 5-32 10 .4 14 

11 .1 17 
~Hl' 2 100-5 1-47 12 .02 20 

13 ,003 23 
4He 2 100-5 1-32 

~5CI l) .4 9 
7Li 2 .5 11 10 ,1 11 

3 .03 26 11 .02 14 
12 .005 16 

4Be 2 .5 7 
3 .3 15 39K 9 4 7 
4 .2 28 10 2 9 

11 1 11 
12C 4 10 6 12 .02 13 

4 5.0 16 
5 .1 24 40Ar 9 3.0 7 
6 .01 32 10 1.5 9 

11 .6 11 
14N 5 5.0 18 12 .4 13 

6 .15 26 13 .09 15 
7 .01 32 14 ,015 17 

1(,0 5 10 l) 40Ca l) 1.5 7 
t' 5 14 10 1.0 9 
6 3.0 20 11 .8 11 
7 .1 27 12 .4 13 
8 .03 32 13 .06 15 

14 .006 17 
J4F 6 2 l) 

6 1 14 6..1Cu 15 .1 8 
7 .6 19 19 .03 13 

2(1Ne 6 5 8 84Kr 17 .2 6 
6 2.0 13 19 .08 7 
7 .4 17 20 .04 8 
8 .1 22 
l) .()2 28 129Xe 23 .01 4 

27 .01 6 
=.tt\,tg 6 1.5 l) 

7 7 12 )~4-fb 30 '(X)5 5 
8 2 Iii 
l) 20 DHU 21 .010 .7 

10 03 24 30 .001 2.2 

~"iSI (i 20 (i 

7 )0 l) 

8 7 II 
l) S 14 

}(l 2 18 
II OS 22 

The II"kd (lIrrl'nt" .1fl· b,l'-.l'd (In n.ltllr.ll i"otopl( "(lUrCl' ked, eXCl'pt for 'He. Bl'.llll inknsity on t.uget will vary 
.K((lnill1g to lW.llll 11Ill' ilptl( .... , ~.-(lllllll.ltJ(ln ,lnd energy rl'!->lliution requirl'l111'nb Other ell'l11l'nb run includl' lIB, DNa, 
~;';\1. 4;5..., .HiTi, ;2Cr, ~('Fl" ;"iNI, ;'\'Cl', 1'7 "g, 1271. j"\4Ll, .lnd 2()(lBi. Many i"otopc!-> l,f thesl', including 44Ca, 48Ca and 
:::l;U h.wl' .)I!->o bl'l'n run Thl' .... e .1I1d otlll'r l(ln'" h,l\'l' l'fll'rgil'!-> and intensitil's similar to thosl' in the table in the same 
m.l ...... r.mgl' Bl',llll l·,ll'rgil· ... d(lw/1 t(l bel(l\\'!ll MeV / u arl' ,1V,lil.lbll· 
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Group Lists 
Following are the lists of people in the Nuclear Science Division groups. The lists were not 

produced in any systematic way and their accuracy is not guaranteed. 
At the end of each list are the long-term visitors with their home institutions in parenthesis. 
"graduate student. 
*"undergraduate student. 
group leader in bold face. 

Administrative Staff 
Montgomery, Meredith E. 
Cozean, Anne 
Davis, Linda J. 
Erickson-Weber, Kathleen 
Hodges, Robin 
Lofdahl, Joy 
Phillips, Barbara 
Pouncey, Tonya S. 
Smith-Burnett, Wanda J. 
Sterling, Catherine J. 
For Glenn T. Seaborg I 

Associate Director at Large: 
Whyte, Sherrill L. 
Jackson, June 
Ludwig, Janice 

Exotic Nuclei; RAMA 
J.C. Batchelder* 
J.Cerny 
D.M. Moltz 
T.J. Ognibene" 
M. Rowe" 
Garry Rose"'''' 
Eric Wang** 

QASIS 
R.M. Chasteler* 
R.B. Firestone 
J. M. Nitschke 
P.A.Wilmarth 

High-Spin Studies 
F. Azaiez 
M.A. Deleplanque 
R.M. Diamond 
W. Korten 
J.R.B. Oliveira 
F.S. Stephens 
J. Burde (Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 

Israel) 
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J.E. Draper (UC, Davis) 
E. Rubel" (Ve, Davis) 
C. Duyar" (VC, Davis) 

Heavy-Ion Reactions at Low and 
Intermediate En~rgies 

Y. Chan 
J.A. Scarpacci 
R.G. Stokstad 
J. Suro Perez" (lnstituto de Ffsica, UNAM, 

Mexico) 

Nuclear Astrophysics and Fundamental 
Symmetries 

Y. D. Chan 
A. Garcia 
R. M. Larimer 
K. T. Lesko 
E. B. Norman 
R. G. Stokstad 
I. Zlimen 
M. T. F. da Cruz (University of Sao Paulo) 
M. M. Hindi (Tennessee Technological 
U ni versi ty) 
F. E. Wietfeldt" 
E. Kong"" 
H. Leung"" 

Nuclear Astrophysics/Radioisotope 
Detection 

S. Carlson 
F. Crawford 
H. Marvin'" 
R.A. Muller 
C. Pennypacker 
S. Perlmutter 
C. Smith'" 
L. Wang* 



Heavy Element Nude" and 
Rad iochemistry 

D.C. Hoffman 
G.T. Seaborg 
K. R. Czerwinski'" 
R. Gaylord"'· 
A. Ghiorso 
K.E. Gregorich 
H.L. Hall (Lawrence Livennore National 

Laboratory,Livennore, CA) 
T.M. Hamilton'" 
N.J. Hannink'" 
C.D. Kachel"'" 
B.A. Kadkhodayan'" 
S.A. Kreek'" 
M.R. Lane'" 
D.M. Lee 
M.P. Neu" 
M.J. Nurmia 
A. Ti.irler (Postdoctoral Fellow) 
W.O. Loveland (Oregon State University) 
A. Bilewicz (Department of Radiochemistry, 

Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and 
Technology, Warsaw, Poland) 

Isotopes Project 
E. Browne 
R.B. Firestone 
J. Z. James 
V.5. Shirley 
C.M. Baglin (Morgan Hill, CA) 
B. Singh (McMaster University, Canada) 
C.A. Stone (San Jose State University) 

Intermediate Energy 
M. Colonna 
N. Colonna 
O. N. Dclis~ 
K. Hanold" 
M. Justice" 
I.. G. Moretto 
V. Pascalon" 
P. Roussel-Chomaz 
\\'. Skulski" 
Q.C.Sui 
K. Tso" 
G. J. Wozniak 
B. Libb~ (University of Maryland) 
A. Veek" 
M. Varasten·" 

Bevalac Computers 
R.A. Belshe 
C. McParland 
W.H. Rathbun 
S. Jacobson 
E. Yee 

IllS 
S.Beedoe 
N. Eddy .... 
H.Z. Huang 
H. S. Matis 
C. Naudet 
R. J. Porter'" 
L.S. Schroeder 
P. A. Seidl 
W. K. Wilson 
J. Carroll (UCLA) 
G. Roche (Universitc de Clermont II, France) 

lamLi 
D. Armstrong 
R. Bossingham 
T. Case" 
K. Crowe 
Y. Dardennes" (Michigan State University) 

Transfer Reactions and Rotational Inelastic 
Scattering 

J.O. Rasmussen 
S. Y. Chu'" (Yale) 
R. Donagelo (Brazil) 

Plastic Track Detectors 
P.B. Price 
D.M. Lowder 
D. Snowden-Ifft 
Y.D.He 
T. Miller 
A. Richards 
A. Westphal 
W.T. Williams 

Secoodaxy Radioactive Beams 
K. Matsuta 
A. Ozawa" 
K. Yoshida 

Subthresbold Kaons and Antiprotons 
J. Drewery 
S.N. Kaplan 
v. Perez-Mendez 
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Nuclear and Astrophysics 
C. Chen (LSU) 
S. Costa (Catania, Italy) 
H.J. Crawford (UCSSL) 
J. Engelage (UCSSL) 
I. Flores (UCSSL) 
L. Greiner (UCSSL) 
C. Knott (University of Minnesota) 
R. Potenza (Catania, Italy) 
C.Tull (LSU) 

Relativistic Nuclear Collisions 
Fred Bieser 
Ma tt Bloomer 
Dan Cebra 
Scott Chasc" 
Santa Chatterji 
Bill Christie 
Erwin Friedlander 
Doug Greiner 
Chuck Gruhn 
John Harris 
Peter Jacobs 
Pete Lindstrom 
Howard Matis 
Richard Morse 
Grazyna Odyniec 
Doug Olson 
Art Poskanzer 
Gulshan Rai 
Hans-Georg Ritter 
}o Schambach 
I wona Sakrejda 
Larry Teitelbaum" 
Shaheen Tonse 
Jean Marie Walker 
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Howard Wieman 
John Wolf 
A. Dcan Chacon (Texas A&M) 
Salvo Costa (Catania) 
Tim Hallman (UCLA) 
Eric Hjort (Purdue) 
Dec1an Keane (Kent State) 
Louis Lerman" (Philipps) 
Martin Partlan" (UC Davis) 
Alan Scott" (Kent State) 
Yiping Shao" (Kent State) 

Theory 
G. Batko 
S. Chapman 
N.K. Glendenning 
T. Guhr 
M. Gyulassy 
C. Jarzynski 
W.O. Myers 
J. Randrup 
M. Redlich 
W.J. Swiatecki 
X.N. Wang 
F. Weber (Max Kade & DFG Fellow /U. 

Munich, Germany) 
G.F. Burgio (lNFN Fellow/Italy) 
J. Casado (Fulbright Scholar/Santiago, 

Spain) 
P. Chomaz (lN2P3/0rsay, France) 
H. Frisk (NFR/Nordita) 
M. Grabiak (Feodor Lynen Fellow) 
E. Medeiros (CNPq/CBPF, Rio de Janeiro, 

Brazil) 
M. Thoma (DFG/TU Munich, Germany) 
T. Vetter (DAAD/U. Giesscn, Germany) 





Observation of a Superdeformed Band in 192Pb* 
E.A. Henry/ A. Kuhnert/ J.A. Becker/ M.J. Brinkman/ T.F. Wang/ J.A. Cizewski,+ 
W. Karten, F. Azaiez,a M.A. Delcplanquc, RM. Diamond, J.E. Draper,b W.H. Kelly,C 

A.D. Macchiavelli, and F.S. Stephens 
We have identified a new superdeformed (SO) 

band and assigned it to 192Pb, extending the re

gion where supcrdeforn1ation is known in the Hg, 

TI, and Pb nuclei near A = 190. The 
173Yb(24Mg,5n) reaction with beam energies of 

128 and 132 MeV was used to produce 192Pb. 

Data were acquired with the HERA spectrom

eter at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 88-
Inch Cyclotron. A channel-by-channel search of 

the data revealed at least nine mutually 

coincident transitions extending from 262 to 570 

keY (Fig. 1). The relative intensity pattern of 

the transitions in the band is shown in the inset. 
The assignment of this new band to 192Pb is bClseo 

on excitation function data and coincidences of 
the band members with known 192Pb transitions. 

A gamma-ray spectrum generated by double 

gating on three- and higher-fold events (Fig. 1) 
shows the 8SS-keY (2+ - 0+), S03-keY (4+ - 2+), 
and S66-keY (6+ - 4+) transitions in 192Pb. 

Transitions in 193Pb, such as the 521-keY 

(19/2,21/2 - 17/2) transition, arc not observed in 

this duuble-gated spectrum. The method of 

Becker et a1. 1 has been used to determine the 

spins of the levels in this SO band. The 
assignment to 192Pb limits the spins to integer 

values. Spins of 1 () or 11 arc equally probable for 

the level populated by the 262-keV transition. 

This work extends the region of 

superdeformation near A = 190 to 192Pb. 11"\c 

increase in spin of the lowest observed SD band 
member in 192Pb compared to 194Pb suggests that 

192Pb is near the edge of the SO band region. In 

Pb, the SD bands do not show identical 

transition energies when compared among 

themselves; this is in contrast to a number of 

cases in the Hg and TI nuclei. Finally, SO bands 

are now knovvn in four even mass Pb nuclei, but a 

SD band has yet to be found in an odd mass Pb 

nucleus. 
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Fig. 1. A spectrUI11 of the SO band produced in 
the 173Yb(24Mg,Sn) reaction at 132 MeV, and 

assigned to 192Pb. This spectrum is obtained by 

double gating three- and higher-fold events. SD 

band transitions arc indicated by their energy. 
Known transitions in 192Pb are indicated by the 

spin and parity of the levels they connect. The 

SO band transition intensities include internal 

conversion (inset). 

"Condensed from Z. Phys. A 3~ 469 (1991). 

i Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 

Livermore, CA 94550. 

tRutger.i University, New Brunswick, NJ 08855. 

a Permanent addrcs~: CEN-BF, IN2P3, Le Haut

Vignec1u--33170 Cradigan, France. 

bpermanenl address: Univ. of CaL, Davis, CA 95616. 

cPermanent address: lo\ ..... a Stale University, Ames, IA 

50011. 

1), A.Becker, et ilL, Nucl. Phys.t\5W, 187c (1990); and 

to be published. 



Superdeformation in the A - 190 Mass Region and 
Shape Coexistence in 194Pb* 

M. ,. Brinkman,t ,. A. Cizewski,t ,. A. Becker,t E. A. Henry,t A. Kuhnert,t T. F. Wang,t S. W. 
Yates,t M. A. Stoyer,t R. M. Diamond,§ F. S. Stephens,§ M. A. Deleplanque,§ A. O. 

Machiavelli,§ and ,. E. Draper§ 

In the first decades of this century it was 
believed that the atomic nucleus was a point
like mass that could be completely described 
by its mass and electrical charge. Currently we 
know that the nucleus is a many-body system 
composed of a number of strongly interacting 
nucleons. While progressing from the early 20th 

view to the present day, however, it has been 
found that many of the properties of the 
nucleus are intilnately conne·cted to its physical 
extent, i.e., the size and shape of the nucleus. 
Nothing emphasizes this fact more than 
studies of superdeformation (i.e., nuclei near 
the limit of large deformation) and shape
coexistence (i.e., nuclei exhibiting distinct 
nuclear shapes at similar energies and angular 
momenta). 

Within the past three years, worldwide 
experimental effort has focussed on the 
neutron-deficient mercury, lead, and thallium 
nuclei near A - 194, as an exceptionally fruitful 
area for the study of superdeformation, and 
more recently shape coexistence. A recent 
collaboration comprised of Rutgers University, 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, has extensively 
studied the neutron-deficient mercury and lead 
nuclei with masses near A - 194, discovering or 
independently co-discovering 18 supcrdeformed 
rotational bands (out of the 27 such structures 
known in this mass region) in 9 distinct nuclei 
(out of the total 13 nuclei known to support 
superdefonnation in this region). 

This work was a doctoral dissertation for M. 
J. Brinkman of Rutgers University. It discusses 
the superdeformed nuclei in A - 190 mass 
region focussing on the neutron-deficient lead 
and mercury nuclei which Rutgers University 
and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
took a lead role in analyzing. Separate sections 

detailed what is known about the physics of 
the population, the intra-band region, and the 
depopulation of superdeformed rotational 
cascades in the A - 190 mass region. 

In addition a discussion of the near-yrast 
states in 194 Pb up to a spin of -35 h is 
provided. This work confirms, and in a number 
of cases corrects, what is already known about 
this nucleus 1 . In particular, structures 
characteristic of non-collective oblate and 
prolate and collective near-oblate and prolate 
excitations are discussed. 'Ine presence of all of 
the classical modes of low-energy nuclear 
excitations in 194 Pb make it one of the best 
examples of nuclear shape-coexistence known. 

Footnotes and References 
ItM. J. Brinkman, Superdeformation in the A - 190 
Mass region and Shape Coexistence in 194 Pb, 
unpublished dissertation, Rutgers University, Oct. 
1991. 

t Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903. 
tLawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
Livermore, CA 94550. 

§Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720. 

1. B. Fant et al., Jour. Phys. G17 (1991) 319. 
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Superdefonnation in 198Pb 

T.F. Wang', ].A. Becla.,.t, E.A. Henryt, A Kuhnert', S. W. Yates t, M.]. Brinkman l , /.A. Cizewski', F. A. Azaiez, 
M.A. Delt..1,zanque, RM Diamond, J.E. Dm]ler, W.H. Kelly, W. Kot·ten, A.D. MacchiaveJli, E. RulJd, 

F.S. Sh7,hcns, and Y.A. AkavaJi§ 

Three-dimensional Hartree-Fock calculations and 
cranked Strutinsky calculations all predict well
developed secondary minima in the nuclear 

energy surface throughout the A -194 mass 

region. In fact, about 25 SO bands have been 
experimentally observed, and many of these SO 

bands show similar moments of inertia, and 

"identical" transition energies. Hence, it is 
important to map out the boundaries of 
su perdeforma tion. 
We have extended the region of 

superdeformation to N = 116. Fig. 1 shows the 
single-gated coincidence spectrum for the 198Pb 
SD band populated via the 154Sm (4lICa,4n)IQ8Pb 

reaction at E(4lICa) = 205 MeV. About 280 million 

coincidence events were recorded at both E(4lICa) 

= 205 and 210 MeV. The isotopic identification 
was based on the excitation function behavior 
with different Hand K cuts at the two energies. 

Spin assignments of the members of SO bands 
were obtained from least squares fits to the 

expression: 

I + 1/2 = 2aw + 4/3~W3. (1) 
With the choice (t) = dE/dI = ~/2, I is the 
intermediate spin of the tran.c;ition I + 1 -+ I - 1. 
The 303.8-ke V y ray is assigned as Ii -+ Ie = 14 -+ 

12 transition. 

An interesting feature deduced of the SO bands 
in 194.196.198Pb is shown in Fig. 2. While many of 

the even-even nuclei have similar dynamic 
moment of inertia, ]12), the J(2)e 98Pb) and ](2)e96Pb) 

are different than P)C94Pb), although all three 

nuclei have almost the same moment of inertia, 
20. It is possible that the pairing does not change 
as much with frequency in J96. J98Pb than 194Pb. 

Another interesting feature is that alignment of 
the 198Pb SO band with increasing lIw docs not 

saturate at a "quantized" value with respect to the 
reference 192Hg SD band in contrast to many other 

SD bands in this region. 

Footnotes and References 
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tRutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903. 
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Fig. 1. Single-gated coincidence spectrum for the 
198Pb SO band; transition energies with errors are 

shown. 
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Fig. 2. The dynamic moment of inertia of 
194.J96.19SPb SO bands as a function of ('hw)2. The 

lines are calculated from the parameters u and I~ 

obtained with integer values of If obtained with 

Eq.(1 ). 



Partial Level Scheme of 19SPb 

'1'.1'. Wangt, J.A. Ht'lJU'1· t
, LA. lIcHtyt, A.KuJ1I1c·rt t

, M.A. Stoyt'1· t, S.W. Yates t, M.l. B,.iHmll.m', J.A. Ci::t.'7uski', 
r. A. A::aic::, M.A. Ddt7,latH/uc, KM Diamond, /./:. Dnll'('1', vV.I l. Kelly, W. Kortc", A.O. MtKl'hiavdli, 

E. H.uiJc/, F.~. ~t(7Ihcl1s, tmd Y.I\. Akcrvali§ 

Neutron-dcficient Pb isotopes with a closed 
proton shell have long been good candidates for 
studies of nuclear excitations involving only a few 
active particles. In fact, low-lying structure in 
these isotopes can be described reasonably well in 
terms of two- and four- quasiparticle excitations. 
One long standing question is the pr.-;sible onset 
of collective structures at high angular momentum 
in these isotopes. 
We have observed two dipole collective bands in 

1911Pb via the 154Sm(4SCa,4n)198Pb reaction at E(4IICa) 

= 205 MeV. Both thin target (a stack of three -
0.5 mg/cm2 154Sm foils) and backed-target (
Img/cm2154Sm, evaporated onto -12 mg/cm 2 Pb) 
bombardments were made. About - 200 million 
double coincidence events were collected for each 
target. The results from the thin-target were used 
to identify the sequence of the two newly 
observed bands in 198Pb. Backed-target results 
were used to establish the connection between the 
new levels and the known low-lying isomeric 
states in 198Pb, and to suggest the possible location 
of previously unobserved isomeric states. 
Fig. 1 shows the partial level scheme of 1Q8Pb 

deduced from present study. The identification of 
the 322-, 323- keY doublet is based on a channel 
by channel projection of the 2-D coincidence 
matrix, and verified by coincidence gates on other 
band members. Directional correlation analysis 
shows that most of the transitions are ~I =1. 

Assuming pure Ml character of the dipole 
transitions, possible level spin-parity arc shown. 

Footnotes and Rtft'1·(.'l1ccs 

tLawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
Livermore, CA 94550. 
~Rutgers University, New Brunswick; NJ OH<J03. 
§Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 
373HO. 
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Fig. 1 Partial Level scheme of 1915Pb. Previously 
observed transitions are shaded in light gray, 
newly established low-lying transitions are in 
dark gray, and the proposed dipole collective 
structures are in black. Dashed-1im~s represent 
suggested locations of the isomeric states, The 
intensities above 12' isomer are based on the y

ray intensities observed in thin target 
measurement. Transition intensities below the 10' 
state cannot be determined from the present 
study. Spin assignmenl~ are no better than ±2 'h. 



Lifetimes of Dipole Collective bands in 198Pb 

1'.1'. Wtlllgt, /.A. BCl:kc1· t
, 1:.A. 1 iel1ri, A.KuJ1I1L'1't i

, 1\1.A. ~t()ycrt, ~. W. Yates t, M./. Brinkman', /,A, Ci:cwski', 
r. A. Azaicz, M.A. Ddcpial1'I uc, KM Diamolld, 1.r:. [)rtll'cr, ~V.II. Kelly, \V Kn,-tcll, A.O. Macc/tiavcl/i, 

E. I~ul)cl, 1-'.5. ~k!lhL'1ls, (md Y.A. Akc1Vah~ 

We have measured lifetimes of states in two 
dipole collective bands1) in 198Pb using Doppler

shift-attenuation method (DSAM). The 
I!'>4Sm(4BCa,4n)198Pb reaction at E(4SCa) = 205 MeV 

was used to populate the band members. Two 

backed targets were used,- Img/cm2 I!'4Sm, 

evaporated onto - 12 mg/cm2 Pb or Au. About 

- 200 million double coincidence events were 

collected for each ta rget. 

The lifetime analysis was mad~ with coincidence 

data from the Au- and Pb- backed targets sorted 

into forward, "90°", and backward matrices. 

Doppler-shifted lineshapes were observed for 

transitions in both bands for transition energies 

between -300 keV and -500 keV. Lifetimes were 

extracted using a Monte-Carlo Code. Resull~ for 

both bands for Au and Pb backed are summarized 

in Table I. 
The relatively large (-1-2 W.u.) B(Ml) strength 

among band members suggests that these arc 

high-K bands. The dynamic moment of inertia of 

both bands P2) - 25'h2 Me V-I, about 113 of the 

kinematic moment of inertia, suggesl~ a large 

amount of aligned angular momentum. The 

alignment estimated to be -14(3} 'tI, and it is 

presumably from the alignment of i13/2 neutrons. 

The M1 transition rate can be estimated from 

Pb-BACKING 

the relation: 

B(Ml)=(3/4n:)K2(gk"gr)2 <IKI0 I I-l,K>, (1) 
where gr is the collective g-factor (-21 A). Using 

gk = 0.96 for the T£(hQ/2@ip/2)11- configuration, the 

red uced M 1 transi tion probabiIi ty calculated for 

K= 11, 1=26 is - 1.8 W.u., in qualitative agreement 

wi th the measured transition strengths of the two 

bands. The deformation consistent with the 

properties of the two bands is I ~21 - 0.1. This 

value is in reasonable agreement with the 

predicted oblate minimum at ~2 - ··0.15 by 
Bengtsson and Nazarewicz(2). 

Footnotes and Rt:jerel1ces 
1) See "Partial Level Scheme of 198Pb" by T.F. 

Wang et al., in this Annual Report. 

2) R. Bengtsson and W. Nazarewicz, Z. Phys. 

A334, 269 (1989). 

tLawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 

Livermore, CA 94550. 

tRutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903. 

§Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 

37380. 
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Oblate Collectivity in 197Pb" 
A. Kuhnert t, M.A. Stoyer t, I.A. Becker t, E.A. Henry t, M.j. Brinkman t, S. W. Yates t, 

T.F. ~Vang/ I.A. Cizcwski §, F. AZllicz, M.A. DcleT'/anque, RM. Diamond, I.E. Draper, W.H. Kelly, 
W. Korten, A.O. Macchiavelli, and F.S. Stephens 

The data from the fusion reactions 
176Yb(26Mg,5n) at 135 MeV,and 154Sm(48Ca,5n) 
at 210 MeV beam energy, respectively, 
revealed several sequences of up to twenty 
strong dipole transitions. Two of these bands, 
one regularly and one irregularly 1,aced, have 
been unambib>'Uously assigned to 19 Pb. Fi~. 1 
shows a partial level scheme for 1 9 Ph 
including the regular band. Their most likely 
decay pattern into the low-lying states was 
determined from the data (sec fig. 1), although 
no linking transitions have been found so far. 
The DCa and y-ray yield ratios for the 
detectors close to 30° and close to 90° suggest 
~I=1 for the main transitions in these bands. 
For the irregular structure one has to assume 
M1 electron conversion to obtain a consistent 
intensity balance within this band. This 
argument does not hold strictly for the regular 
band. However, we have assumed M1 
transitions for the regular band also, because 
the observed intensities of the low-lying band 
members and their decay into the quasiparticle 
states are most consistent with this assumption. 
Additionally several of the ~I=2 crossover 
transitions have been observed in both bands. 

Lower limits for the bandhead excitation 
energies and angular momenta have been 
deduced from the experimental data. A 
reasonable estimate for the excitation energies 
is Ex > 3.8 MeV for the regular band, and 
Ex > 3.3 MeV for the irregular band (sec fig. 1). 
The spins of the lowest states in these bands 
are most likely I:::::33/2±2 h (regular) , and 
1::::: 31/212 h (irregular). 

Based on our model calculations we suggest 
the regular band to be an oblate collective 

band built on a 7(1/2+ (400)-2; 9/2-[505]; 

13/2+(606])11-®v(fp)4 (i13/2)-3) state. The 
corresponding 7((11-) state is seen in 196pbl). It 
has a g-factor of + 0.96(8) 2), and therfore a 
large magnetic moment perpendicular to the 
rotation axis of the nucleus and consequently 
strong Ml transitions. We expect an oblate 
state in 197 pb, with the above mentioned 
configuration, close to an excitation energy of 
Ex=3.1 MeV. The irregular band shows the 
characteristics of a collective band. However, 
it is not a typical collective band because of 
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the strong irregularities seen in a I versus h <0 

plot. We cannot give a detailed explanation 
for the mechanism leading to thi~ irregular 
band, but from our quasiparticle Routhian 
calculations we suggest it is most likely a 
triaxial rotational band, i.e. y == -100°, built 
on the same general configuration described 
above. 

t Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
Livermore, CA 94550. 
t University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506. 
§ Rutgcrs University,New Brunswick, NJ 08903. 
It A. Kuhnert et al., submittcd to Phys. Rev. C. 
1. B. Fant et al., J. Phys. G Nucl. Part. Phys. 
17,319 (1991). 

2.}. Penninga ct al., Nucl. Phys. A47~, 535 
(1987). 
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Inertia of Superdeforlued Nuclei near .-1 == 19,-1 
J. A. BCCh'C7'''', E. A. l/C7lry'" , A. Kuhnert"', '1'. F. lVang*, and S'. ll'. )'01(:.';*, .1. A. Ci:;(II'ski t , 

j\1 . .I. 1],.il1A·nwrzf, Il .A/. Dial1lOwl, F .S. Stcphens, .I. E. J)mpt14, U·. 1\'()I'f( 11, .\1. :\. /)/ itp/U/H/II(, 

A. O. }\1acchi(lvclli, F. A zaiez, and H'. II. !\'d/y 

The notion that reliable spin assignlllellts lIlay 
1)(\ made for superdeformed (SD) bands in the 
A = 1 ~)'l region based on expectations of the 
rotational model was introduced by Becker and 
coworkers, l in thei r study of su perdeformation 
in 19211g. All experimental evidence suggests 
that the SD band llH'mbers in this mass region 
are Ilucl('ar states characterized by the dynam
ics of an extremely good quantum rotor, and so 
this notion has been applied to 25 SD bands in 
1:3 n uC\('i nea.r A = 19·1. The transi tion eIlC'r
gies were fit to the power series expansion of I 
ill odd-powers of E,,(/2, I + 1/2 = ow + /3w 3 , 

where E,,(/'2 = hu...', and to t}w expression for 
transition energy, E') = E(I + '2) -- E(I), where 

E(/) = AI(I + 1)+ B(J(I + 1))2 +C(/(I + 1))3. 
The l('ading order term of both fitting equations 
is just the expression for the transition energy 
of the quantum rotor: E,( I + 1 - I - 1) = 
·1:1( I + 1/2), which can be Sl't'll with th(' substi
t uti () n s E, = 2 ilioN' a Jl d 20 = '1'2 I ( '2.'\ ). T h (' fi tt in g 
was done with thl' assumption that all SD tran
sitions arp L = '2, and thus the fitting produces 
inertial parameters and a baseline spin, IJ. Ex
cellent fits were obtai ned for 25 bands over an 
angular momentulll range of at least ISh. The 
parameter If is (half)integer within ±O.I Ii for 
IS of the 25 bands. Hesults are generally similar 
for the two fitting equations, and If is identi
fied with lev('1 spin. Estimates based on cranked 
shell model calculations suggest that an error of 
no morc than ~ 1/:!. h is expected ill identifying 

Footnotes and Refe,.ences 

• Lawrence Livermore N aLiollal Laboratory. 
t Rutgers University. . 
I UC Davis. 
I Becker, et aI., Phys. Rev. C 41, R!.l(I~I!)O). 
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Lifetimes of Superdefonned States in 194Pb 

P. Willsau', H. Hubel', F. Azaiez, M.A. Deleplanque, R.M. Diamond, W. Korten, A.D. 
Macchiavelli, F.S. Stephens, H. Kluge", F. Hannachi 7, I.C. Bacelar·, I.A. Becker 0, M.l. Brinkman 0, 

E.A. HenryO, A.Kuhnert 0, T.F. Wang 0, I.A. Draperoo, E. RubetO 

The superdeformed (SO) rotational bands that 
have been found in the mass-190 region, in 
contrast to the mass-150 region, all show very 
similar dynamical moments of inertia J(2) that 

rise by about 40% over the observed frequency 
range. This might be caused by an increase in 

deformation or by a gradual alignment or loss of 
pairing correlations. This question can be 
answered in part by lifetime measurements 

which give the reduced transition probabilities. 
These in turn give the transition quadrupole 
moments, Qt, via the rotational model. Since the 
transitions between the SO states have lifetimes 
of picoseconds down to a fraction of a picosecond, 
the Doppler-shift attenuation method (DSAM) 
can determine some of them. Such a 
measurement has been made1 for 192Hg, yielding 

Qt :::: 19 barns and confirming a large, constant 

deformation. The present experiment is a 
similar measurement for the SO states in 194Pb. 
The reaction used was 150Sm(48Ca, 4n) 194Pb at 

the 88-Inch Cyclotron on a 1.1 mg/cm2 foil with a 
1 Omg/ cm2 gold backing. The gamma rays were 
detected with the 20 Compton-suppressed Ge 
detectors of HERA. 

The five SO transitions above 380 keY show 
lineshapes for which a DSAM analysis could be 

performed. A Monte Carlo simulation program, 
which included a subroutine to solve the 
Bateman system of coupled differential 

equations for the decays of the states involved, 
was used. The intensities of the SO and of 
contaminant transitions, as well as the 
quadrupole moments, wen~ simultaneously 
treated as free parameters in a least-squares fit 
to the experimental lineshapes. Only spectra 
from the back ward detectors were clean enough 
for analysis, and side-feeding could be neglected 
in the region analyzed. 
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The values of Qt derived from the lifetimes 
are shown in Fig. 1. Within the experimental 
uncertainties, they are constant at == 20 barns. 

The dashed curve indicates the moments 
necessary to yield the observed increase in J(2) in 
194Pb if it were due only to centrifugal 

stretching. Since the experimental transition 
moments are essentially constant (as in the 
previous investigation1 in 192Hg), the 

deformation must be constant and the increase in 
J(2) is due to either an increasing alignment or 

decreasing pairing, or most likely to both. 

Footnotes and References 

t 15K, Universitat Bonn, 0-5300 Bonn, Germany 
tt HMI 0-1000 Berlin, Germany 
&c C5N5M, F-91405 Orsay, France 

• KVI, 9747 AA Groningen, The Netherlands 
o LLNL,Livermore, CA, 94550 
00 University of California, Davis, CA 95611 
1. E.F. Moore t!l al., Phys. Rev. Lett. Q1, 3127 (1990) 
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Fig. 1. Experimental Qt of SO states in 194Pb vs. 
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Experimental Determination of Resolving Power of HERA 
Using Four-Fold CoincidE'nt Events* 

M. J. BrinJ..:man,t§ J. A. Becker,t E. A. Henry,t A. Kuhnert,t R. M. Diamond,t F. S. Stephens,t M. 
A. Deleplanque,t A. O. Machiavelli,t J. E. Draper,t and J. A. Cizewski§ 

The next generation of large multi-detector 

arrays for gamma-ray spectroscopic studies 

(i.e., GAMMASPHERE and EUROGAM) are 

currently being constructed. These arrays have 

been designed to maxinlize the collection of 

high multiplicity events and to optimize their 

resolving powerl . 

The resolving power of an array is a direct 

measure of the ease with which one can extract 

information about gamma-rays of interest by 

gating on gamma rays in coincidence. The 

rpsolving power of the array manifests itself as 

an increase in the peak-to-background ratio of 

the gamma ray of interest as successively more 

stringent gating conditions are applied. 

We have measured the resolving power of 

the High Energy-Resolution Array, located at 

the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's 88-lnch 

Cyclotron facility, through three increases in 

the gating requirements. The data used was 

collected following the 1 76 yb(22Ne,6n) 192 Hg It 

reaction at E(22Ne) = 122 MeV. This data was 

chosen because it is known to contain a 17 

member superdeformed rotational band, 

populated at -2% of the total 192 Hg cross

section. 

To avoid possible selection bias we created a 

data set containing only events in which four or 

more Ge detectors fired in coincidence. 

Following this we measured the peak-to

background ratio of the 192 Hg superddormed 

band through three increases in the gating 

condition. The improveInent in the peak-to

background ratio was -125, allowing one to 

study the superdeformed band without the 

necessity of background subtraction (see figure 

1) . 

Footnotes and References 
ItM. J. Brinkman et al., Proceedings of the 
Conference on Capture Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy 
and Related Topics, AlP Conference Proceedings 
238, October 1990, Pacific Grove, CA. 

t Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 
Livermore, CA 94550. 

tNuc1ear Science Division, La wrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720. 

§Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903. 
1. M. A. Deleplanque and R. M. Diamond, eds., 
GAMMASPHERE-A National Gamma-Ray Facility, 
a Proposal, (1988). 

2. J. A. Becker, N. Roy, E. A. Henry, 
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M. A. Deleplanque, C. W. Beausang, 
R. M. Diamond, J. E. Draper, F. S. Stephens, J. A. 
Cizewski, and M. J. Brinkman, Phys. Rev. C41 
(1990) R9. 

80~------------------------__ 

Energy (keY) 
8(X) 

Fig. 1. The 192 Hg supcrdefomlcd band obtained 

by requiring three ganlma-ray energies in all 
four-fold coincident events to lie within 

distinct gates set on the superdeformed band 

members. The memh('rs of the superdefornwd 
band are denoted by •. 



Shape Coexistence from the Structure of the Yrast Band in 174Pt* 
G.D. Dracouli~t, B. Fabricilis t ,A.E. Stuchh.'ryt, A.O. Macchia'uelli, W. Kortcrz, F. Azaic::§, 

E. Ru/Je/ tt ,M.A. Delf?l'Janque, R.M. Diamond, and F.S. Stephcn~ 

In the region of the closed shell Z=82, and 
around neutron number N=102, the coexistence of 
ncar-spherical and well deformed shapes at low 
spin and low excitation energy is well known. As 
one moves away towards smaJIer proton numbers, 
the ground state becomes well deformed, and 
only in more neutron-deficient nuclei docs the 
ground state become spherical again. 

The coexistence of a ncar-spherical band and a 
more deformed band in the same excitation 

energy and spin regions results in an yrast 
sequence that presents an irregularity in the 
region where the two bands cross. This has been 
observed in a number of nuclei in that mass 
region. In the Pt nuclei, this irregularity was 
hardly visible in 176pt. The present paper 
reports on the study of 174Pt with the goal of 
seeing a clear transition between the two bands 
in that nucleus. 

The nucleus 174 Pt was produced at the 88-lnch 
Cyclotron via the 107 Ag(70Ge,2np) reaction at 

303 MeV, favored in this case because of the 
neutron deficiency of the product. 

The level scheme obtained is shown in Fig.l, 
together with alignment plots for this and the 

two neighboring even-Pt isotopes. The 
irregularity is much the clearest in 174Pt, 
corresponding to a crossing between a weakly 
deformed ground state band and a well-deformed 
band in the 2-6 spin region. 

These results arc in general agreement with 
the systematics of that region, but the detailed 
mechanism producing the band crossing is not 
well understood. 
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Footnotes and References 

"Condensed from Phys. Rev. C44, f{1246 (199)) 

t Australian National University, Australia 

:t:Univcrsity of California, Davis, CA 95616 

§Institut de Physique Nuc1l'airc, Orsay, Francl' 
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Electromagnetic properties of T'angsten Nuclei" 
•• ••• , " /I •• .. c. Y. Wu ,D. Cline ,E.G. Vogt , W.1. KtrMn ,T. Czosnykll , K.G. Helmer ,R. W. Ibbotson , A.E. 

I<avka**, B. KDtlinski", IJnd R.M. DUzmond 

The tungsten nuclei, near a prolate-oblate 
shape transition, are good cases for studying the 
coupling of p and 'Y vibrations, as the p and "t 
bands are low-lying and at nearly the aame 
excitation energies. But both model calculations 
and experimental results give contradictory 
results. Some indicate strong coupling by a large 
(5-10 fold) reduction in the static quadrupole 
moments of the 2+ states in these bands and large 
devia tions from the Alaga rule for their decay. 
But others suggest weak coupling. 

The present experiment studied the 
electromagnetic properties of 182,184W by 
Coulomb excitation using 561 MeV 136Xe ions 
from the LBl SuperHIlAC and 235 MeV 58N i 
ions from the BNl Tandem. Four position
sensitive parallel-plate avalanche counters 
(PPAC) detected the scattered and recoiling 
particles in kinematic coincidence, and eight 
Compton-suppressed Ge's surrounding the 
PPAC's detected the coincident 'Y rays. A total 
of -1600 and -1900 independent y-ray yields for 
182W and 184W, respectively, were used to 
extract the relevant electromagnetic matrix 
elements using the semiclassical Coulomb
excitation least-squares search code GOSIA. 
States with spins up to 18+ for the ground-state 
band and to 16+ and 6+ for the 'Y and p bands, 
respectively, were included in the analysis. 

Some 35 E2 and 4 M1 matrix elements for 182W, 
and a similar set for 184W, were determined for 
states to spin 16+ and 12+ of the ground and 'Y 
bands, respectively. (The results for the static 
matrix elements of the latter are shown in Fig. 
1,) From these data it is found that their 
interaction is well described by a weak coupling 
between them. Furthermore, three-band mixing 
calculations indicate that the coupling between 
the ~- and y-vibrational bands is also weak, 
which disagrees with the prediction of the 
pairing-plus-quadrupole modell, but is in 

agreement with calculations on tungsten nuclei 
by references 2 and 3. 

Footnotes IJnd References 

• Condensed from Nucl. Phys. Ma 359 (1991) 

rJSRL, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627 
tMunich UnJversity, 0-8046 Garching, Germany 
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Population of high-spin states in 234U by heavy-ion-induced 
transfer reactions· 

K. G. Helmer, C. Y. lVu, D. Cline, M. A. Deleplanque, R. M. Diamond, A. E. K avka, 
lV. J. Kernan, X. T. Liu, A. O. Macchiavelli, R. J. McDonald, J. O. Rasmussen, 

F. S. Stephens, M. A. Stoyer, and E. C. Vogt 

vVe have performed the one-neutron pickup 
transfer experiments 23SU(58Ni,59 Ni) 234U and 
235Ue06Pb,207 Pb) 234U at bombarding energies 

near the Coulomb barrier. The goal of this work 
was to compare the high-spin one neutron trans
fer populations in order to note any effects of the 
rotational excitation on the final spin population 
in 234U. The grazing angle for each reaction as 
well as the total transfer cross section have been 
extracted. The cross section for the 206Pb + 235U 
reaction is compared to a prediction of a semi
classical model for transfer reactions involving 
208Pb and is found to fit the systematics nicely. 

The initial experiment was performed at the 
Holifield Heavy Inn Research Facility using a 
:~25 l\,teV beam of 58Ni ions impinging on a 
300-Jlg/cm 2 23SU target with a IIO-lLg/cm2 Ni 
backing. The scattered ions were observed in a 
parallel-plate avalanche counter (PPAC) in co
incidence with ,-rays detected using the Spin 
Spectrometer plus 14 Ge detectors (12 Compton 
suppressed). Further experimental details can 
be found in Ref.} 

The second experiment was done using a 1394 
tvleV beam of 206Pb ions, from the SuperHILAC 
at LBL, to bombard a 235 U target on thin Ni 

backing. 
Both the recoiling U and the scattered 

Ph ions were detected by the Rochester six
sided position-ser:-.itive parallel-plate avalanche 
count.er in coincidence with the deexcitation ,
rays by ] 4 Compton suppressed Gc detectors. 
TIl(' PPAC~s covered an angular range of 3000 

F'oot1l0t('.r;; and Rcfer(~nces 
·Published in Phy~, Rev, C44, 2598 (1991). 
J C. Y. Wu. X. T. Lill, S. P. Sorensen, H. W. Kincaid, 

M. W. C;lIidry, D. Cline, \V. J. J,ernall, E. Vogt, T, Czos
nyka, A. E. l\a"ka, M. A. Stoyer, J. O. Ha.<;mussen, and 
M. 1.. Halbert, Phljs. [,cit. I3 188, '2.') (1~1~7). 
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- 3600 in 4> and 150 
- 111 0 in () relative to the 

beam direction. The beamlike and targetlike 
fragments were partially resolved by their time
of-flight difference and the measured scattering 
angles. The I rays were corrected for Doppler 
shift on an event-by-event basis using the mea
sured kinematics. 

Fig. 1 shows a sample gated spectra of 
234U transitions for the two different projectiles. 

\Vith the heavier projectile the transitions go to 
higher spin, but the resolution is degraded due 
to incomplete mass separation and consequently 
poorer Doppler shift corrections. 
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Fig. I. Particle-gamma-gamma Coincidence spectra 

for the Ph (upper) and Ni (lower) projectiles. The spectra 

have summed gates on the 8+ - 6+, 10+ -+ 8+ and 

12+ - 10+ transitions of 234 u. 



Plutoniuln Speciation at the Solubility Limit 
in Near Neutral Carbonate Solutions 

M.P. Ncu, H. Nitsche, R.j. Silva,t R.E. Russo, andO.C. HOffman 

We are measuring thl' solubility limited 

speciation of 242 Pu as a function of time in near 

neutral carbonate solutions to better understand 

the chemical behavior of Pu in groundwater. 

Because Pu is only slightly soluble under these 

conditions 1 we are using laser-induced 

photoacoustic spectroscopy, which is roughly 

100 times more sensitive than conventional 

spectrophotometry, to identify and quantify 

Pu4+, PU02+ and PU022+. A remote system was 

assembled to measure spectra of radioactive 

samples in a glove box, thus avoiding the risk of 

exposure and contamination of the laser 

laboratory. The photoacoustic spectrometer, 

shown schemetically in Fig. 1, includes an 

optical fiber to deliver excitation laser light to 

the cuvette and is similar to a system previously 

reported2 . A representative spectrum of Pu4+ in 

perchloric acid obtained using this spectrometer 

is shown in Fig. 2. 

Solutions are prepared and l1"1onitorcd in a way 

similar to those used in solubility studies.3 Pu of 

the desired oxidation state is prepared 

electrochemically and added to a pre

equilibrated carbonate solution. All experiments 

are performed at pH = 6.0, T = 30.0, PC02 = 
5.71%, with 0.100 M in sodium perchlorate as an 

electrolyte. A Pu 4 + sol ubili ty / speciation 

experiment in which spectral absorbtion regions 

for Pu4+ and PU02 + were scanned and liquid 

scintillation counting was performed has been 

completed. 

To reduce the amount of tCl; used in 

experiments, a smaller volume cuvene was 

placed in the glove box. The lOX microscope 

objective initially used to collimate the light 

from the fiber and direct it into thl' cuvette was 

replaced by a convex lens and an iris. There was 

no loss in sensitivity due to these modifications; 

however as expected photoacoustic signals from 

system have a different waveform, 

Foot notes arid References 

tPermanent address: Lawrence Livermore National 

Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550 

1. H. Nitsche, M.A.T. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 212, 

1991 Material Research Society" 517-529 (1991). 

2. RE. Russo, D. Rojas, P. Robouch and RJ. Silva, Rev. 

Sci.lnstrum. illill, 3729 (1990). 

3. D.B. Tucker, E.M. Standifer, H, Nitsche and RJ. 

Silva Lanth. and Act. Res. 2 279 (1988). 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of ,the optical fiber 

photoacoustic spectrometer. NL non-linear 

optics, PZT, piezoelectric transducer; D, diffuser; 

NO, neutral density filter; PO, photodiode; 

AMP, preamplifier and amplifer . 
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Fig. 2. Laser-induced photoacoustlC Spl'ctrUIrl of 

2.0 x 10-5 M Pu 4+ in 1.0 M HCI04 using LD466 

laser dye (Exi ton). 
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New A.pparatus for High Voltage Molecular Plating 
K.E. Gregorich and B. Kadkhodayan 

In our studies of the chemical and nuclear 

properties of the actinide and transactinide 

dements, WL' bombard targets containing nL'(H 

milligram quantities of highly rddiot1ctive 

acti nide isotopes such as 24HCm, 249Bk, 249Cf, etc. 

During bombardn"lent with heavy-ion beams ,1S 

intense as one particle microampere, these targets 

must wi thsta nd tem perC! tu res up to severa I 

hundred °C and l'xtreme ionizing conditions 

without loss of any significant amount of target 

material. In addition, the targets must be 

physically strong enough to act as a vacuuln 

window. We have found that high voltage 

molecular plating) onto bL'ryllium backing foils 

fulfills all of these target requirements. 

In the high voltage molecular plating method, 

a salt of the target material cation is dissolved in 

isopropanol. This isopropanol solution containing 

enough of the salt to form a 75 ~g/cm2 deposit is 

placed in a plating cell with the Be backing foil 

as the negative electrode at the bottom of the cell. 

Several hundred volts are thL'n applied lwt",,"en 

the Be foil and a positive electrode about 1 em 

above. After approximatllly ~() minutes, the foil 

is removed and heated in a furnace to 550 "C to 

convert the deposit to the oxide form. This 

procedure is repeated until a tdrget of the desired 

thickness is obtained. 

We have developed a new plating cell system to 

facilitate this multi-layer procedure and to 

comply with electrical safety requirements. A 

cross section exploded view is presented in Fig. I. 

The plating cell is modular and all parts arL' held 

together with 10/24 socket head bolts to 

facilitate operation of the cell in an alpha 

glovebox. The positive electrode is made of a 

perforatL'd paltinum foil and is confined between 

tlK' top sL'ction dnd the mid ring. \-Yhen mounting 

the targl't in the cell, tlw BL' backing foil is placed 

in a shallow depression in the base plate and 

hald in place by bolting the clamp ring to the base 

piate. The combined mid ring/ top section is then 

bolted to the clamp ring to complete the cell. 

After plating, the procedure is reversed to remove 

the target frorn the cell. Production of 1t17Sm and 

nil t Ell ta rgets ha ve been performed as an initial 

test oi tlw plating cell. 

References 
1. D. Aumilnn, G. Mullen, Nucl. irlstrum. Meth. 115,75 
([974). 
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Fig. I. ExplodL'd cross section view of the plating cell. 
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Production of Actinides from the Interactions of 40Ca, 44Ca and 48Ca 
with 248Cm* 

A. Tiirier, H.R. von Gurl/en t, J.D. Leyba#, D.C. Hoffman, D.M. Lee, K.E. Gregorich, H.L. Hall~'''', 
R.A. Henderson tt, and M.J. Nunnia 

In our systematic study of target-like transfer 

reaction products, we have measured excitation 
functions for production of isotope'S of Th 
through Fm in bombardments of 248Cm with 

231- to 323-MeV 44Ca ions and for the produc
tion of isotopes of Th through Cm in bombard
ments of 248Cm with 230- to 291-MeV 40Ca ions, 

respectively, using radiochemical methods. The 

experimental data were compared with the re

sults of previous reaction stud ies in the systems 
40Ca + 248Cm [1,2] and 48Ca + 248Cm 11,3]. ll1e 

half-widths of the Gaussian isotopic distributions 

were about 2.5 mass numbers for above-target 

elements and 5 to 5.5 mass numbers for 

below-target elements in all three systems. The 

majority of the cross section for the production of 
above-target nuclides was assigned to 
predominantly quasi-clastic reactions, whereas 
below-target nuclides were formed in deeply 

inelastic and asymmetric quasi-fission reactions. 

The maxima of the isotopic distributions were 

5hmvn3 to closely follow the minimum of the 

potential energy surface (PES) in experiments 
with 48Ca, whereas in reactions with 40Ca and 

44Ca we found that a transfer of 4 to 5 protons in 

either direction was required to reach the mini

mum in potential energy (Fig. 1). The different 
neutron numbers of 40Ca, 44Ca and 4RCa are 

only partly reflected in the target-like reaction 

products. Differences in the element yields of 

two orders of magnitude for the production of 

below-target clements were observed between 
the reactions of 40Ca and 48Ca ions with 248Cm. 

The differences for above-target elements were 
largest between the reactions of 44Ca and 48Ca 

ions with 248Cm. Differences in below-target 

yields have been attributed either to losses of 

reaction products due to prompt fission, and/or 

to dynamic effects due to fusion hindrance. 
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Surface Sorption Technique For Separation Of Rutherfordium 
C.D. Kachel', A. Bi/cwic: "", Ilrld D.C. HOffmarl 

Rutherfordium-261 is producL'd in the 
nuclear reaction 248Cm( 180,5n)261 Rf at t}w H8-

Inch Cyclotron, then sep,Hated from its 
constituents so its chl'111ical propertiL's can bl' 
studied. This isotope was chosL'n because it is the 

longL'st-lived of the known Rf isotopl's. BL'causL' lit" 
the 65-5 half-life of 261 Rf, howL'vL'r, it would bl' 
desirable to havL' a shorter procedurL' to separate 
2 6 1 R f t han t h l' Cl If r L' n t s l II V L' n t l' X t r act ion 

techniques that take approxim'ltely one half-life 
to perform. A new method of separation using 

cobalt ferrocyanidl' surfaces on glass pl,ltl'S has 
been devised that can lw perforn1L'd in 1 () to 15-s. 
ThL'se surfaces have a high affinity fllr 

tetravalent metal cations and a low aifinitv for 
trivalent metal cations. ThereforL', 261 Ri Ci.~n be 
Sepilrdted from the ,1ctinides that are als(I 

formed. In prelirninary tests, these surfaces were 
used in a one-step procedure and gave excellent 
sources for measurement oi 261 Rf. The chemistry 

can be done directly on the surfacl' which is 
immediately measured with an alpha dl'tc'ctnr. 

We havl' also pL'rformed tracer studic's of 

the chloride complexation ,1\1d hydrolYSiS oi Zr, 
Hi, and Th using this technique. 

Figs. I a nd ~ sho \\' tl1L' diL-cts oi Hel 

concentration on ads(lrption. Zr, Hi, and Th hdVl' l1 

4+ ionic charge. I n Fig. I, dS the conCl'ntration of 

Hel increases, Zr and Hf continue to sorb while 

sorption of Th is ciecrL',1sL-d. This shows Th m,ly lw 
forming chloride complL-\L-s Stich ,1S ThCI~+ or 
ThCI 22 +. Si nce thl'sL' surfaces poorly ,1dsorb ~+ 
species, Th ddsorptioJ) tlwJ) dl'Cn'llSL'~. In hg. ~, ,1S 
Hel concentration Lk(nw~;l's, ,1Lborption oi HI' ,lnd 

Zr also dl'Crt'llSe ",hill- 1"h maintains all 

adsorption of nL'drlyIO{)';; . Thb may bl' dUL' to thc 
hydrolizlltion oi Zr llnd IIf to form spL'cies sllch as 
Zr(OH)3+ and Hf(CH-1)3+. 

It will be of intL'rl'st to Sl'C' if Rf bd1,lVl'S 

more like its lightL'r homologs Zr ,wei Hf or more 
like Th. 

""Institute of NUrll',}f Clwm., VV,HS,l\\', Pul,md 
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Fig. 1. Dependence of adsorption of 95Zr, 172Hf, 
and 229Th on Hel concentration. 
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Extraction of Rf and its Homologs with TT A 
K.R. Czerwinski, K.E. Gregorich, T.M. J-itHlli/tol'l, N.J. J-iannink, C.D. Kudla, B.A. Kadkhodayan, 

S.A. Krcek, M.R. Lane, D.M. Lee, M.I. Nunni(l, A. Tlirler, and D.C. Hoffman 

The extraction of tetravalent Rf (clement 1(4), 

Zr, Hf, Th and Pu by thenoyltrifluoroacetonc 

(TT A) in benzene from acidic chloride solutions 

has been studied using 65-5 261 Rf produced at the 

LBL 88-lnch Cyclotron via the 248 Cm ( 180 , 
5n)261 Rf reaction and appropriate tracers. The 

HC) concentration was varied between 0.05 and 

0.24 M. The TT A concentration was 0.5 M in 

benzene. 

The extraction results are shown in Fig, 1. The 

tracers extracted in the order Zr > Hf :=.:: Pu > Rf > 

Th. The extraction of Zr, Hf, Pu, and Th follows 

the values in the literature1,2,3. 

From the distribution coefficients derived from 
these extractions, the equilibrium constant 

(Keq ), hydrolysis constants and ionic radius for 

Rf were determined4,5. The tug Keq of Rf with 

TI'A was determined to be 3.18 ± 0.90. (Sec Fig. 

2). The hydrolysis constants for Rf arc 

calculated to be: K 11 == -2.6 ± 0.7; K 12 == -5.9 i. '1.7; 

K13 = -10.2 :t. 2.9; and K14 = -14.5 ± 4.1. These 

hydrolysis constants are lower than the values 

for Zr, Hf, and Pu, and slightly larger than the 

values for Th4. These results indicate that Rf 

will not hydrolyze under conditions which Zr, 

Hf, and Pu will. The ionic radius was calculated 

to be 9.1 ± 0.4 nm for the 6-coordinate species and 

10.2 ± 0.4 nm for the 8-coord ina te species. 

Footnotes and References 

1. A. Ramanujarn, ct.al., J. Radioanal. Chern. 42, 

349 (1978). 

2. S.V. Bagawde, et.al., J. Inorg. Nucl. Chen'!. 38, 
J 339 (1976). 
3. A.M. Poskanzer, et.ai., J. lnorg. Nucl. Chern. 
& 323 (1961). 

4 . C.F. Baes, cl.at. The Hydrolysis of Cati()~ 
Wiley Intersciencl', New York, p. 152-191 (1976). 
5 A.E. Martell, and M. Calvin, Chemistry of thL' 
Metal Chelate Cornpound2; Prentice-Hall, New 
York, p. 191-202 (1952). 
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Extraction of Zirconitlln and Hafnium with TT A 
K./\. C:cl'luinski, M./( Lllnc, Ilnd D.C. Hoffman 

Thl' group -I ekll1L'nts Zr llnd Hf are lwing 
studiL'd for comp,Hison with thc'ir hL',l\'ier 
homolog, Rf (L'IL'lnL'nt 10-1). Thl' liquid-liquid 
l'xtractions of radioacti\'l' 45Zr and 162Hf traCl'r 

inlll thl'noyltrifluoroacl'tol1L' (lTA) from aqueous 
solu tions were studied. 

F<'r the Zr experiments, a stock solu tion of 9SZ r 
in HCI was prepared llt a concentration of 
approximately 1 () )lCi /50)lL. Two Zr extraction 
l'xperi Ilwn ts were performed. In t hl' ii rst 
experiment, the HCI concentration was kept ,1t 
0.2-1 ~1 whilL' till' TT/\ cpncl'ntr,ltilln \\',l~ \\lril'd 
bl'twL'l'n O.OOS ~:1 l1l1d ().:=; [\,:1. In thL' sl'cond, tlw 
TTA COIKl'ntr,ltion \\',IS kl'pt lIt 0.25 M whik till' 

HCI concentra tion \\'d~ \'lHil'd lwt WL'L'n ().2S M 
and -I M (Fig. Il. 

The I-H experiments were performed c1t the 
La w rL'nCl' BL'rke ley Ll bo r,l tory 8H-1 nc h 
Cyclotron. Tlw isptope 162 H f was prod tlced by 
the 147Sm (20Nl',Sn) rL'llction. Two L'xtr.1ction 

expL'rinlL'nts \\'L'rL' periornwd. In the first, the 
Hel concentration W,IS kL'pt ,It ll.24 M whill' tlw 
TTA concL'ntratiol) \\'dS v,uied bdwL'L'n O.OS M 
,lnd 0.5 M. In the sec(lnd, the TTA WdS kept 

constant at 0.2S M whik the HCI was \'aril'd 
between O.OS M and (l.5 M (Fig. 1). 

A comparison of till' data for Zr and Hf shows 
three things. First, Zr genvrally extracts better 

than Hf as indicated by tlw higher Kd valuL's. 
This result is c{lnsistent with till' ddtll in tlw 
lilL'rature 1,2. Sl'Clll1d, both I.r ,1nd Ilf form 
~imil,H L'()mp!I.'Xl'~ with '1''1';\. ThIS i~ shown by 

the fdd th,lt thl'ir ~1(lIX'~ d~ d function of TT,\ 
concl'ntration <Hl' ~;imil,lr (b(lth dPproxim'itl'ly 

1.2>' whIch rnean~ tl1l'Y .In' slmilarl.\' dq1L'ndl'nt 
on thL' 'ITA conCl'ntra tion. From tl1L'sl' figu rL'S, it 
can be Sl'el1 that a good clwicl' for thl' rangl' llf 
TTA concentr,ltiClns f(lr rtlthnfordium l'xtraction 

would he bl'twl'L'n ,lbout 0.25 M and ().) M. In 
addi tion, TTA is k i nl'tic,llly slow com p,Hl'd to 
triis(loctylamine ,1nd tnhlltylphusph,ltL" two 

common orgdnic lig,lIlLb A high TTA 
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conccntr,ltil1l1 is nl'ecic"d to llvercome the slow 
kinL'lic~. ThL'rL'fure, 0.5 M TT A in benzene was 
t hL' co I1CL'n t ra tin n chosen for ru t herford i u m 
c'x tract ion. 

The effects of HCl concentration shows the 

need for a low acid (Fig. 1). This is especially 
true if Rf behaves more like Pu than the other 
group 4 elements. Previous \Nork has shown that 
the group 4 elements have higher distribution 
coefficients than Pu LInder the same conditions 1. 
In addition, the equilibrium constants for TTA 

l'omplL'x fonn,llion of Pu arc lower for Hf or Zr3. 
Fnlln t hL'SL' Zr ,1 nd Hi rL'sults, condi tions for 
l'xtr(lctiol1 uf rutill'rfordilim Wl'rl' chosen. 

Foot notes and Referenccs 
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ChL'm. Soc. Zl, 31 H2 (1949). 
3. J. Stary, The SolVl'nt Extraction of Metal 
Chel,ltes; Macmillan Company, New York,p. 71-
77 (11.)6-1). 
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Extraction of Rf and its Homologs with Trialkylamines 
K.R. CzCt'winski, K.E. Gregorich, T.M. Hamilton, N.J. Hannink, CD. Kachel', B.A. Kadkhodayan, 

S.A. Krcek, M.R. Lane, D.M. LeL', M.]. Nl/rmia, A. Tiir/cr, and D.C. Holiman 

The extraction of tetravalent Rf, Zf (a Rf 

homolog), Th and trivalent Eu (an actinidl' 

homolog) by trihexylalninl', triheptylamine and 

triisooctylamine (TIOA) in organic dilul'nt ffoln 

aqueous HClenvirnnments has beL'n studiL'd using 

65-s 261 Rf pfoduCt'd at thl' LBL HH-Inch 

Cyclotron via the 248Cm( 180, 5n)261 Rf reaction 

and the appropriate tracl'fS. The organic dilul'nt 

examined were ml'thylisobutylketonl', benzenl', 

hexanes, and dichlorotT'Il'thane. The CI-, and H+ 

concentrations in the aqueous phase were varied. 

The effect of HF on extraction \-vas also studied. 

The tracers were in a 12 M HCI solution at an 

activity of 50 nCi/50 ilL. The tracers used \\'l'fl' 
95Zr, 152Eu and 228Th . 

TIOA was thl' superior trialkylaminl' 

extractant. Benzene had thl' highest extraction 

of the dil uents examined. Addi tion of H F 

inhibited extraction. The results showed that 

an organic phase of '1 M TIOA in benzenl' and an 

aqueous phase of 12 M HCI had the best Zr 

extraction (Fig. 1). Tracer evaporation as a 

function of TIOA concentration was studied using 

95Z r (Fig. 2). This expl'riment showl'd an 

increase in tr,lcer l'\'apllf(1litln with (111 incrl'll~l' 

in TIOA conCL'ntra tion. 

Based on thl' results, TIOA was uSl'd ttl studv 

extraction of Rf from c1LjUl'OUS !-·Iel solutiuns. Thl' 

Hel solution \VdS held Clll1st,1nt at 12 M He\. 

TIOA concentrations ofl f\1 and 0.1 M \"'l'rL' uSl'li

The studies showed Rf extraction of 29.1 ± 6.5 I;; 

at 1.0 M TIOA and 1'1 7±_22.0 (;~, at 0.1 1\1 TIOA. 

Thl' low extraction (It 1.0 r\'l is dUl' to tf(1CCf lo~~ 

during evaporation of thl' organic phasl'. Thl'sl' 

results showed that Rf beha\'l's diffl'fl'ntly than 

Th and Eu and most similarlv tll Zr. This rl'sult 

is further evidence th,1t b(lth Rf and Zr Ml' group 

4 clements. 
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Search for 263Rf 
K. R. Czerwinski, K. E. C rcsorich, 7'.M. Hamil tori, N.J. Hamli tIk, C. D. Kachel', B. A. Kadkhodayan, 

S.A. Kreck, M.R. Lane, O.M. Lee, M.J. Nurmia, A. Tarler, and D.C. Hoflman 

An attempt was tnade to produce a new 

isotope, 263Rf. The production reaction used was 

248Cm(180,3n) with a beam energy of 92 MeV. 

Utilizing mass tables 1,2, calculations \vere done 

for the alpha and electron capture. The 

spontaneous fission half-life was estimated from 

systematics3 . The Rf was separated from the 

actinides using liquid-liquid extractions. The 

organic phase was 0.5 M thenoyltrifluoroacetone 

CIT A) in benzene and the aqueous phase was 0.05 

M HCl. The collection time for each experiment 

was 3 minutes. 

The cross section for the 248Cnl,( 18 0, 3n) 

reaction was calculated using a modified SPIT 

code4. The peak of the excitation function is at 

92.5 MeV with a cross section estimate of 300 pb. 

From the cross section estima te, the 263 R f 
production rate is about 2 atoms per hour. 

Folding in the gas jet transport yield, chemical 

yield and detector efficiencies, the detection 

rate would be 1.3 events per hour for SF dnd 0.7 

events per hour for alpha deca~/. 

The half-life predictions an' shown in Fig. I. 

The alpha half-life estimate r,1ngl'd frtlm llH) 

seconds to 3500 seconds. Tlws(' l'~t 1111,1 tl'S Wl'n' 

made llsing masses from Rds. 1 and 2 
respectivl'ly. The electron (,1PlufL' h,ll1-lIfl' 

esti ma te was 3600 second s. Tlw spun td IIL'Oll S 

fission half-life l'stimatc is SO() sl'l'ond", 
Seven spontancous iisslOn l'\'l'nh 111 tlw '<I 

chemical fraction \verL' ObSl'f\'vd III 100 
experiments. Thc OhSCr\'l'd l'\'l'nls h.1Li d half-

300 
1 ife of 500 ±-200 seconds. No <11 ph'l l'\'l'nts \\'l're 
detccted, preventing absolutl' Idl'ntlfll',ltion (If 

t he prod uction of 263IH. Thv n(lS~ ~l'l'tl( 111 for till' 

~'\'l'n l'\'cnts is 140 !' 50 pb 

I. II, Mullvr, ,1nd J.l~ \JI\. ;\1 I ),itd '\Illi I),ltd 

Tabll''->, lY, 213 (lYHH) 
~, I., Satp,1thy, dnd 1<,( ;'''.l\·,d',.·\I'lIll [),lld 

~ucl. Dat'1 Tdblt''''3~, 241 ( 1 YK,")) 

5-1 

3. D.C. Hoffman, Spontaneous Fission Properties 
and Lifetime Systematics, LBL-26975, (1989), 
4. J. Alonso, Gmclin Handbuch der Anorganishen 
Chemie, & 28 (1974). 
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The Heavy Element Volatility Instrument 
(HEVI) 

B. Kndkhodayan, A. Tiirler, K.E. Gregorich, M.J. Nurmia, D. M. U'C, and D.C. Hoffman 

Experimental investigation of the chenlical 
properties of the transactinide elemen ts is 
extremely difficult. The longest lived known 
isotopes of the transactinide elements have half
lives of a minute or less. These elements have 
only been produced in heavy ion fusion reactions 
at rates of a few atoms per minute or less. 
Furthennore, actinide activities which are 
produced in high yields in these reactions 
interfere in the detection of the transactinides, 
which further complicates chemical studies. Due 
to the low production rates and short half-lives 
of these nuclides, very specific and unique 
chemical procedures have been devised. On-line 
isothermal gas chromatography is one of the 
most unique chemical procedures designed to 
investigate the properties of these elements. This 

Water Flow Meter 

Water Inlet -'lH S· k eat In 

Water Cooling '{ 

method takes advantage of the high volatilities of 
the halides of the group 4, 5, and 6 transition 
elements to efficiently separate transactinide 
halides and their lighter homologs from the Jess 
volatile trivalent actinides. This chemical 
separation allows the investigation of nuclear 
and chemical properties of the transactinide 
elements. 

We have constructed1 the Heavy Element 
Volatility InstTument (HEVI), an on-line gas 
chromatography system which is used to 
continuously separate halides according to their 
volatility. Both gaseous HBr and Hel have been 
used as halogenating agents. A schematic of 
HEVI is shown in Fig. 1. 

Footnotes and References 

1. B. Kadkhodayan et al., LBL-31645. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the Heavy Element Volatility Instrument (HEVI). Shown here is the side view of 
the chromatography and rccluster segments. 
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A Simulation of Isothermal Gas Chrolnatography Using the Monte 
Carlo Method 

;\, Tiiricr, K,E, Gregorich, C),C, }{(lIf111/JI/, n,M. Lee, tllld II, \Y. (;a:\"l'Io ~ 

DUl' to the vl'ry low pruduction rLltl's Llnd tlw 
short half-lives of transactinide elements, chemi

cal operations can be performed only on an 

dtorn-at-a time level. The significance of results 

obtained from a very small number of processed 

Lltoms is hard to assess in statistical terms. A dis

Cfl'l't l'Vl'nt simulation model, which adequatdy 

describes the properties observed for a vast 

number of processed atoms, i.e. for a homolog 

l'll'ment in a given experiment, is therefore of 

gn'\lt valul'. Using a simplified microscopic 

ITHKiL'1 to describe the downstream migration of a 

moiL'cule through a column with a negative 

longitudinal downstream temperature gradient, 

Zvara 1 was able to simulate the profiles of ther

mochromatographic zones. In employing Zvara's 

model we could reproduce the experimentally 

observed yield curves in isothermal gas-solid 

chromatography experiments with OLGA II2 

lInd determine the adsorption enthalpy of the in

\'l'stigatl'd species. Compared to analytical 

lm'lly'~'s methods3, Monte Carin calculations 

t\\sily alltlw accounting for actual experimental 

(( 1I1Liitiuns, such as the real templ'rature profill' 

in tIll' chrnmatography column. 

Each molecule in the chromatography column 

l'xperiences a series of discrete displacements 

,md adsorption-retention sequences. The dis

pli1cements dre usually very short, since Ll re

l'l'ntly dl'sorbed molecule will very likdy en

n'lll1ter the surface again after a flight of a fL'w 

fn'e path lengths. Occasionally, the molecule will 

di ifuse far enough from the wall to be trans

ported downstream over a much longer distanCl' 

hy the gas flow, before hitting the column surfan' 

(lgain. In Zvara's model1 the actual probability 

dl'nsity distribution for the displacement of a 

mlliecull' inside the chromatography column is 

rl'placed with an acceptable approximation, 

which assumes, that whenever the moll~ule cn

(Punters the surface a scries of adsorptinn-
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liL'snrptinn l'\'l'nts llccur withlllll displaCt'n1l'llt. 

TIlL'n, a long downstn'am displacement takes 

place, before thl' molecule encounters the surface 

again, Thus tIll' numl'rous displacemenl~ of a 

mnlecull' are replaced by a much smaller number 

of l'ffl'ctive duwnstrl'am "jumps"l. This way a 

vast numl1l'r of moll'cule histories can 1x" calru

latl'd with a computer within a reasonable time. 
In Fig, 1 tJw data measured for 167TaBr:; 

r1'\1: 7H s), till' calculat('d yiL'ld curvcs using tlw 

rvhmtl' Carlu simulation procl'dun' and an anll

lytical analys('s ml'thod 3 for an adsorption 

l'nthalpy of 6H,\ ::: -45 kJ /0"'101 an' shown. TIll' 
flow rate of He through the column was 21/min 

(STP). The Montl' Carlo simulation procedure 

convincingly reproduces the data, whereas, dUl' 

to the absence of long "jumps" the analytical cal

culations predict II zero yield for low isothen,,"al 

templ'ra tu n's. 

·I'.nll Sdwrrl'r I""btut, eH - 5232 \'dhhl~n, SwitlL'rl,lI\d 

I, I. /VtIr,l, l<'ldi()~:hil1l, Ada, ~.li YS (I YK,) 

2. H.W. C,lggl'll'r l't al., Nud, Illstr. Ml,th" A30Y, 20) (lqq]) 

1, H.W. Caggl'll'r L't aI., Radiuchim. Acl41, 3Ji. 103 (1 YH:;) 

;:1 Jlf-t-T-1-+-f-f1 
~:I it,,' T 
j : t[ ,+ / ~:::;':':: .) 
~ II ,', N Monw C.,kI M.thod 

J 21 • --. I - H AneIy1to.1 .... hcMI 

11 ' 
• _--4_ ~-J.-__ --4...-_----.. __ .......-o. ____ .. _______ .... __ .... __ __ ...J 

D 110 He III 40t lOt toe 700 100 100 
TMlpet811n 1'(:) 

Fi~. 2 Calculated yield curves using the Monte Carlo 

simulation - and an analytiralcalculation procedure. 



Evidence for the new Isotopes 252Bk and 253Bk 
S,A I\rcd. 1\,1' C;/(·S()/ldl. 1\ I\, l'::'('/it'lI/,-.J.d, H "lld~IJI),ltll/llll. ,\' I, J Illt/lllll~, A'I/l N,'/1. 

C,p 1\11(11('1,1'.,\1 1f, II II ilttl 11 , ;\'1. 1\ lilt/I', 1./\ S.1II,('(':>/('I, Kr, C,/1f/OI,/,:\ rIO/t'!. 

M/. N,I/llli,l, PAil I ('I', lind i),l', J IIl/fllllltl 

Tlw pn1dul'tipn lIt Ill'lItnln-rich drtinidv ll.'rmilw whl'tlll.'r till' lIb~l'n'l'd ~;~CI ,lIld 
ISlltll'l'S is h,1mpl'n'd by d\'dil,lbll' t,lrgl·t ~)"F~ Wl'rl' l'llnl,lIl1in,ltiol1 frulll dlrl'dlv 
projl'ct ill' nnnbi 11.1 t Illl).., ,) nd l"l'dd Illn prlldul'l'd ('1/ E" {Ir \\'l'rl' dl'l")~' pr(ldlll'lS (II 
rrllS"'-Sl'ctinl1s, I'n'\'lllU" ,lttl'mph b\' pur tlH' Hk, Thl' dl'll\'it\' Il'\'l,l" drv 

gnHlp to pf(ldul'l' ~::i~B" .1I1d ~::iJBk \\'l'rl' l'lln..,lsll.'nt with d /()-.t ClllltdlllilldtiPll, 
unslIl'L'l'SSflll bl·I.',lll"l' thl.' nwthlld ... l:lIrtlwr stud!' I ... rl'quirl'd bl'lprl' 
l'mpillyl'd did IHlt prll\'ldl.' slIllll'll'nt dl..,l'll\'l'r!' (II tlw Ill'\\' hpt(lpl's (,11) lw 
sl'nsitivitv, (1,IIIlll'd. Alsll 01 intl'fl'st, in ddditilln tll 

~Ve hd\'l' rl'cl'ntlv llbt,lilWd l'\'idl.)L'l· till' plltl'nti,11 disL'u\'l'I")' PI' tWll Ill'\\' Bk 
suggesting th,lt bpth 2::i~Bk ,md :'::1:1Bk ISlltllpes, is tl'll' obsen',ltilll1 of 411 ,1I1d)H 
l'dn bl' pfoduced in bomb,l 'dnwnts llf tr,lnsfl'r n'.lctions. This is lIsl'ful fllr uur 
2 ·l8 Cm bv t 80. Prel i mi na rv d a td undl'rstanding llf tr,lnSfl'r n\lL'tilln~. 
indicate t11i1t 2528k has .1 h'llt~-life of 

about 1 minutl' ,lnd 25:1Bk has a h,llf-Iifl' 
gfl'dtl'r thdn III minllte~. TI1L' h'llf-li\'l.'s 
Wl'rl' detl'rmirwd b~' dlph'l ,In,llysis III 

1C)1 1-1 the -- -Bk dnd -). Bk gruwth CUf\'l'S with 
inCrL'dsing irradiation till1l' in d l11L'tlHld 
simildr to th,lt lIsl,d I tn dbc{l\'l'r ~5J~1d, 

isotopes of Bk Wl'Tl' produl'l'd ,It tl1L' 8H
Inch CvrllltrUI1 ,It LBI.. in bomb,udITll'nts 

of a 6()O ~g/ cm 2 24HCm t,Hget wi th Y9 

i\kV 1 HO~+ ,)t (11) intl'nsit!, lit 2.'i l'~t\, 
Tlw fL'Cl,ils Wl'fl' tr.ll1Spllrtl'd with pur 
l-k/ KCI ,lL'rllSlll jl'l S.\'"tl'1l1 .md L'tllkrtl'd 
for varying tin1L's (L :1.md III minutl· ... ) r\ 
bi~-2 -l't h !.\ hl''\ yl-llrt ht' plH l~pl'Hlrk ,ll'i d 
Sl'p-.lrdtilln \\',1S pl'rlllTnwd ttl Ispl,ltl' tl1l.' 
Bk .lnd tlw Ir,ll'tllllb "'L'Tl' pPllll'd 
.H'C(ITdll1g tll tl1\.' lldkrtlPIl tlll1l'. TIll' 
~,lmpks \\'l'rl' l'll'drllpl.ltl'd tIn I't flit! ,1Ih.i 

,In.llyzl·d by 'llph,) pUI~l'-hl'ight 

dn,llysis, Fig. I IS ,1 ra\\' 'llph'l spl'l'trum 
shuwing the 15:1Es (llph.l pl"lk ,It h.b 

Ml'V. These ddt.l \\'l'fL' t,lken l1L'fllrl' thL' 
Sd mples Wl're l'iL,ctrllpl,l ted. '1'111.' 152C f 
peak is buried lIndl'r tl1L' 2::10Cf ,lI1d 248('1 
peaks at b.O ,llh.i (1.:1 \1L'\'. :\ plot pf t11L' 
,lllHllll1t of 252Cf Id.llIghll'r III 2::i2Bk) dl1l..i 

25JEs (grdnd-d'llIghtl'r 01 25JBk) \'l'r~lI~ 
thl' colll'cti(ln till1L' \\'.1" gl.'lH·rdtl'd til 
dl'll'rminl' tl1L' Hk h.lIIlI\'L'" .Inti I" ,,1)(1\\11 

in Fig. 2. It b ,h-.lII1Wd th.)t tl1l.' ('I .ll1d (:.., 
111 till' ~")mplL',,, tlrtgmdlL'd Ir\1111 till' dl'ld\ 
oft Ill' B k. 

13l'C,lIl~l' tl1l.' d1l'lnl-.tr~' \\'d" pl'rlpnnl'd 
without d tfdl'l'r. It I ... Imptl ... "ibll' tll I.h-. 

References 
I B. K.ldkhod.l~"ln t'I Ill, LUt. I\q111rt Ul1l2hll, 
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The Spontaneous Fission Properties of 259Lr 
TM.Hanllfton, K.E Gregoflct7, K.R CzerwlfJskl, B l<:adk/Jodayan, N J Hannmk, MPNeu, C.D Kacher, 

M.R. Lane, R F Gaylord, A Turfer, M J Nur'7Jla, 0 M. Lee, and D.C Hoffman 

We have measured the spontaneous fiSSion 

properties of 259Lr at tile LBL 88-lnch Cyclotron 

using an on-line rotating wheel system. The 

259Lr was produced via the 248Cm(15N.4n) 

reaction with a production cross section of 100 

nanobarns for 81-MeV projectiles. The recoils 

were deposited on elgtlty 40 pgicm 2 poly

propylene foils equally spaced around ttle 

circumference of a hOrizontal wheel The wheel 

was stepped at six-second Intervals to position 

the samples sequentially between SIX pairs of 

charged-particle detectors The kinetic energies 

and times of the coincident fission fragments and 

the alpha particles were recorded In list mode 

From these data. the half-life and the mass and 

total kmetic energy (TKE) distributions were 

denved 

The mass and TKE distributions are stlOwn In 

Figs 1 and 2, respectively The mass distribution 

was found to be broadly symmetric (full-width at 

half-maximum of about 40 mass numbers) The 

TKE distribution seems to consist of a single 

Gaussian component with a most probable pre

neutron TKE of 20Q.±.5 MeV The 259Lr tlalf-Ilfe 

was determmed to be 6 10±'0 3 seconds by 

measunng the decay of the 8 439±'0 01 Q MeV 

alptla particles The spontaneous fiSSion branctl 

was measured to be 20.:!..2 V(J Tt18se values are 

consistent With ttlOse obtained for 259 Lr by 

K E Gregorich et a/ 1 Tt)8 mass distribution and 

most probable TKE are conSistent Witt) trends 

observed for other trans-berkelium Isotopes 2 

Footnotes and References 

~ K E Grego~ictl et ,,/ LBl N"CiL'~H SCience OiJ,S,O(1 

Ann uai f1eport tor i 98t) 199:'; L BL· 30 798 UC~ i 3. 

Apr,: 1991 

2 U C Ho!"11a" "S~o"td!leo,-.,: FiSSOn of H,e 

HeaViest Elemen!~,." F:f~y Years With Nuclear FISSion. 

Gaithersburg, MD, April 1989, (Am Nucl Soc, Inc, La 

Grange Park, III., USA) Vol. I. p. 83 (1989). 
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C\' n t r a I C () II is ion s fo r I h () + 12 (' at :12.5 M l' V per n 11 c I co n ~ 
I :l''i,II,' .• : I ) (t;,m /\ (,')/,)~ .:,,'/ "'1,/ I ,"1111) 

I Ill' dt'l'tl\' I11vdl.\IlI-,1ll "Ir n'lltr,lI collJ"lol) 

prod\lch In 11>0+ 12<.. ,It ~25 ~1L'\'/A h,l~ bl'l'll 

"tllda'd, llH' t'XPl'fJl1H'llt,,1 Sl't up C()IlSlstl'd 01 (11) 

.Hr.l~· III 5H plll~·.tic phns\\'lCh dt'lectors rovl'ring a 

ttlt .. l1 solid t1ngll' {II I "tl'r,ldl.ln .lt fprwdrd angll's. 

Ttll' chdr~,~l' and l'l)t'rg~' 01 IlldlVldll,)1 fragnwnts up 

to carbon Wl'n' \(,kntilll'd. Cl'ntr,ll collIsion ('vpnts 

wen' St'll'cll'd b~' n'quinng tlw dl'tl'ctlOn 01 at Il'.lst 

h light Irdgn1l'nh Md\IIlHlm ('xcil,tlIOIl l'lll'rgil's of 

about 7 Ml'V per nllcit'on havt' bl'l'n fl'aclll'd tor tlw 

qlltlSI-tUSHHl primary Irdgnll'nts lorn1l'd. Ttw n'ntl'r 

01 mass vl'locity 01 thl' dl'tl'ct{'d tragllll'nis W,IS 

c,llculatl'd by usin~~ masses of thl' most tightly 

bound isotopl'S for l,t\ch Z. A Cl'ntl'r of mass 

velocity analysis had been ~wrforml'dl in order tn 

l'xtract ttll' contributions from various Jncompll,tl' 

tusion chanrwls. For instancl', for l'vents wheTl' 12 

out of the total 14 chargl's art.' detected, most of 

tlw cross section (-HOCft,) is dlH' to the dl'cay of 
24Mg. 

TI1l' 5Hl'+2H chanrll'I, mterl'sting becausl' 01 its 

hOf1)ogl'lll'ity, \vas studil'd in detail to infer the 

dl'cay nlL'chanism. (In this case then' is no largl' 

mass frdgllwnt to ldkl' away most of the elll'rgy.) 

Different ways of looking at tlw data hilve bel'n 

used in pH'vious \\'ork2. Hl're we h<1 \'l' chosen to 

(OIlCl'ntratl' on the folding angles lwt w('cn l'ach 

pdir of particles. For Sl'\'pn fragll'lents, 21 angles 

are caJculatpd for l'ach l'Vl'nt. 

Theoretical calculations havl' becn pl'rforn1l'd to 

2f)OO SHct2H 

2000 

] 500 -

1000 

I 

(IImp,1ft' \\'ith tlw Li,ltd. TIll' (lIdl' Cl'mini WtlS used 

tl) modl'l thl' sl'ljlH'ntial dl'l"l~1 lIf 241\1g jnto 

r;j k+ ~J I. hlr tlw 1111lltilragnll'nt,ltl{lJ) part, till' 

codc of LOpl'Z 1'1 al. was uSl'd 1 . This L'odl' gathl'rs 

till' tlnal tragnwnts III a SplWH' and Ids them 

mOVl' tlwav trom each other lIndl'r mutual Coulomb 

repulsion. A third calculation was ~)('rf()rn1l'd by 

choosing partidl' angles randomly from an 

I sotrnpir dist ri btl t ion. TIll' da ta as wl'1I as till' 

thn't' cdlrulations discussl'd abovl' are presented 

in tlw figuTl'. Thl' data <points) agree remarkably 

wt'll with thl' seqUl.'ntia) decay calculation 

(ell I'Vl') as wl'l I as t hl' ra ndom oril'nta tion 

(histogram) calculation. The multifragmentation 

calculation (dashed histogram), on the other 

hand, dOL'S not fit as well and peaks at a 

Sotlll'\vhat lower average angle. In other words 

the Tl1l'ltifragmenhon shows more of a spherical 

pattern presumably due to the final state mutual 

coulomb repulsion. A similar result was also 

obtained in a previous experiment that dealt with 

thl' peripheral break up of an 160 nucleus on 

hl'd vy ta rp(lts. 
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Fission- and Neutron-Decay Time Scales in Deep-Inelastic 238U + 238U 
Collisions by K-Vacancy Production* 

]. D. Molitorjs~l, w. E. Mcycrhotb, ell. StoJlcrb, R. Anholth, D. W. spooncrh, L. C. A1orctto, L. C. 
SobotkaC, R.]. McDonald, G.j. Wozniak, L. Blumcnfcldd , N. Colonna, M. A. McMahan, M. Nessje, and 

E. MorenzoniC 

In 1962, Gugelot pointed out that one can 
c~Jibrate the decay width r c of a compound 
nucleus in terms of the K x-ray width r x of the 
atomic electrons attached to this nucleus. One 
has only to prepare an atom with an excited 
nucleus and a K vacancy and then measure the 

branching ratio r x/r c. Using the same basic 
method, we have found a way to calibrate the 
fission-decay time of excited uranium (U)-like 
nuclei in tenns of their K x-ray width. 

The experiment was conceived as follows. Two 
238U nuclei are made to collide and undergo a 

deep-inelastic scattering. After the collision, 
the two U-like nuclei exit with a variable 
amount of excitation energy and some K 
vacancies. Due to their excitation energy, the 
U-like nuclei may emit neutrons and/or undergo 
fission. If the K vacancies are filled before 
fission occurs, uranium K x-rays are emitted. We 
consider three different classes of events: 1) both 
U nuclei survive fission; 2) one U nucleus 

undergoes fission and other survives; and 3) both 
U nuclei undergo fission. The uranium K x-rays 
were measured in coincidence with the above 
three classes of events. If the K x-ray emission 
time is much greater than the fission time (our 
first null hypothesis), the x-ray en1ission 

probability should be in the ratio P2: P3: P4 = 1: 
1/2: O. On the other hand, if the K x-ray 
emission time is Inuch smaller than the fission 
time, (our second null hypothesis), but greater 
than the collision time, the x-ray emission 
probabilities should be in the ratio P2: P3: P4 = 
1: 1: 1. If the ratios of the observed probabili ties 
are intermediate between the values expected 
from the two null hypotheses, fission and x-ray 
times can be intercaIibrated. 

Our results show that the three probabilities 
are not in the ratios expected for either of our 
two null hypotheses. Clearly, some of the times, 
but not always, K x-ray emission p-recedes 
fission. Thus, this constitutes a proof of principle 
for the calibration of fission times in terms of 

atomic K x-ray times and is the major conclusion 
of this work. 
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Table I. 2-, 3-,and 4-body K x-ray production 

probabilities averaged over the TKEL spectrum. 
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Experiment 

1.09 ± 0.03 
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Heavy-ion induced transfer reactions with spherical and 
deformed nuclei* 

~V. J. Ker'nan, C. Y. ~Vu, X. T. Liu, X. L. Han, D. Cline, T. Czosnyka, 
Ivl. ~V. Guidry, AJ. L. Halbert, S. Juutinen, A. E. Kavka, R. W. Kincaid, 

J. O. Rasmussen, S. P. Sorensen, M. A. Stoyer, and E. C. Vogt 

Extensive light-ion induced few-nucleon trans
fer experiments have been performed for four 
decades. One-nucleon transfer has been shown 
to be a selective probe of single-particle config
urations and has been of great importance in 
establishing an understanding of spherical and 
deformed shell structure in nuclei. Two-nucleon 
transfer probes nucleon-nucleon correlations and 
has played an important role in understanding 
the pairing field in nuclei. 

In this paper we report measurement of cross 
sections for the quasielastic channels at energies 
slightly above the Coulomb barrier using vari
ous Ni and Sn projectiles and various isotopic 
Sn and Dy targets. The deexcitation , rays were 
detected in a 47r NaI array (the Spin Spectrom
eter of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory) in 
kinematic coincidence with both target-like and 
projectile-like particles, thus providing a mea
sure of the total energy and multiplicity of the 
entry state. The reaction channels were identi
fied by characteristic I deexcitation transitions 
meas·ured with Ge detectors substituted for ar
ray elements in the Spin Spectrometer. The an
gular distribution for inelastic cscattering is well 
described by both semicla.ssical and quantal cal
culations. Two general features for few-neutron 
transfer channels are ohserved; (i) the depen
dence of the tot a.l cross section on the ground-

Footnotes and Rf-ierenrcs 
·Published in Nurl. Phys. A 524, 314 (1990). 
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state Q-value, (ii) the "coldness" of the reac
tion mechanism indicated by the measured entry 
states. For one-neutron transfer the distorted
wave Born approximation seems to give a cor
rect overall qualitative description of the reaction 
mechanism for spherical nuclei and reproduces 
the cross sections within a factor of two. The 
ground-to-ground two-neutron transfer probabil
ity for the reaction between Sn isotopes was de
duced and found to be strongly enhanced (F ~ 
760), which is consistent with the expectation of 
strong pairing correlations. Two-neutron trans
fer to the ground-sta.te band in Dy was partially 
resolved from transfer to other intrinsic states 
by using the Spin Spectrometer. The oscillating 
radial dependence of the probability for popu
lating the ground-state band was found to be 
related to the nuclear deformation. This leads 
to an explanation of the "slope anomaly," where 
the measured radial dependence of the totaJ two
neutron transfer probability has too flat a slope 
compared to the prediction based on a simple 
binding-energy argument. The probability for 
t.wo-neutron transfer to the ground-state band is 
found to be similar to the probability for ground
to-ground tra.nsfer in the Sn + Sn system, sug
gesti ng a com pa.ra.ble strength for pai ri ng corre
lations in the two systems. 



Source and Emission Velocities for the 63Cu + 12(: Reaction" 

D. N. Dclis, Y. Blumcnfclda, D. R. Bowmanb, N. Colonna, K. Hanold, K. jingC, M. justice, j. C. MengC, 
C. F. Pcaslecb, C.]. Wozniak, and L. C. Morctto 

Fragments with atomic numbers (Z) covering 
nearly the entire range of the mass-asymmetry 
coordinate were observed from the 5.0, 6.2, 6.9, 
8.0, 10.2 and 12.7 MeV / A 63Cu + 12C reactions. 
Energy spectra and angular distributions show 
the presence of projectile- and target-like 
components along with an isotropic component. 
The isotropic component appears as a Coulomb 
ring in the invariant cross-section plots indi
cating the presence of binary-compound-nucleus 
decay which is confirmed by the coincidence 
data. 

The source and emission velocities for each Z
value were obtained from its Coulomb ring by 

determining its center and average radius. For 
the four highest energies, the extracted source 
velocities versus fragment Z-values are shown 
in the upper portions of each quadrant of Fig. 1. 
The experimental source velocities show very 
little dependence on the fragment Z-value 
confirming that all fragments are emitted by the 
same source. These source velocities agree closely 
with the velocities expected for complete fusion 
V cf, which are indicated by the horizontal 
lines. 

The average radii of the Coulomb circles or 

emission velocities of the fragments are shown in 
the lower portions of each quadrant. The 
Coulomb nature of these velocities can be in
ferred both from their magnitude and from their 
nearly linear dependence upon atomic number. A 
calculation (solid line) of the Coulomb velocities 

based upon the Viola systematics generalized to 
asymmetric divisions is also shown. The dashed 
lines are the first moments of the emission ve

locity distributions calculated with the statis
tical code GEMINI which includes evaporation 
and angular momentums effects. The agreement 
between the data and the calculations is quite 
good and confirms that the emission velocities 
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are Coulomb-like and consistent with statis

tical emission. 
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Fig. 1. In the upper part of each quadrant are 
shown the extracted source velocities (x) for 
each Z-species produced in the 6.9, 8.0, 10.2 and 
12. 7 MeV / A 63Cu + 12C reactions. The single 
large error bar for each data set indicates the 
possible systematic error due to the mass pa
rameterization and energy calibrations. In the 
lower portion of each quadrant are shown the 
extracted Coulomb velocities (diamonds). For 

comparison, a calculation based on the Viola 
systematics (solid lines) and GEMINI (dashed 
lines) are shown. 



The Transition From Complete to Incomplete Fusion in 
Asymmetric Reactions 

K. Hanold, L·.G. Mor'etto, G.P. Peaslee"', G.J. lVozniak 
D.ll. Bowmant , M.P. Afohart , and D.J. A10rrissey 1 

The study of complex fragment emission from 
very asymmetric systems in reverse kinematic 
reactions, e.g. 93Nb,139LatC,AI at 14 and 18 
MeV /nucleon 1 2 has shown, besides the quasi 
and deep inelastic component, a compound nu
cleus component associated with a sharp, well 
defined source at the complete fusion velocity. 
Recently the reaction of 139La+Ni has been stud
ied in reverse kinematics at 18 MeV/nucleon. 3 
The complex fragments from this more symmet
ric system are no longer associated with a single 
sharply defined source but rather are produced 
by a broad range of sources. This is thought to 
be a result of a broad distribution of mass trans
fers. The study of (l29Xe+C,Al,Ti,Cu) at 26 and 
31 MeV/nucleon was carried out so that compar
isons to the lower energy systems can be made 
and to examine the transition from complete to 
incomplete fusion at higher energies. 

The center-of-mass velocity was reconstructed 
for each event of the binary coincidence data. 
The distributions of the perpendicular velocity 
component are very narrow. The distributions 
of the parallel velocity component (VII) in the C 
and Al systems are also narrow. Only a peak 
corresponding to complete fusion or very near 
complete fusion velocity is seen. This result is 
identical to the results from lower energy (11.4 
to 18 MeV /nucleon) reactions of 93Nb+C,AI and 
to 14,18 MeV/nucleon 139LatC,Al. In figure 
1, the VII distributions for the 18 MeV/nucleon 
139La+Ni, 26 MeV/nucleon 129Xe+Cu, and 31 
MeV /nucleon 129Xe+Cu systems are shown. 
The arrows at the bottom of each frame in figure 
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1 indicate the complete fusion velocity for each 
system. One can see the evolution of the distri
bution to include relatively greater amounts of 
incomplete fusion as the energy is increased. The 
tail that extends to low velocities in the figure is 
the result of events in which there were three or 
more fragments and only two were detected. 

The modeling of these systems has been under
taken. These results and the rest of the exper
imental results will be described in a upcoming 
article. 
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Fig. 1. TIle relati\'c yield of coillcidellce event.s as a 

fUllction of t.he ext.ractcd sOllrce velocity. 
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Projectile Breakup of 160 at 32.5 MeV/A: Comparison of a Classical 
Dynalnical Model with Experiment* 

/. Suro, Y.D. Chan, I.A. Scarpaci, R.C. Stokstad, K. Mbhringt and T.e. Schmidlt 

The predictions of the classical dynamical 

model of Mbhring, et aI., 111 ha ve been compared 

to the experimental data of Pouliot, et aI., 121 for 

the reaction 160+ 197 Au at 32.5 MeV / A. The 

experimental apparatus detected the forward

angle fragments (up to 18 degrees) produced by 

the breakup of the projectile and enabled the 

full kinematic reconstruction of multiple breakup 

events having four fragments. The dynamical 

model, which considers the alpha-particle 

degrees of freedom only, was compared to the 

al pha -pa rti cle cha n nel S observed in the 

experiment. The angular range and energy 

thresholds of the detector system were used to 
select theoretical events for comparison to the 

data. Overall, rather good agreement was found 

in the 4 a channel for the cross sections, folding 

angle distribu tion (Fig.1), sphericity and 

coplanarity distributions, and the excitation 

energy spectrum. 

Particle-particle correlations were not found to 

be very important in either the experiment or 

the dynamical theory. The present dynamical 

theory, statistical models for sequential decay, 

and the experiment all exhibit essentially 

identical folding-angle and 

spherici ty / coplanari ty distributions. This 

makes it impossible, on the basis of the present 

comparisons alone, to conclude that the 

measured folding angle distributions require an 

interpretation in terms of sequential decay. The 

experimental data, however, appear to rule out 

the particle-particle correIa tions corresponding 

to the mutual Coulomb repulsion of alpha 

particles from the multifragmentation [3] of an 

isolated 160 nucleus. 
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Fig. 1. The folding angle distribution in the rest 

frame of the 4 a system. The angle is the polar 

angle between alpha particles taken pair-wise. 

Each event contributes six counts to the spectrum. 

a) The theoretical distribution for all 4 a events. 

b) The filtered theoretical events (histogram), 

the experimental data (solid points), and the 

multifragmentation distribution from the 

kinematic model of ref. 3. (solid line). 



Neon Radioactivity of Uranium Isotopes* 

R. Bonettit , A. Cesanat , C. Cfriesat , A. GlIglil'lmettit, C. Migliorinot , P. B. Price, and M. Terranrt 

Because of the large branching ratio for neon 
emission from 232U, the presence of 232U 

impurities in sources consisting of other uranium 
isotopes may give rise to a background of neon 
emission that must be accurately known and 
accounted for. Gi ven the factor-of-four 
discrepancy between the previous two 
measurements of B(Ne / a) for 232U done in 1985 
[1] and 1989 [2], we decided to make a ncw 
measurement of the neon emission rate of 232U 

and to reevaluate the neon emission rate of 234U 

and 235U, both of which had been studied before, 
using sources containing a non-negligible amount 
of 232U. 

A 5cm x 5cm plate of PSK-50 phosphate glass 
track-etch detector was exposed to a (15±0.7) 
MBq 232U source for 38 days, rcsulting in an 

exposure of 7 x 1012 alphas cm-2, wcll bclow thc 

point at which radiation damage affects 
detector performance (1 x 1014). At this stagc, 
the source activity was carefully mcasured by 
gamma-ray counting in two different geometries, 

with consistent results. The plate was then 
etched and scanned carefully for neon tracks by 
two independent observers, yielding 90 tracks 
with zenith angles between o· and 65·. Due to 
ineffiency in track recording at large zenith 
angles and uncertainty in zenith angle 

measurement at small zcnith angles, only the 82 
events in the range 20· $ e :s; 55· were selccted; 

their distribution was consistent with a constant 
number per unit solid angle. Dividing the 
number of detected tracks in this interval by the 
fraction of solid anglc covercd [(c0520· -
cos55·) /2], we obtained a branching ratio of 
B(Ne/a) = (9.16±1.1) x 10-12, quite consistent 
with the 1989 result of 8.68 x 10-12, but nearly a 

factor of 5 higher than the 1985 result; we 
believe that the most likely explanation for the 
discrepancy is that in the first experimcnt thc 
source was from a commercial firm and the 
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activity was assumed to be that specified by the 

manufacturer and not independently checked. 
The above results imply a revision of rates 

previously reported for Ne radioactivity of 234U 

and 235U, where the subtraction of background 
from 232U activity assumed the 1985 result for 
232U. Thc Nc cmission rate goes down a factor of 

4.8 for 234U, and may have been marginally 
dctcctcd 0.90) for 235U. 
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A Complete Ridge-line Potential for Complex Fragment Emission'" 

D. N. Delis, Y. Bhl11l(,I1{elct<1, D. R. Bm~'111~11lb, N. C-:(J/0I111<1, K. Hallold, K. jiIl.1j", M. justicC', j. C. !'I1en}f', 

C. F. Peas/('c,b, G. j. Wozniak, and L. G. Moretto 

Fission saddle points shapes for nuclei with a 
small fissility parameter (x<O.7) are strongly 

constricted at the neck, so that the nascent 
fission fragments are already well defined in 

mass. Therefore a physical significance can be 

assigned to the mass-asymmetry parameter in 

the neighborhood of the saddle. It is then pos

sible to cut the potential energy surface of the 

nucleus with a line pilssing through the fission 

saddle point along the mass-asymmetry coor

dinate in such a way that each of its points is a 

saddle point if one freezes the mass

assymmetry coordinate. The locus of all these 

conditional saddle points, or conditional barriers 

is called the ridge line. This line controls the 
emission of complex fragments and can be 

determined from complex fragment excitation 

functions. 

Complex fragment excitation functions were 
measured for the reaction 63Cu + 12C a t six 

bombarding energies. The experiment was per

formed at the 88-lnch Cyclotron. 

The excitation functions were analyzed by a 

means of a two parameter fit. One of these pa

rameters was the conditional fission barrier and 

the other the ratio of the level density pa

rameters at the saddle point (az) and at equi
librium (an). 

The extracted zero-angular momentum bar

riers and ratio of level density parameters are 

shown in Fig. 1. The extracted barriers increase 

as a function of mass asymmetry, peak at sym

metry and then fall off. This is the trend ex

pected for a system with A = 75 whose fissility 

parameter x = 0.28 lies well below th~ Businaro

Callone point. Theoretical barriers calculated 

with both the liquid-drop model and the fi

nite-range model are also shown in the figure. 

The agreement between the experimental bar

riers and those calculated with the finite-range 

model is remarkably good while the liquid

drop barriers lie significantly higher than the 

data. 
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Fig. 1. The emission barriers and ratio of az/ an 

extracted in fitting the excitation functions as a 

function of the fragment charge or asymmetry, 

Z/Zcn' The data points are the extracted bar

riers (near the bottom) and ratios (near the top). 

The error bars ariSing from the X2 of the fitting 

procedure are smaller than the size of the 

symbols. The error bar represents an estimate of 

the possible systematic errors. The finite-range 

and liquid drop model barriers are shown by the 

solid and dashed lines, respectively. 
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Further Studies of the Spectra Observed from a 14C-Doped 
Germaniunl Detector 

E. B. NOn1UW, F. E. Wictfcldt, K. T. Lesko, R. M. l.1lrimcr, Y. D. Chan, M. T. F. da Cruz, A. Garcia, R. 

C. Stokstad, I. Zlimen, B. Sur+, M. M. Hindi++, P. N. Luke *, W. L. H(msen *, and E. E. Haller* 

Over the past year we have continued to 

collect data from our first 14C-doped germanium 

detector. 1 We have now accumulated 

approximately one year's worth of 14C data and 

approximately 111 days worth of background 

data (using an undoped crystal). From analysis 

of all of this data, we find a "kink" in the 

spectrum which can best be explained by the 

emission of a neutrino with a mass of 17.1±O.6 

keY and an emission probabilty of (1.2±O.3)%. 

This can be seen in Figure 1. 

We have performed numerous tests of the 

response function of the detector and of the 

electronics to see if the "kink" could be some 

experimental artifact. To date, we have not 

been able to find any other explana tion for the 

feature we observe in the beta spectrum of 14C. 
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Fig. 1. The ratio of the data to a theoretical fit 

assuming the emission of only zero-mass neutrinos. 

The horizontal line is the shape expected for zero

mass neutrinos. The curve illustrates the shape 

expected from the best fit to the data. 



Search for Evidence of Heavy Neutrino Emission in the Inner 
Bremsstrahlung Spectrum of 55Fe 

1. Zlimen, E. B. Norman, K. T. Lesko, R. M. Larimer, A. Carcia, R. C. Stokstad, Y. D. Chan, F. E. 
Wietfeldt, M. T. F. da Cruz 

During the past year, the controversy 

surrounding the possible existence of a neutrino 

with a mass of 17 keY has grown. While three 

additional groups using solid-state germanium or 

silicon detectors have claimed to see evidence of 

this hea vy neu trino, others using magnetic 

spectrometers claim not to see it. A common 

feature of all of these experiments is their 

relatively low statistics. This necessitates 
fitting a fairly wide energy interval and looking 

for a small departure from the expected smooth 

shape of a beta or an inner bremsstrahlung 

spectrum. We are attempting to gather enough 

data at the expected position of the "kink" so as 

to be able to perform a local analysis using the 

second derivative of the inner bremsstrahlung 
spectrum of 55Fe. 

The "kink" we are searching for is produced 

because the spectrum of inner bremsstralung 

photons (or electrons ) accompanying the 

emission of a massive neutrino near its endpoint 

approaches zero with an infinite slope, while 

that associated with a massless neutrino goes to 

zero with zero slope. Thus, in the second 

derivative, the emission of a massive neutrino 

produces a narrow peak-like structure. Monte

Carlo caleu la tions i nd ica te tha tat least 107 

counts per keY are required at the expected 

"kink" position in order to see this structure in 

the second derivative. 

We are currently acquiring data from a 25 

milliCurie 55Fe source. The inner bremsstralung 

~;pectrum is observed in a 110 cm3 high-purity Ce 

detector that is surrounded by a 12x12 inch Nal 

active shield. We expect to have the necessary 

statistics within a few months to perform the 

second derivative analysis for the presence of 

the massive neutrino. 
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Beta Plus Decay and Cosmic-Ray Half Life of 91Nb 
M. M. Hindi+, K. L. Wedding++, E. B. Norman, K. T. Lesko, B. Sur", R. M. Larimer, M. T. F. da Cruz, 

and K. R. Czerwinski 

In the laboratory, 91 Nb decays by electron 

capture with a 680 year half life. However, 

with a QEC value of 1255 keV, it is energetically 

possible for it to also beta plus decay. As a high 

energy cosmic ray, with all of its atomic 

electrons stripped away, positron emission 

would be the only open decay channel for 91 Nb. 

Future observations of 91 Nb in the cosmic rays 

could be used to determine the age of the medium 

mass cosmic rays if the beta plus decay rate of 
91 Nb were known. 

\Ne produced 91 Nb by bombarding a yttrium 

foil with 38 MeV alpha particles from the 88-

Inch Cyclotron. The niobium fraction was then 

chemically separated from the target. We used 

an array of Ce and Nal detectors to measure 511-

511 keV gamma ray coincidences as a signature of 

beta plus decay. By following the annihilation 

radiation over an extended time period, we were 
able to determine the beta plus branching ratios 

of both the 104-keV, 61-day isomer and the 
ground state of 91 Nb. For the isomer, BR(~+) = 
(2.8±O.2)x10-5. For the ground state, BR<P+) = 
(1.38±O.2S)xHt4, leading to a P+ partial half

life (and hence cosmic-ray half-life) of 

(4.9±O.9)x106 years. Such a value of this half 

life makes 91 Nb an ideal candidate for 

determining the age or confinement time of this 

secondary component of the cosmic rays. 

Foot notes and !<cfcrcnccs 

+ Physics Department, Tennessee Tech nnlogica I 

University, Cookeville, TN 38505 

++ Carleton College, Northfield, MN 

.. Physics Department, Queen's University, Kingston, 

ON, Canada 
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Half-Life of 56Ni 
'vt T. r. dll l~ru:, Y. n. Chat! l~. M. Larimer K. T. Lesko, E. B. Norman, R C. Stokstad, F. E. 

\Viet {ddt, (HId I. Zli11l(,1I 

iJisrn'pancies in nwasured values of thl' half

lifL' of 5hNi contribute to uncertaintil's in thL' 

L'xpectl'd shapes of sup(.~rnova light curves. To 

hL'lp resolve this issue the 56Ni half-life was 

redetermined by measuring the tinll'-dl'pendent 
yields of four 56Ni gamma ray lines. The 56N i 

was produced by the 56Fe(3He,3n) reaction using 

a 50-M('Y 3He beam from the H8-lnch Cyclotron. 

Following the irradiation, a chemical 

separation was performed to remove the large 
amounts of 56,57Co and 52,54Mn also produced. 

The purified 56Ni was then mixed with 207Bi 

which provided an internal standard for the 

counting. Measurements were performed over a 

38-day span. The yields of the 56Ni gamn1a-ray 

lines were normalized to those of the lines from 

the 207Bi. A weighted mean value of 6.077±O.12 

days was found for the 56Ni half life. This 

value is in good agreement with the most 

accu rate previous measurement 1 of 6.10±O.02 

days. 

Footnotes and References 
1. D. O. Wells et a1., Phys. Rev. m 1 % 1 (1963). 
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Fig. 1. Time dependent yields of 56Ni gamma rays 

normalized to the observed yield of the 569-keV 

gamma-ray from the decay of the 207m standard. 



Beta-Delayed Two-Proton Decay of .19Ti* 
D.M. Molt:, J.e. Hatel/clder, T.F. limg, 'f'.J. Ognil1ene, J. Cerny, P.E. Haustcir" and P.L 1~l'Cda 

Studies of nuclei nl'(H the proton drip line 
permit examination of vl'ry l'xotic decay modes 
and analysis of specific nuclc'iu structure problems 

not addressabk' nearer stability. To date, only 
four examples of proton radioactivity have been 
discovered. Another decay mode which is 

theoretically possible at the drip line is ground 
state two proton radioactivity (where Sp >0 and 
S2p <0). The most experimentally accessible 
candidate which could exhibit this decay mode is 
39Ti. 

Initially we undertook several experiments to 
search for ground state two-proton emission in the 
110 MeV 3He2+ + NatCa reaction with our fast 

rotating wheel. The null results were in 

agreement with a concurrent experiment at 
GAN ILl which also measured the half-life of 
39Ti to be 28 ms. We then chose to utilize our 

newly developed cubic array of triples telescopcs2 
(gas-gas-sO in conjunction with our standard 

helium-jet system to search for the beta-delayed 
two-proton decay branch from 39Ti. All software 
gated-diproton events were then subjected to 
detailed analysis of the original raw event. The 

final two-proton sum-energy spectrum shown in 
Figure 1 was generated by individually summing 
the energies of each separa te proton. 

Footnotes and References 

1 

2 
C. Detra? et al., Nucl. Phys A 519 (1990) 529. 

D.M. Moltz et al., 1990-91 LBL Annual Report, 
p.102. 
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Fig. 1 Two-proton sum energy spectrum resulting 
from the bombardn1ent of a NatCa target with 

2.9 C of 110 MeV 3He2+ beam. 

Although the seven events at -2.50 MeV 
correlate with two states in 37K, the unknown 
nature of these states and their very close spacing 
forbid us from using them in the determination of 
the excitation energy of the isobaric analog state 
in 39sc. Thus, this determination was made solely 

with the peak labelled 1) in Figure 1 at 4.75 MeV. 
The measured energy of 4.75 ± 0.04 MeV is 0.23 
MeV smaller than the predicted ~2p energy. 

Because the calculated Coulomb displacement 

energy is unaffected by this measurement, this 

leads to a lower value of s2p of -530 + 65 keY. 

This number is also consistent with the GANIL 
result 1 demonstrating that 39Ti prin1arily beta 

decays. 

"Condensed from D.M. Moltz ct al., Z Physik A, in 

press. 



Possible Evidence For The lj-delayed Proton Emission of 65Se 
Ie UatchC'lder: V. !vI. Moltz, T I Ogmbcl1c, M. ~V. Rowc, and Joscph CCT71Y 

rille decays of many proton-nch \tght nuclei 
near the proton dnp line have been Identlfled by 
their p-delayed proton emISSIon. In the case of a 
strong proton emItter, the Isobanc Analog State 
(lAS)lsunbound with respect toprotonemlsslon. 

All members of the Tz:·3/2, A = 4n+1 senes 
from 17Ne to 61 Ge 1 are strongly delayed proton 
emitters. The next member of this senes, 65Se, 

has been predicted by the Kelson-Garvey mass 
relation coupled wIth a fonnula for the Coulomb 
displacement energies, to be bound to ground 
state proton emission, whIle the lAS m 65 As is 

unbound to proton en1isslon by 3.7 MeV. 
For this search, we have utilized our hehum

jet system which has a transit time of around 25 
ms. The activity was deposIted on a moving tape 
(to remove long hved actIVity) directly in front 

of a Si .1E-E telescope. 
An 115 MeV (on target) 285i6-+ beam was 

bombarded on a natural Ca target to produce 
65Se. Observation of this decay has proved to be 
more difficult due to a drop in predicted cross 
section and an omnipresent oxygen 
contamination 111 the targets used. The reaction 
of 28S1 on 160 produces the well-known strong P
delayed proton emitter 41Tl. 41Ti has 

transitions at 3.69 MeV (15.5'70), and at 3.75 
MeV (31.0'0), thereby creating a "background" 
peak precisely where it would interfere With 
the observation of 655e (refer to figure). 

We have been able to partially solve this 

problem by using Ca targets as oxygen-tree as 

possible. The result is a spectrum with 150'70 

greater number of events at 3.7 MeV than can be 
explained as resulting from 41 Ti. This suggests 
that the extra counts may be due to 65Se. (The 

counts at the higher energy of 4.1 Me V are 
believed to be due to 2551 which is seen in large 

amountsatlowerbombardingenergies.)Asecond 
seties of runs at a bombarding energy of 130 MeV 
on target also showed a large number of counts in 

the region of 3.7 MeV with respect to the main 

,o. 

10<1 
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41 '1'1 peak (II) a different ratlO than the data 

obtamed at 115 Me V) 
1) MAC Hntchkls, ct a/ "hys Rev. C 3~, 315 

(19H7) 
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Fig. 1. a). Delayed proton spectrum arising from 
the compilation of severa1115 MeV 2851 + natea 

bombardments. 
b).~-delayed proton spectrum produced in the 40 
MeV 3He + natCa reaction. 

c).41 Ti spectrum from b) nonnalized to the 4.7 

Me V peak. and superimposed on spectrum a). 



Alpha-Decaying Low-Spin Levels in lsSLu and 157Lu* 
K. S. Totll t I K. S. Vicrillt'lli, /.M. Nitschke, f>.A. Wilmarth, afld RM. Chastclcr§ 

We have reinvestigated many a. emitters above 

N=82 at the OASIS isotope separator on-line at 

the LBL SuperHILAC. In these studies, we have 

determined isomer exci ta tion energies, more 

precisely determined a number of a-branching 

ratios, and have observed1 fine structure in the 0,

decay spectrum of 153Tm. Here we report on the a

particle decays of 155Lu and 157Lu. 

The two isotopes were produced in (64Zn, p2n) 

reactions on self-supported, 2 mg/cm2 -thick, foils 

of 94Mo and 96Mo, respectively. The isobars of 

interest were selected by the separator, 

transported ionoptically to a fast cycling tape 

system, and periodically positioned between an 

array of detectors. A ~E-E particle telescope and 

a planar HPGe detector faced the radioactive 

layer while a 52% Ge detector was located on the 

opposite side of the tape. A seccnd 24% Ge 

detector was also placed at 90° relative to the 

other detectors. 

Figure 1 shows the a spectrum recorded at 

A=155. Above the intense 155Yb 5194-keY a peak 

are two weak a groups with energies of 5579(5) 

and 5648(5) keY. The higher energy group, 

presumedly the a decay of the h 11/2 state in 

155Lu, has been known2 since 1965. Recently, 

Hofmann et a/. 3 observed 557S-keY a-decay from 

a second 155Lu level. Our data, therefore, confirm 

this new a-emitting level which we believe is 

either the S1/2 or dJ/2 single-proton state. No 

Footnotes and References 
It Condensed from Z. Phys. A 340,343 (1991). 
t Physics Division, Oak R.idge National Laboratory, O.lk 
Ridge, TN 37831 
+ Permanent address: Universi ty of Helsinki. SF-00170 
Helsinki, Finland 
§ Present Address: Department of Physics, Duke 
University and Triangle Universities Nucll'M 
Laboratory, Durham, NC 2770(-, 
1. K.S. Toth,eta!., Phys. R.ev. C 38,1932 (19HH). 

2. R.D. Macfarlane, Phys. ~ev. 137,13 144H (1965). 
3. S. Hofmann, et al., Z. Phys. A 333, 107 (19H9). 
4. S. Hofm;mn, et al., Z. Phys. A 291,53 (1979). 

half-lift.' for this ll'vel was reported in Ref. 3; we 

measured l! value of 140(20) ms. We also 

remeasured the half-Pfe for the 155Lu high-spin 

a. decay and our value of 67(7) ms is in good 

agreement with previou~ me,lsurements.2,3 

At A= 157, in addition to the known a lines from 
1491b, 153Ho, 157Yb, 153Er, 153Tm, and 157Lu (h111l 

state), we were lble to identify a new a. group at 

4924(20) keY. We assign this line to the 

preViously unreported low-spin (1/2+ or 3/2+) 

state in 157Lu. Our data indicate a half-life of 

5.7(5) s for this state rather than the 4.8(2) s for 

the h111l state. From our data, a decay scheme for 

lS7Lu high-spin p decay could be constructed and 

an a-branching ratio of IH(5) % determined. This 

disagrees with an earlier 6(2) °hl a. branching ratio 

measured by Hofmann, t't a/.4 No a-branching 

mtio could be deduced for the low-spin decay. 

Reduced widths were calculated for the 5648-

keY (155Lu) and 4988-keY (157Lu) (l groups and 

the va'ues are comparable to those of nearby 

N=84, 86 even-even nuclei. Therefore, the a 

transitions are unhindered and most probably 

connect the 1rhl1/2 high-spin parent state to the 

corresponding rrh1112 daughter ground state. 
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Fig. 1. A I pha -ra rticle spectrum recorded at 

A= 155. Energips are exprl'ssl'd in keY. 
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Investigation of A=155 and A=151 Nuclides: Identification of the 
155Tm S1l2 Isomer and of the 155Yb p-Decay Branch* 

K.S. Toth t , K.S. Vierinen t , M.D. Korte/allfi5, D.C. Sal/sat' .... , '.M. Nitschke, and P.A. Wilmarth 

The decay properties of 155Lu, 155Yb, 155Tm, and 
of the a-decay daughters 151 Er and 151 Ho were 

investigated at the OASIS isotope separator on
line at the LBL SuperHILAC. The A=155 products 
were produced in 642n irradiations of 95Mo, mass 
analyzed, transported to a fast-cycling tape 
system, and periodically positioned between an 

array of solid state detectors for spectroscopic 
studies. Both low- and high-spin a-deca yi ng 
states in 155Lu were observed and, for the first 

time, a half-life of 140±20 ms was determined for 
the low-spin state. The ~-decay branch for 155Yb 
was also identified in this study by observing six 
daughter "( rays and Tm K x rays decaying with 
the 1.75 s parent half-life. A parent spin of 7/2-
was proposed and the six transitions placed in a 
decay scheme. From the observed ~ and a 
intensities, an a branching ratio of 90% was 
deduced. The a and ~ decays of 155Tm had been 

previously studied but there existed a discrepancy 
in half-life values. From our K x-ray coincident "(
ray data, we were able to assign transitions with 
two different half-lives to 155Tm decay. This can 

_________ --r __ 
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.
7 
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959.4 

759.9 

be explained by the existence of a heretofore 
unknown 51/2 isomer with a half-life of 44±4 s in 
addition to the h11/2 isomer which has a half
life of 21.6±O.2 s. The proposed decay scheme is 
shown in Fig. 1. A detailed study of the ~ decay of 
151 Er yielded a more precise determination for the 
51(2 isomer energy (41.1±O.2 keY) in 151Ho. From 

decay intensity balances, the a-branching ratios 
for 151 Ho and 151 Hom, 28±7 and 8o~15o %, 

respectively, could be determined. 

Footnotes and References 
... Condensed from Phys. Rev. C 44, 1868 (1991). 
f Physics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak 
Ridge, TN 37831. 
+ Permanent ilddress: University of Helsinki, SF-00170 
Helsinki, Finlilnd. 
§ Louisiilna Stilte University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803; 
Present Addres~. University of Jyvaskylii, SF-40100, 
JyvJskylJ, Finbnd. 
...... Permilnent ilddress: Eilstern Kentucky University, 
Richmond, KY 40475. 
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Fig. 1. Proposed decoy schemes for the 155Tm S1(2 isomeric and II] 1(2 ground states. 
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K X-Ray Multiplet Fitting 
P.A. Wilmarth 

To measure the ground-state to ground-state 

Electron Capture (EC) decay branching ratio in 
the Total Absorption Spectrometer (T AS) 
experiments, K x rays are mpasured both in and out 

of coincidence with y-rays in T AS. T AS has a 

very large probability (>90% over an energy range 
from 0.05 to 12.0 MeV) for ,,(-ray interactions, so, to 

first order, the intensity ratio is a direct 
measurement of the ground state feeding. There 

are four major K x-ray transitions of known energy 

and relative intensity for each element, so a 
mixture of even a few elements will give rise to a 
very complicated spectrum. Many of the peaks 

will overlap and the correct intensities may be 
difficult to determine. While many ,,(-ray peak 
fitting programs exist, none make use of the known 

x-ray energies and intensities to constrain the fit. 
A program was written to perform x-ny peak 

fitting with the following assumptions: the 

background under the x-rays is specified by a 

second-order polynomial, each element is 
described by 4 Gaussians of fixed energy and 

relative intensity, the number of elements in the 

sample and the region of interest are specified, 

and the intensity of each element is varied until 

the best fit is found. Figure 1 shows the fit for a 
sample with 4 elements (16 transitions) present. A 
typical fitting program may vary positions and 

amplitudes for each peak, a single width, and a 

background function for a total of 37 parameters. 
However, if the fit is constrained by the known K 

x-ray information, the number of parameters is 

reduced to 11. The data in Fig. 1 were also fit 

with SAMP01 which gave comparable results for 

Cs and Xe but missed considerable intensity 
(factors of 2 to 3) for I and Te. Since the peak 
positions, determined from the literature energies, 

are fixed in this approach, uncertainties in the 

energy calibration may cause poor fits. An elegant 
solution to this problem is to vary the energy 

calibration coefficients as part of the fit. The 
program uses the MINUIT package for the 
minimization and runs under VMS. 

Footnotes and References 
1. J.T. Routti and S.C. Prussin, Nucl. Instum. Methods 
72, 125 (1969). 
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Fig. 1. Comparison between x-ray multiplet fit and data for 80s, A=122 TAS x-ray data; data (solid 

histogram), fit (solid curve), and background (dashed curve). Major x-ray transitions are labeled. 
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Laser Trapping of Radioactive Atoms 
S,!. Freedman i , B.K. Fujikawa", Z. Lui, S. Shangi, K. Coultert, and L. Young1 

A series of experiments exploiting the new 

techniques for trapping and manipulating 

neutral atoms was begun this year. We will use 

the technique to make high precision 

measurements of nuclear beta-decay properties. 

The first experiment is a measurement of the 
beta-asymmetry parameter in the mirror beta

decay of 21Na to 21Ne. This measurement could 

provide an interesting test of the handedness of 

the weak interaction. The Standard Model 

proposes that the weak interaction involves 
only the left handed helicities of fundamental 

quarks and leptons. 

The 21Na is produced with the 24Mg(p,cx)21Na 

reaction with a 30 MeV proton beam from the 88-
Inch Cyclotron. The beam is stopped inside of an 

atomic beam oven which is loaded with 

shavings of magnesium metal. In-beam tests of 

this procedure were begun this winter. 

An argon-ion pumped dye laser and associated 

optics was recently set up in a laboratory in 

Building 19A. The required techniques of atom 

manipulation are now being developed with this 

apparatus. In recent experiments we successfully 

trapped stable Na contained in a simple cell at 

room temperature. Measurements of the atomic 

density and the other experimental parameters 
are in progress. 

The experiments with radioactive atoms will 

require us to trap atoms from a laser slowed 

atomic beam. In the experiments with the 88-

Inch Cyclotron we will transport laser light to 

the target area with a system of fiber optics. 

Vvith this in mind we have begun to set up a 

laser laboratory in Building 88. 

The basic techniques we are now developing 

will be useful for measurements of other beta

decay correlations that can be used to probe the 

detailed character of the weak interaction in 

nuclear systems. We are considering possible 

measurements of induced weak currents, possible 

time-reversal symmetry violating correlations, 

and neutrino mass. 

Footnotes and References 

t Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley CA 94720 

t Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne IL 60439 
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A High-Pressure Ionization Chanlber for Massive Neutrino Search 
Y. Chan, M.T.F. da Cruz, A. Garcia, R.M. Larimer, KT. Lesko, E.B. Norman, 

R.C. Stokstad, F.E. Wietfeldt and I. Zlimen 

The possible existence of a heavy (17-keV) 
neutrino in nuclear weak decay has been suggested 
by several authors1 from studying the shapes of 
either the ~- or 'Y- (inner bremsstrahlung electron 
capture) energy spectra observed in Si or Ge 
detectors. Such claims, however, are not supported 
by magnetic spectrometer measurelnents. To see 
whether this could possibly be due to some 
unknown properties of crystalline solid state 
devices, it is desirable to make similar 
measurements with a gaseous detector. 

A high-pressure ionization chamber (HPIC) has 
been constructed for this purpose. The detector is 
capable of handling both solid and gaseous 
radioactive sources. It has a cylindricai symmetry 
and is equipped with a Frisch grid. The field cage 
is made up of 8 concentric gold-plated conducting 
rings. The total resistance in the voltage divider 
circuit is 1 GO. The charge collecting anode 
consists of a central disk-like region and a 
concentric guard ring. The purpose of the guard 
ring is to "eta events from Ws that are not 
completely stopped within the central region of 
the detector. This provides a means of defining 
the source volume in the radial direction, which 
is essential for gaseous sources. 

A transparent window with wavelength shifter 
for primary scintillation light detection is located 
at the top of the chamber. By recording the time 
difference between the phototube signal and the 
anode signal one can deduce the vertical position 
of the event vertex. Since electronic noise is a 
major factor in affecting the resolution of the 
detector, effort has been made to minimize the 
preamp noise with selected components.The 
detector can be operated up to a pressure of 22 atm. 

The initial performance of the detector and its 
response to internal conversion electron sources 
have been examined. The energy resolution was 
9.5 keY (FWHM) at 85 keY for a 109Cd source. 

Further improvements in the resolution, stability 
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tests and Monte Carlo simulations of the energy 
response are in progress. 

Footnotes and References 
1. J. J. Simpson et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 1891(1985). 

B. Sur et aL, Phys. Rev. Lett. 66, 2444 (1991). 
I. Zlimen et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 67,560 (1991). 
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Antarctic Muon and Neutrino Detector Array (AMANDA) 
s. Barwickt, F. Halzen§, D. Lowder, T. Miller, R. Morse§, P.B. Price, A. Richards, D. Snowden-Ifft, 

S. Tilav§, and A. Westphal 

Observation of the small fluxes of neutrinos 

expected at energies above 1 TeY requires much 
larger neutrino telescopes than exist today. An 

instrument of such large dimension (- 1 km2) 

requires a large naturally occurring detector 

medium, so that only photodetectors and 
electronics have to be built. One such medium is 

Antarctic ice. A neutrino telescope could be built 

by drilling holes in the ice and lowering strings 

of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) to a depth of - 1 

km. Neutrinos would be detected via the 

Cerenkov light emitted by upward-moving 
neutrino-induced muons. At these high energies, 

the direction of the muon produced is within 1 

degree of the direction of the parent neutrino, so 

neutrino source observation is possible. Such a 

detector would have many advantages over 

other proposed neutrino telescopes. Although 

the technique's feasibility depends on the 

optical clarity of the ice, the transparency of 

South Polar ice should be good, as the ice cap 

has been shown to be bubble free at large depths 
(.~ 1 km), and is known to be qUitl' free of 

impurities in the interior of the continent. We 

have begun the AMANDA project to test the 

feaSibility of this idea and ultimately to build 

such a large-scale detector a t the South Pole. 

During 13-16 August 1990, we conducted an 

initial investigation of the quality of it! sitll 

polar ice as a Cefl'nkov radiator at the GISP-ll 
site in Greenland (72 0 N. 38 0 W.). The success of 

this tria1l1 I led to more extensive experiments at 
the South Pole during the 1991-11192 Antarctic 

summer. Preliminary examination of the results 

of these tests indicatl's that the ice at 800 m 

depth is of good optical quality, consistent with 

the ab~ence of bubbll's, and further work is in 

progress to determine more precisely the ice 

transparency. In addition, it was shown that 

PMTs survive deployment and frel'zing into the 

Antarctic ice cap and remain o~1L'rational, and 
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that radioactive backgrounds and light leakage 

from the surface are negligible. During the 1992-

1993 season, we plan to begin construction of an 

array of nine strings of twenty PMTs. 

Footnotes and References 

;Department of Physics, University of California, 

Irvine, CA 92717, USA 

§Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, WI 53706, USA 

1. Lowder ct al.,Natllre 353, 331 (1991). 



Sudbury Neutrino Observatory, 
Photomultiplier Tube Support Structure Geodesic Dome 

Kevin T. Lesko, Yuen Oat Chan, Tiago de Cruz, Alejandro Garcia, Yoichi Kajiyama t , Gary Koehler t 

Milt Moebus t Alex Ozeroff, Eril-' Norman, Peter Purgalis t , Alan Smith t , [,obert Stokstad, Igor Zlimen 
arzd the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory Collaboration 

The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) will 
be a world class observatory for neutrino 
astrophysics. It will contribute to both 
astrophysics and particle physics by addressing 
the solar neutrino problem and neutrino 
oscillations. 

The SNO detector is a large heavy water 
cherenkov detector designed to detect neutrinos in 
the 1000 ton 020 target. The detector has 
sensitivity to the total neutrino flux, v x , 
regardless of family (x= e, J..L, -r) and to the ve flux 
separately by measuring the elastic scattering, 
charged and neutral current signals. The 020 is 
contained in a thin-wall acrylic sphere, 6 m 
radius, which is itself suspended in a cavity 
filled with 7000 tons of ultrapure light water. 
The detector is located in a mine 2 km below 
ground level near Sudbury, Ontario Canada. The 
mine is an active nickel mine operated by INCO, 
Ltd. 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory is designing the 
Photomultiplier Tube Support Structure which 
will position and secure the .... 10000 PMTs used to 
detect the cherenkov light generated by neutn.lO 
interactions in the 02 O. The experimental 

constraints on the design require an extremely low 
radioactivi ty conta mina tion of detector 
components, submersion in ultrapure water for a 
period of > 10 years, restricted maintenance 
opportunities, and installation in an active nickel 
mine while simultaneously maintaining 
cleanroom conditions. 

The PMT Support Structure load bearing 
structure (Figure 1) is based on a three-frequency 
icosahedron geodesic structure, 8.9 in radius. The 
structure is constructed of 270 stainless steel struts 
joined in 92 hubs. While weighing only 10000 kg it 
will support a maximum load of 66000 kg prior to 
filling the cavity with water. After filling the 

cavity the structure will support a buoyant load of 
14000 kg for the 10 years of the experiment. 

All components which make up the geodesic 
structure are specially selected to assure 
compatibility with the aggressive ultrapure 
water environment and to guarantee very low 
radioactive clement contamination. The design 

and prototyping of the structure is nearing 
completion in 1992. Installation will commence in 
the Spring of 1993 and be completed in 1994. 

Footnotes and References 
t Engineering Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

SUDBURY NEUTRINO OBSERVATORY 

Fig. 1. This figure shows the three frequency 

icosahedron dome which makes up the principal load 

bearing structure of the SNO PMT Support structure. 

Also shown are the acrylic vessel which contains the 

1000 tons of 020 and the outline of the rock cavity. The 

cavity is situated 2 km below ground level. 
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Sudbury Neutrino Observatory, 
Photomultiplier Tube Support Structure Panel Assemblies 

The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory SNO Group and the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory Collaboration 

To accurately align and secure the -10000 PMTs 
required by the SNO experiment we have 

designed panel assemblies which tessellate the 

8.5 m sphere defined by the geodesic structure 

described in the previous article. The PMT sphere 

is concentric with the D20 acrylic vessel. Each 

spherical 8/1 diameter Hamamatsu PMT uses a 

non-imagi ng reflector to enhance the ligh t 

collection efficiency by -70%. This reflector 

while enhancing the PMT's light collection also 

effectively defines a light collection angle of 56°. 

Consequently, each PMT needs to be aligned with 

the center of the vessel within a few degrees of 

pointing accuracy. 

Our design presently accommodates 9522 PMTs 

and reflectors and achieves a "packing fraction" 
of -83%. This high density of PMTs simplifies 
the additional requirement that the PMT Support 

Structure serve as a water barrier separating the 

relatively contaminated water outside of the 

PSUP from the necessarily very clean water 

between the PMTs and the D20. 

We have developed a design which uses five 

differently shaped panels. Each panel holds 

between 7 and 21 PMTs. There are a total of 751 

panels. Each panel is constructed of identical 

right hexagonal cells bolted together to form flat 

panels. Each cell secures and aligns a PMT and its 

reflector. 

We selected ABS plastic1 for the cell material 

following our materials property test program. 

ABS was shown to be sufficiently strong and to 

resisted long term creep while submerged in 

ultrapure water. All materials used in the SNO 

detector are specially selected to be compatible 

with the aggressive ultrapure water environment 

and to be very low in radioactive element 

contamination (IU] and ITh] ~ 20 ppb). 

A cross section of a typical cell is shown in 

Figure 1. In Figure 2 we present a three

dimensional view of one of the smaller panels. 
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Footnotes and References 
t Enginccring Division, Lawrence I3crkc\ey Laboratory 

1 ABS Plastic, C.E. Resin GPM 5600, Cycolac. 

Fig. 1. This figure shows a cross sectional schematic of a 

hexagonal cell. 

Fig. 2. This figure shows a three dimensional view of a 

panel assembly which holds seven PMTs. 



Controlling U/Th Surface Radioactivity at SNO 
LBL-SNO Group, with E. Kongt and Y. Huit 

The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory will have 
the lowest background radioactivity of any place 
on earth. Achieving a low background requires 
detector materials with low intrinsic radioactive 
content and correspondingly contamination-free 
surfaces. The main surface contamination will be 
the dust that permeates the nickel mine hosting 
SNO. The local mineral is no rite, which contains 
about 5 ppm of Th. By contrast, the Th in the 
acrylic vessel holding the 020 is about 1 ppt, or 
5000 times smaller. 

All detector components, construction equipment, 
and personnel must pass along a 2.5 km long tunnel 
leading from the mine shaft to SNO. The tunnel 
floor is covered with several inches of mine dust or 
mud. During the 18-month construction period, 
workers and car-sized containers will pass 
through this tunnel into the clean laboratory 
10,000 times and 600 times, respectively. Yet, at 
the end of this period, at most 50 grams of dust 
may be present in the 2200 m3 sensitive region of 
the detector. 

LBL has a major role in designing the program 
to control surface contamination.1 This involves 
systems and procedures to prevent dust from 
entering the laboratory,2 for purging the air of 

contamination, and for developing methods to 
measure particulate on surfaces. 

Our R&D on particulate measurement has two 
objectives; to develop 1) a quantitative technique 
for measuring dust, sensitive to 0.1 J..lg/ cm2, and 2) 
semi-quantitative tests that are fast and do not 
require sophisticated equipment. 

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) has proven to be an 
ideal technique for quantitative work (Fig.1). 

NorHe contains 6% Fe and Fe is detectable at the 
level of 10 ng/ cm2. By using a thin adhesive tape, 
selected for its low Fe content, to remove the dust 
from the surface, this sensitivity can be attained 
in a counting time of 20 min. We are constructing 
an XRF spectrometer for use in the mine. 

The semi-quantitative methods use calibrated 
samples with which an unknown can be compared. 
The first of these methods uses surfaces (plastic, 
glass, acrylic, steel) prepared with known 
amounts of mine dust from a few tenths to 10 
J..lg/ cm2. Viewed under oblique light with a SOx 
field microscope, the amount of dust can be 
estimated to a factor of 2 or 3. The second method 
uses a tightly woven white cloth wrapped around 
a 90 degree edge. This edge is moved along the 
surface at a constant pressure for 15 cm, 
concentrating the dust by a factor of 100. Dust 
levels down to 0.5 J..lg/ cm2 can be seen with the 
u:laided eye. 

Footnotes and References 
t UCB engineering undergraduates, Supported by LBL 
Engineering Division COOP program. 
1. "Establishing a Cleanliness Program and 
Specifications for SNO/ E.D. Hallman and 
R.C. Stokstad, Report No. SNO-STR-91-009. 
2. "Delivering Clean Components to the Cavity," 
R. C. Stokstad, Ed. ,Report No. SNO-STR-91-066 
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Fig. 1. X-ray fluorescence spectrum for 50 J..lg/ cm2 

of norite on 7 mg/cm2 of adhesive tape, obtained 
in 20 min. counting time. XRF analysis by R. 

Giauque, Applied Science Division. 
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An Interactive Photon Tracing Monte Carlo Package for SNO 
LHL-SNO Group 

We have developed an interactive ray tracing 
Monte Carlo package for the SNO (Sudbury 
Neutrino Observatory) detector project. This 
program runs on a DEC VAXstation platform. 
SNO is a Cerenkov 0 20 detector designed to study 
neutrinos coming from the ')un. The basic detector is 
made up of a spherical 020 target (6m in radius) 
viewed by about 10,(X)O phototubes. The tubes are 
mounted on a geodesic structure at a radius of 85m. 
Detailed Monte Carlo information about how 
photons propagate through the different layers of 
media making up the detector and the effect of 
reflection-refraction at the interfacing surfaces is 
very important in determining the overall 
detector response and the acceptable level of 
background radioactivity. 

The present program has the following features: 
a. Electron and photon showers (based on EGS41) 
b. Cerenkov light generation 
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c. Tracing the Cerenkov photons and source 
particles in realistic geometry, including 
reflection, refraction, and absorption on all target 
media/surfaces as well as the phototubes and 

reflectors. 
d. Automated or guided reconstruction of 

Cerenkov vertices via time fitting routines. 
The main interaction with the user is via a 

mouse-driven single event color display. In the 
manually guided analysis mode, the experimenter 
rotates the geodesic sphere and the phototubes 
interactively until the Cerenkov cone is facing the 
user directly. The time/cone fitter then takes this 
as the initial input for least square fitting. 

A similar version using the X Window system is 
currclltly planned. 

Footnotes and References 
1. The EGS4 Code System, SLAC-Report-265. 
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The IsoSpin L;l boratory (lSL) 
!.Michael Nitschke 

After the First International Conference on 

Radioactive Nuclear Beams 1 (RNB) in Berkeley 

and the Workshop on the Science of Intense 

Radioactive Beams2 hosted by LANL, several 

important events have occurred on the way 

towards the construction of a high intensity RNB 

facility in North America. 

An ISL Users Group was formed that has 

presently over 400 members; the Second 

International Conference on Radioactive Nuclear 

Beams3 convened in Louvain-Ia-Neuve, Belgium; 

several workshops were held in conjunction with 

APS meetings; and the ISL steering committee 

issued a White Paper4 outlining the research 

opportunities with RNBs. 

The White Paper addresses three major topics: 

(1) an overview of RNB science, (2) scientific 

opportunities with RNBs, and (3) the facility 

concept. Some highlights of the scientific case for 

the ISL stand out. Nuclei with extreme N 12 
ratios will become available either directly from 

the ISL or in nuclear reaction induced by RNBs. 

On the neutron-rich side these nuclei may have 

neutron skins and neutron halos due to low neutron 

binding energies, with matter densities in the 

halo region between that of normal nuclear matter 

and free nucleons. Such nuclei may help to 

elucidate the properties of neutron matter. 

Projectiles with extreme isospin will give access to 

special nuclear regions, be it the important N=2 

sequence from BOZn to 100Sn, new phase transition 

regions, new subshells, new regions of stability 

among the heaviest elements, or new regions of 

deformation. Special states may become 

accessible in interactiuns of nuclei with extreme 

N/Z ratios. Very neutron rich nuclei may have 

their fission barriers raised and be able to support 

higher angular momenta. Regions of hyper 

deformation, oblate superdeformation, and exotic 

octupole shapes may be reilchable only with 

rad iO(lcti ve projectiles. 

Nuclear reaction studies will benefit from the 

extended neutron wave functions that may lead to 
neck formation in fusion reactions, neutron flow 

phenomena, multinuc1eon transfer, and cross 

section enhancements due to high Q-values. 

Since the ISL will cover the entire beam energy 

spectrum from a few keY to ..... 10MeV lu, 
astrophysical processes can be explored that occur 

away from stability under conditions typically 

encountered in explosive stellar events. An 

understanding of the nuc1eosynthesis leading to 

the heavier elements via rp-, p-, r-, and s
processes requires the determination of such key 

nuclear parameters as reaction rates, half-lives, 

masses, and QEc-values, involving radioactive 

beams and targets. 

In the atomic and material sciences many 

applications are envisioned based on probing the 

solid state environment with in,' "nted RNBs. 

In the White Paper the ISL ~h .. cring Committee 

makes the recommendation that the North 
American nuclear physics community should 
seriously pursue the construction of a dedicated, 
flexible, broad range RNB facility that would 
provide intense beams of nearly all elements up to 
energies of ..... 10MeV/u for a program of studies in 
nuclear structure, low-energy nuclear reactions, 
astrophysics, and atomic and material science. 

References 
1. Proceedings of tile First lIltemational Conference on 
Radioactive Nuclear Beams, October 16-18, 1989, 
Berkeley, California, W.O. Myers, J.M. Nitschke, and 
E.B. Norman, Eds. (World Scientific, Singapore, 1990). 
2. Proceedings of tlte Workshop 011 the Sciettce of 
Illtellse Radioactive Beams, Los Alamos National 
Labomtory, April 10 -12, 1990, Los Alamos, New Mexico, 
LA-11964-C and UC-413. 
3. Proceedillgs of the Second International Conference 
011 Radioactive Nuclear Beams, August 19-21, 1992, 
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, Th. Delbar, Ed., (Adam 
Hilger, Bristol, 1991). 
4. The Is05pill Laboratory. Researc11 Opportunities 
witlt Radioactitle Nuclear Beams. Los Alamos Report 
LALP 91-51, 1991. 
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H.adioactive Beanl Intensity Calculations for the ISL 
j.M. Nitschke, C.C. Howes al1d /.1. Mcintyre 

Of crucial importance for the performance of the 
proposed IsoSpin Laboratory (lSL) are the 

intensities of the radioactive nuclear beams 

(RNB). The intensi ties publ ished in the ISL 

White Paper1 are corrected for ionization and 

stripping efficiencies and the transmissions 

through the isotope/isobar separators and the 
post-accelerator(s); they are, however, 11 0 t 
corrected for radioacti\'e decay losses because of 

the difficulties in estimating characteristic 
diffusion and desorption times for -90 elements in 
many different target matrices. We have, 

therefore, engaged in a program of calculating 

RNB in tensi ties for d i fferen t ta rgets and 

accelerator configurations, and made comparisons 

to experimental yields obtained at 
ISOLDE/CERN .2 

As a starting point, we have taken cross sections 

calculated with a code developed by Silberberg 
and Tsao3 that takes into account fission, 
spallation, peripheral-, and break-up reactions. 

Calculated target yields for comparison with 
ISOLDE data were obtained by multiplying the 

cross sections with the target thicknesses used in 

the ISOLDE experiments and the primary 

(proton) beam intensity. As shown in Fig. 1 for the 

case of Cs isotopes prod uced from a UC target, the 

agreement between calculation and experiment is 
satisfactory for isotopes near stability (133Cs). 

However, deviations of several orders of 

nlagnitude occur for isotopes with short half
lives. These decay losses are rna inly due to four 
mechanisms: bulk diffusion in the target material, 

surface desorption, delay in the transfer I ine to 

References 
1. The IsoSpill Laboratory. Rcscarc/, Opportllllities 
with Radioactive Nuclear Beams. Los Alamos I{eport 
LALP 91-51, 1991. 
2. ISOLDE User's Guide, H,J. Kluge, Ed. CERN-86-0S. 
3. R. Silberberg und C.H. Tsuo, Astrophysicul JOllrnul, 
Supplementul Series No. 220(1), 25, 313 (19730 

4. H.L. Ravn, Physics Report 54, 201, (1979). 

the ion source, and the hold-up time in the ion 
source itself. For solid targets the ISOLDE group 
has found that bulk diffusion through the target 

is the dominating step and that the ratio of 

observed to measured yield can be expressed by a 

simple relation between a global diffusion 

constant, the half-life of the isotope, and a 

parameter characteristic of the ion source. Using 

this prescription and an ionization efficiency of 

-80% for Cs, a good fi t to the measured yields can 
be obtained. For liquid targets the dominating 
delay is the surface desorption process.4 We have 

verified this observation for targets like liquid La 

and Pb. 

Our goal is to study as many combinations of 

radioactive species and target matrices as 

possible, extract the relevant diffusion 

parameters, and make reliable predictions for the 

expected beam intensities at the ISL. An 
understanding of the relevant delay processes will 

also aid in the development of "fast" targets. In 
the future contributions from secondary reactions, 

the decay of parent nuclei, and changes of the 

primary beam characteristics in the massive 

target have to be incl uded in the model. 
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Fig. 1. This figure shows a comparison between the 

meusured yields of Cs isotopes at ISOLDE and the 

dec<ly-loss-corrected und uncorrected yields calculated 

<15 described in the text. 
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Muon Catalyzed Fusion Studies 
T. Casc, II. Bossy, /\.Al. CI'OWf~, /\". Lou*, C. Petitjean*, P. AcA·erbauo·t , U'.II. nreunlicht, 

AI. Fuchst, 8. Fussyt I A1. Jcitlel,t, P. Kamme{t, J. Ala7'lo1tt , J. H'crnel't, J. Zmeska{t, 
D.l'. Balint, VoN. Balm'int , 1'1l.8. C7'igo1'ieJ, A./. llyin,t, B.At. AfaeJ, C.E. PetroJ, 

C.C. ScmenchuJ.,.i, A.A. VorobyoJ, P. Baumann§, 11. DanicfJ, F.J. lIartmann§, 
P. Hofmann§, R. lIubu fJ , R. Lipowsky§, and P. ~Vojciechowski§ 

Our group has been involved in a long standing 
collaboration doing basic muon catalyzed fusion 
(/lCF) research at PSI. In the past this collaho
ration has contributed some of the major results 
setting liIni ts on this intriguing process and shed
ding light on the underlying physics. 

In the past couple of years our efforts have 
concentrated on an experiment which directly 
measures the probability that the Il- remains 
bound to the alpha particle from d-t fusion 
("sticking")1 This sticking probability limits the 
ultimate number of fusions which a single muon 
can catalyze. This value has been somewhat con
troversial, with measurements indicating a value 
significantly less than theory. Our experiment, 
based on a very high pressure ionization cham
ber surrounded with thick neutron detectors (see 
Fig. 1) will attempt to settle this question with 
final precision. The main data runs were in the 
fall of 1989 and the fall of 1991. 

Footnotes and References 
·Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Villigen, Switzerland. 
tInstitute for Medium Energy Physics (lMEP), Austrian 

Academy of Sciences, A-I090, Vienna, Austria. 
t Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute, Gatchina, USSR 
§Technical University Munich, Garching, Germany. 
1 C. Petitjean et al. ,Muon. Cat. Fusion S/6 {1990!91)261. 
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In between we have developed ad vanced sig
nal analysis methods and a detailed 110nte Carlo 
code which can answer efficiency and systematic 
error questions at the percent level. This anal~ 
ysis is nearing completion. Decause this exper
iment uses a triple mixture of hydrogen, deu
terium and tritium and it detects both the fu
sion neutrons as well as charged particle tracks, 
we have made measurements on many other side 
reactions and have been able to solve several 
other J-lCF puzzles. For instance, we detected 
a high energy resonance in d/lt molecular forma
tion which is an order of Inagnitude faster than 
the usual resonance mechanism responsible for 
the present record of 124 fusions per J-l-. There is 
also continuing progress in the attempt to make 
a high temperature target (2000 K) which can 
confirm the mechanism of these important res
onances. This work has been in collaboration 
with LLNL also. 

1m 
(b) 

Fig. 1. Experimcntal arrangelllclIt (a) top view; (b) side 

view. 'IC' is the ionization chamber, the neutron counters 

are labelled 'n' and the electron counters are labelled Ie'. 





Rayleigh-Taylor-like Surface Instabilities and Nuc~.ear 
M ul tifragmen ta tion'" 

L. G. A1orctto, Kin 1:'>0, N. Co/()nlla, iJnd (~'. I ~V()zlliak 

In thl' simulated head-on co\Jisic)ns of two 

nearly symn1etric heavy-ions using the 

Boltzmann-Nordheim-Vlasov (BNV) equation 
we noticed two interesting features. First, during 
the collision process a "disk" develops due to the 
side-squeezing of nuclear rna tter, whose 
thickness decreases and diameter increases 
monotonically with increasing bombarding en

ergy. Second, if the disk becomes sufficiently 
thin, it breaks up into several fragments of a size 
commensurate with the thickness of the disk. 

At high incompressibility and at 55 MeVu 
bombarding energy (see Fig. 1), a thick disk 
forms and some mottling develops at its 
maximum extension (incipient fragn1ent 
formation). However, the mottling heals and 
the dlsk falls back to a more or less spherical 
blob. At higher bombarding energy, the disk 
becomes thinner, with a larger diameter than in 
the previous case. As the collision progresses, 

the mottling appears and develops rapidly into 
a beautiful crown of many fragments of 
approximately the same size, that slowly 

separate due to the residual kinetic energy of 
the disk and their mutual Coulomb repulsion. 

The calculations were repeated for lower in

compressibility in order to cover the range of 

nuclear incompressibility currently believed 
appropriate for nuclear matter. At 55 MeV /u and 
~ = 200 MeV, a thin disk is formed and fragment 
formation occurs (se~ Fig. 1), in contrast to the 
high incompressibility case where fragment 
formation does not occur as yet. At higher 
bombarding energies, fragment fonnation is ob

served for both values of the incompressibility. 

Similar calculations have been performed for a 

range of central impact parameters and en
trance-channel mass asymmetries with similar 

results. 

Till' qualitlllivl' fl\ltllrl'~ .lssociated \\'ith tIll' 

disk fragnll'ntation suggest immediately that it 

is caused by surface instabilities, Mon! precisely, 

the system escapes from tile high surface energy 

of the disk by breaking up into a number of 
splwricaJ fragments with Jess overall surface. 

Thus, fragment fonnalion, in this picture de
pends only on the presence of a surface energy 

term. 

Footnotes and References 

·Condensed from Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
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Fig. 1. BNV calculations for a head-on colli
sion (b = 0) of the 55 MeV lu 90Mo + 90Mo reac

tion at time steps of (a) 20, (b) 60, (c) 120, and (d) 

180 fm/ c. The front and side-views of the col

liding systems are given in columns 1 & 2, re

spective)y for a value of the incompressibility 

constant, K = 200 MeV. Similar views are shown 
in columns 3 & 4 for K = 540 MeV. 
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A Modular Array to Detect Complex Fragments Produced in 
Intermediate-Energy Reverse-Kinematics Reactions'" 

IV L. KellOC'1, A.C A1ignCH'Yb, A. A1oronic, /. /oric, C. F Peac:;/eed , N. Colonna, K. Hanold, D. R. 

BCHvmand, L. C. Moretto, A1. A. McA1ahan,}. T. vVaifon, and C.}. 11'ozniak 

A segmented silicon-silicon-plastic array 

was constructed for studying complex-tragml'nt 

production in heavy-ion reJctions with incilknt 

energies of 35 - 100 MeV Ill. The array was 

designed: (1) to measure the erwrgy, posItion, 

and charge of fragments with 1 ~ Z ~ ZproF (2) to 

have high efficiency for detecting fragment.s 

produced in reverse-kinematics reactions; (3) to 

detect events with two or more fragments; and 

(4) to have a flexible configuration. 

Each array telescope consists of a 300 J.1m Si 

detector, a 5 mm SHLi) detector and a 7.6 cm 

plastic scintillator. The clements of the 

telescope are held by interconnecting modular 

packages which allow the telescopes to be close 

packed about the beam direction. This modular 

array has been used in several different 

experimental configurations. 

The Si-Si-PI array has been used to study 

binary and multi-body decays of hot nuclear 

systems formed in a number of reverse

kinematics reactions. For 40 MeY lu l39La_ 

induced reactions on four targets, the total 

charge detected in the array is plotted in Fig. 1 

for 2-, 3-, and 4-fold coincidence events. The 

very asymmetric l39La + l2C reaction forms a 

warm nuclear system with very little missing 

charge, presumably in the form of 

preequilibrium or evaporated light charged 

particles. These data show that this warm 

system decays into two or three large fragments, 

which contain a very large fraction of the total 

charge present in the entrance channel 

(Zentrance = 63). For the hotter l39La + 27 A I 

system, more charged particles are emitted and 

a smaller fraction of the entrance-channel 

charge is contained in these 2-, 3- and 4-

fragment events. For the very hot l39La + Sly, 

natcu systems, only about 50% of the entrance-

chanrwl charge is n1C'Jsured when four fragments 

an' dell'ctl'd. Tlwse vl'ry hot systems emit 

several complex fragments and a large number of 

light charged particles for which the array is 

not very efficient. 

Footnotes and References 

*Condcnscd from Nucl. lnstr. and Meth. A311 

(1992) 258 

aLNS, 26-402, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139 

hUniv. of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742 

cUniv. of Milano, 20133, Milano, Italy 

dNSCL, MSU, E. Lansing, MI 48824 
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Fig. 1. For 2-, 3-, and 4-fold events, the total 

charge detected in the array is plotted for the 40 
MeY/u 139La + l2C, 27AI, Sly and natcu 

reactions. Each column and row contain data 

from a different target and for different n-fold 

events, respectively. 
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Decay of Hot Nuclear Systems as a Function of Neutron Multiplicity 

D.N. DelisI N. Colonna, Q. Sui, K. T'>o, K. I-lanoht A1. Justicc, C.j. Wozniak, L.G. Moretto, B. Libby+, 

A. C. Migncrcy+, A. PantaJeo++, C. D'Erasmo++, V. Paticchio++, L. fJ.on.~++, E.M. Fiore++, I. ]ori+++, and 

A. MoroI1i+++ 

In the past we have been able to correlate, 
within the incomplete fusion model, the 
measured source velocity with the excitation 

energy of the hot nuclear system formed in 
asymmetric-entrance-cha nnel reactions. The 

main objective of the present work is to provide, 
a probe that would determine the excitation 
energy of the source independent of any 

assumption IT'~de about the reaction mechanism. 
In our experiment such a probe was the neutron 
multiplicity. 

Complex fragments were detected in a 20-
telescope array. Each telescope consisted of a 6E 
Si(.30 mm) and a E Si(S mm). The array was 

placed at 50 cm from the target and covered an 
angular range of ± 160. The neutrons were 

detected in 16 NEll0 plastic modules (neutron 

calorimeter) placed behind the array at a 
distance of 200 cm from the target. The neutron 
calorimeter covered an angular range in the lab 

of ± 20°. 

The data collected in this experiment are 

currently under analysis. Preliminary results 

have shown that a relationship exists between 
the total charge detected in the array and the 

total light output from the neutron calorimeter. 

Figure 1 shows the total charge for the binary 

events as a function of the neutron light output. 
At low values of the neutron light output (0-12 

MeVee), one clearly sees the fission peak of Au 

(Zl + 22 = 79) which is associated with the 
peripheral reactions (large impact parameters). 

For larger values uf the the neutron light output, 

the fission peak diminishes in intensity. This is 
due to the fact that these events arise from more 

central collisions with more excitation energy. 
The five reactions studied in this experiment 

were 60 MeV / A 197 Au + 12C, 27 AI, SlV, 63Cu, 

197 Au. 

Footnotes and References 

+University of Maryland, College Park, MD 

++ Instituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Bari, 
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+++Instituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Milano, 
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Fig. 1. Total charge detected for binary events 

for different gates on the neutron light output. 

The numbers in parentheses indicate the range of 

each gate. The smaller values correspond to the 

more peripheral reactions. 
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Multifragment Disintegration of the 129Xe + 197 Au System 
at E/ A = 50 MeV'" 

D. R. BCH,,'mc'H7a , C. F. Peasleei1, R. 1'. de Souzaa N. Carlinb, C. K. Celbkci1, W. C. Conga, Y. D. Kimif, 

M. A. Lisa,], IV G. Lynch.1, L. Phai~, M. B. Tsanga, C. WiJJianl~..a, N. Colonna, K. Hanold, M. A. 

McMahan, C.}. Wozniak, and L. C. Moretto 

To date, very few experiments have been 
performed with sufficient phase-space coverage 
to allow the extraction of intermediate-mass
fragment (lMF) multiplicities. Thus it is still 
uncertain under which conditions multi fragment 

emission becomes a dominant decay channel. In 
order to search for experimental conditions 
which produce multifragment final states and to 

test predictions for different fragment production 
models, we have measured charged-particle 
and IMF (2 = 3 - 20) multiplicities for the 129Xe 

+ 197 Au reaction at Ec.m. = 3.9 GeV. 
The 129Xe beam was extracted with an in

tensity of 107 particles/s from the K1200 cy
clotron of the National Superconducting 
Cyclotron Laboratory and impinged upon a 1.05-
mg/ cm2 gold target. Reaction products were 
detected with 171 elements of the Michigan 
State University Miniball phoswich-detector 
array which covered polar angles of 16°~ e ~ 
1600, corresponding to approximately 87% of 41t. 
The most forward angles were covered by a 16-

element hodoscope, each element of which con

sisted of two posi tion-sensiti ve solid-sta te 
detectors (0.300 and 5 mm thick) and a 7.6-cm
thick plastic scintillator. This forward ho

doscope covered approximately 64% of the solid 
angle at 2° ~ e ~ 16°. 

Experimental multiplicity distributions 
(uncorrected for detector acceptance) are shown 
Fig. 1. The upper panel shows the probability 
distribution of Nc, the detected total charged

particle multiplicity. The lower panel shows 
probability distributions of NIMF, the number of 
detected IMFs, for various gates on Nc . The 

average number of detected IMFs increases with 

N c. For the most central gate, Nc ~ 33, it reaches 

a value of <N 1M F> = 6.5, which is the largest 
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value yet observed in any nuclear collision. 

Events with NIMF up to 14 arc observed. 

Footnotes and References 

"Condensed from Phys. Rev. Lett. 67 (1992) 1527 

aNSeL, MSU, E. Lansing, MI 48824 

blnstituto de Fisica, Univ. de Sao Paulo, Sao 
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Fig. 1. Upper panel: Measured charged-particle 
multiplicity distribution, N c, for the 50 MeV /u 
129Xe + 197 Au. Lower panel: Measured IMF 

multiplicity distributions for the indicted gates 
on N c. 



Sources and Characteristics of Complex Fragments in La-induced 
Reactions'" 

P. Roussel-Chomaza, Y. BluIl1Cnfeldb, R. CharityC, M. Colonnad , N. Colonna, B. LibbyC, K. Hanold, 

L. C. Moretto, C. F PeaslexJ, and C.}. Wozniak 

To compare our experimental data on complL'x 
fragment emission with model predictions, we 
ha ve u til ized a self -consisten t t ra nsport 
equation approach (Blotzmann-Nordhcim

Vlasov). The two fundamental ingredients that 
enter the BNV equation arc the self-consistent 
mean field and the in-medium nucleon-nucleon 

cross section oNN. In the code we used, the 111ean 
field is given by the Coulomb interaction 
between protons plus a nuclear density dependent 
part of Skyrme type with parameters chosen to 
get a nuclear compressibility value K = 200 MeV. 
The value of ON N was assumed to be the free 
nucleon-nucleon cross section with an energy 
dependence parametrized from experimental 
data. 

An example of the time evolu tion of the 
collision between 139La and 27 AI nuclei at 55 

MeV lu is presented in Fig. 1. For the most central 
collisions, "complete fusion" occurs, accompanied 
by pre equilibrium emission. At the end of the 
collisions only one heavy residue exists which is 

very elongated and will probably undergo fission 
(b = 3 fm). For intermediate impact parameters, 
incomplete fusion occurs, where the target breaks 

into two pieces and part of the target is absorbed 
by the projectile. For larger impact parameters, 
the two incident nuclei merge together, but two 

centers can always be distinguished and, after a 
time depending on the impact parameter, the 
system separates into two fragments close in 
mass to the target and the projectile. Although 

this process is again accompanied by pre 
equilibrium emission its features are reminiscent 

of deep inelastic collisions as they are observed 
at low incident energies. For heavier systems 
e.g. 139La + 51 V and 139La + natcu at 55 MeV /u, 

these BNV calculations show the presence of a 

partkipant zone in addition to the projectiJe-

like and target-like remnants for impact 
parameters between 5 and 7 fm, and therefore 
indicate the occurrence of participant-spectator 

type reactions. 

Footnotes and References 

·Condensed from LBL-30294 
aSEPN, CEN Sac)ay, 91191 Cif-sur-Yvette, France 
blnstitut de Physique Nucleaire, Orsay, France 
cWashington Univ., St. Louis, MO 63130 
dINFN, L.N.S., 95129 Catania, Italy 
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Fig. 1. 129La + 27 Al collisions at 55 MeV lu 
calculated with the BNV equation for several 
impact parameters (expressed in fm). The initial 

velocity axis (z) is horizontal and the impact 
parameter axis (x) is vertical. The times are 
expressed in fml c. The lines represent equal 
density level in the (x,z) plane. 
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Interaction Cross Section of llLi + P and llLi + d Reaction 
K. Yoshida,'" T. Kobayashi,'" T. Suzuki,* 1. Tanihata,* S. Shimoura,t K. Sugimoto,t K. Matsuta, T. 

Minamisono,t O. Testard,§ W. Christie, D. Olson, and H. Wieman 

Here we report the new measurement of 
interaction cross sections (0'1) for 11 Li + P and 
11 Li + d reactions at 790 A MeV. The matter 
density distribution of 11 Li is determined from 

these data combined with 0'1 for Be, C, Al 
targets at same energy.[1] 

Liquid proton and deuteron targets of 10 cm 
thickness were used at Berkeley BEY ALAC. 
The targets were operated at the temperature 
below the boiling points to avoid bubbling. The 
0'1 were measured by a transmission method using 
HISS magnetic spectrometer system; the same 
system used for previous measurements.[1] The 
interaction cross section of 11 Li + P and 11 Li + d 
reactions have been determined to be ( 276 ± 10 ) 
mb and ( 465 ± 5 ) mb, respectively. 

Nuclear interaction radii determined from 0'1 

of reaction between neutron rich nuclei and 
nuclear targets (Be, C, and AI) show the 
separability of the interaction radii of a 
projectile and a target. However, if we use p+ p 
total cross section and d+ d reaction cross section, 
the Ol's expected are 456 mb and 567 mb, for 11 Li 
+ P and 11 Li + d reactions, respectively, and they 
are much larger than what observed. The 
separability is thus broken in these reactions. 
Therefore if we combine these data, it is possible 
to determine the density distribution in 11 Li. 

harmonic oscillator, the number of halo nucleon, 
and the binding energy of the orbital for the 
halo nucleon are used as parameters for fitting 
the O'I'S. The density distributions that give the 
best fit are shown in Fig. 1. As seen in the figure, 
a long extended tail is necessary to reproduce the 
cross sections consistently. 

Footnotes and References 

"'RIKEN, Wako, Saitama 351-01, Japan 

tUniv. of Tokyo, Hongo, Tokyo 113, Japan 

tOsaka Univ., Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan 
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The Glauber type model of the interaction 

cross section is employed to determine the 
density distri~u!ion of 11 Li. It is assumed that 
the density distribution of 11 Li has core and a 
halo. The density distribution of the core is 
assumed to have harnlOnic oscillator density. 
The halo nucleons are assumed to be orbi ting in 
the potential with the same shape as the core 
distribution. The density of the halo, which is 
calculated as the amplitude of the wave 
function, is added to the core densi ty to form a 
11 Li density distribution. In this density 
distribution, the width parameter of the 

1 0-5-1----....---"T----T---~---__=___t 
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Fig. 1. Nucleon density distribution of 11 Li 
determined from the interaction cross sections. 
Selection of the orbital makes little difference 
in the resu lts. 
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Momentum Correlation of Halo Neutrons in l1Li 
I. Tanihata,* T. Kobayashi,* S. Shimoura,t T. Suzuki,* K. Yoshida,* K. Matsuta, T. Minamisono,i 

K. Sugimoto,! O. Testard,§ W. Muller, D. Olson, and H. Wieman 

The transverse momentum (Pt) distribution of 
9Li fragment from 800A MeV 11 Li on p, d, and C 

targets are measured with high statistics at the 
LBL Bevalac. Improvements of the intensity of 
primary 180 beam and the beam optics enabled 
us to use about 300 11 Li per pulse. The 
experimental system is essentially the same one 
as already reported in previous publications 
except the target system for liquid hydrogen and 
deuterium.1,2 The thickness of the target was 
about 12 em. 

The widths of 9Li and neutron fragment 
distribution were used to deduce the correlation 
term between two halo neutrons. The momentum 
balance at the fragmentation of 11 Li->9Li+n+n 
gives 

<P92> = «Pl+P2)2> = 2 <P1 2> + 2 <Pl·P2> ,(1) 

where P9 is the internal momentum of 9U and Pl 
and P2 are those of neutrons. It was found that 
the correlation term <Pl' P2 > has a large 
positive value (300 ± 43) (MeV / c)2. This 
suggests that these neutrons are moving in same 

direction on an average. It presents quite a 
contrast to normal nucleon correlations, in which 
the correlation has negative value. Present 

analysis, however, depends on the simple 
qualitative reaction model. Therefore we need a 
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detailed realistic reaction n10del to confirm this 
correlation. Also we need high statistic data of 
the neutron distribution at high energies because 
they were measured only at a low energy (30 A 
MeV) where final state interactions may be 
important. 

This work is supported by the US Department 
of Energy under the contract No. DE-AC03-
76SF0098, by the LBL-RIKEN collaboration 
program, and by the Japan-US Cooperative 
Program from the Japan Society for the 
Promotion of Science. 
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rrwo-Pion Correlations and MUltiplicity Effects III La on La 
Collisions· 

11. lJossy, J. A. lJistiT'iich, R. R. lJu8si71gham, A. D. Chacon, )(. 111. C,'owc, 
AI. JustiN', J. O. Rasmussen, A. A .. C,'hiha: -Eldz7I, IIlf. A . .','[oJ/o', and K. D. Wyatt 

\Ve st udi('d Bosc- Ei nstcin correlations of I1(~gat.i vc pions in hea.vy ion collisions for the reaction 
13~lLa +Iln.t La -+ '2;r-- + X at 1.26 GcV /nucieon at two accepta.nces, centered at laboratory obser
vatioJl angles of approximately 00 and 45° with respect to the beam axis. The spectrometer was 
described in Refl except for addition of a scintillation counter array downstream of the target. 
This array was used to sample the charged particle multiplicity of each event and hence distinguish 
between peripheral and central collisions. Including results from previous experiments, space-time 
dimensions of the pion source are now available for mass-symmetric collisions in the mass raTlge of 
A = 40 to 139. As can be seen in Fig. 1 an oblateness of the source region generally persists for all 
systems, although La + La central collisions viewed near 45° in the lab. (90 0 in the center of mass) 
arc spherica.l. The perpendicular radius R.l is never less tha.n 4 fIll, regardless of the centrality of 
the La. + La collision. Furthermore, il j . seems independent of the mass of the collision system. 
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Astrophysically Important Fragmentation Cross Sections* 
Craig E. Tull, the Transport Collaboration 

The Transport Collaboration is an interna

tional collaboration concentrating on the inter

pretation of the heavy ion component of the 

Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) spectrum measured 

at Earth. We have conducted an experin1ent at 

the HISS beamline at the Bevatron to measure 

the elemental and isotopiC production cross 

sections from the fragmentation of relativistic 

heavy ions on Hydrogen. 

The heavy ion component of 

the GCR detected at the 
:0- Webber 
E. 120 et al. 
(/) 

I:: .g 
~90 

(/) 

e u60 
] 
u .... 30 
] 
p... 

o 

o 

o 30 60 

the fragmentation of 20 different beam-energy 

combinations on a liquid hydrogen targC't (see 

Table for a list of systems). 

For each beam-energy system, we have mea

sured fragments with charge and mass resolutions 

of ~ = 0.2 e and dA = 0.2 u for all isotopes with 

Zf ~ Zb/3 and with production cross sections ~ 5 

millibarns. 

90 

o 58Ni 
o 40Ca 
o 36Ar 
A 325 
fB 22Ne 

120 lSC 

Our preliminary cross sec

tions indicate that the para

metric model of Webber l et al2 

is a better predictor oi our 

measured cross sections than is 

the Silberberg & Tsao semi

empirical model. 

Earth's upper atmosphere has 

traveled through a significant 

thickness of interstellar mate

rial (mostly Hydrogen and 

Helium) since its generation at 

some source object (such as a 

Wolf-Rayet Star) within our 

galaxy. In order to extrapolate 

back to the isotopic composition 

of GCRs at their source, we need 

fragmentation cross sections of 

many systems over a wide 

energy range. 

Measured Cross Section (mb) 

The included figures show 

measured elemental production 

cross sections for ten of our 

twenty beam-energy combina

tions compared to the predic

tions of Webber's parametriC 

model (upper plot> and 

Silberberg & Tsao's semi-em

pirical model (lower plot). The 

predictions of Webber's model 

are more highly correlated 

with our experimental data 

than are the Silberberg & Tsao 

values. 
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Currently, the most common 

method of predicting these 

fragmentation probabilities is 

to use a semi-empirical code 

such as that of Silberberg & 
Tsao1 for those cross sections 

that have not been measured in 
Measured Cross Section (mb) .. 

experiment. However, these type of cross section 

codes have been notoriously unreliable for 

predictions of reactions outside a limited range of 

initial conditions. 

We have conducted measurements of the ele

mental and isotopic production cross sections from 

Beam 4He 22Ne 26Mg 32S 

Energy 400 400 400 400 

(MeV / A) 600 600 600 600 

910 800 

Condensed from 

contributions to the 22nd International Cosmic 

Ray Conference, Dublin, Ireland, (1991). 

1 R. Silberberg & C. H. Tsao. Phys. Reports, 

191(6): 351-408, (1990). 

2W.R. Webber, J.C. Kish, & D.A. Schrier, 

Phys. Rev. C41: 520,533,547,556 (1990). 

36Ar 40Ar 40Ca 52Cr 56Fe 58Ni 

400 393 400 400 400 400 

600 800 

800 800 
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NMR on Projectile Fraglnent 43Ti 
K. Matsuta, A. Ozawa, Y. Nojiri,t T. Mirumzisono,f M. Fukuda,t S. M011lota,t 

T. Ohtsubo,t S. Fukuda,t K. Sugimoto,t I. Tanihata,1 K. Yoshida,! K. Omata,§ 
/.R. Alonso, C.F. Krebs and T./.M. Symons 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) has been 
observed on beta-enlitting 43Ti produced 
through projectile fragnlentation process to 
investigate nuclear structure of mirror nuclei and 
reaction nlechanism of the process. 

The present experimental method is similar to 
the previous measurement of fragment 
polarization 1. A 260(480) mg/cm2 thick C(Au) 
target was bonlbarded wi th a 46Ti primary 
beanl at an effective energy of (108 ± 12) A MeV. 
The fragnlent 43Ti produced in the target was 
then purified by a fragment separator set at B44 
in the Bevatron and implanted into a cooled Pt 
foil. The polarized 43Ti nuclei were obtained by 
selecting deflection angle and fragment 
momentum. 

The production cross section observed for the 
43Ti with Au target was significantly smaller 
than that with C target. The target mass 
dependence of the cross section cannot be 
reproduced by simple fragmentation models like 
Abrasion-Ablation model, where the production 
cross section increases wi th the target mass. The 
present result suggests that the electroolagnetic 
dissociation of the produced 43Ti during the 
collision nlay play an important role in fragment 
production. 

The fragment polarization of 43Ti produced 
from 46Ti on C collision showed a reversed 
tendency in its momentum dependence compared 
with the previous results1 on the fragment 
polarization of 39Ca and 37K produced through 
40Ca on Au collision. So, it is suggested that the 
contribution from far-side collision is the main 
component in the case of light target like C. 

NMR effects on the 43Ti nucleus were observed 

through the beta-decay asymmetry as a function 
of rf frequency at an external magnetic field HO= 
6.878 kOe. As shown in the figure, we found a 
resonance at the frequency f= (1.27 ± 0.03) MHz. 

From the observed resonance frequency, the 
magnetic monlent of 43Ti was deduced to be I JlI= 
(0.85 ± 0.02) Jln. The observed magnetic n10ment 
significantly differs from the single particle 
value 1.91 Jln, showing a strong effect resulted 
fronl meson exchange currents and configura tion 
mixing. The isoscalar mOmE-,lt of the mass A= 43 
mirror pair deduced from the sum of the 
measured magnetic moment of 43Ti and the 
known monlent of 435c, however, was in 
agreement with the single particle value. Thus, 
the effects from meson exchange currents and/ or 
configuration mixing are of the isovector type. 

The spin expectation value (0.29 ± 6) deduced 
from the sum moment vividly shows the 
difference from the single particle value 0.5. A 
certain simple shell-model calculation 
explained the magnetic moment fairly well, but 
failed to reproduce the spin expectation value 
correctly. 

Footnotes and References 
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Fig. 1. NMR spectrum of 43Ti 
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Excitat.ion curve for pd/pp dielectron produt:tion 
('. 'vOl/d( f . . ..., .. /i, ,i/I)(· .. \/. IJuurlfl!Jt .J. (·(//,/"dr. I" lit i!J/'t)/I/1. r. //((11'//(/11-. II. IIU(/IIY. 

(,'. Igo". j). I\'i/'k~ . (/. I\'f'( I).'.;. I,. ,'I(/(/(JII ..... /,·.IJ~i . F .. \I(JII ..... ur . II. ,\I(J/I .... n .. \filll , .••. ,J. ,\Ii/It,· . .J. /Jo 1'1 Cl'. 

G. Hoc/It-t. I, .. ...,·c!,,·u\(/(,.. I> . . ;"·(idl. 11'.1\'.11'1/.<;111/.1.1-'. II·uI/Y+. H. II·d8/,ll. (llId.1. }'(Yllf811'(/I'(Jll tt 

The stud,\" of low-mass t'lpctroll-positl'on pairs 
(0.2 < ~vl < 1.0 Gp\'j(2) in protoll-proton and 
proton-deuteron collisiolls has bet'll o\' consider

able theoretical alld l'Xpl'rilll('lltal illt.erest.. Tilt' 
D LS collaboratioll It as performed a sE'ries o\' 

dielectron meaSlll'l'IlWn ts from Dpc 19S(j 1\ Il Ii I 
Sept. 91 in an effort to to charactcrizp diell'c
troll prod uction. 1 Although theoretical calcula
tions have been performed and com parf'd wi t. II 
the DLS data in t.he hopes of underst.andillg t.he 
dominate mechanism of dielectl'on product.ion: 
large ambiguity still (-'xists ill t IH' J'('lat i\'(' COI\

tri btl tions of bremsstraltl lIllg. ~ alld 'I Dedi t z 
decay and rr+rr- anlliitilatioll. 2. To help dis('ll

ta.ngle the J'(~Ia.tiv(' ('Ollt riblll iOJls o\' t 11(' \'(\I'i()l1~ 

processes tilt' DLS has p('rl'orlll('d a ~('ri(l:-. Ill' c1i
electroll IlIPaSlirPIII('lIts ill PP (lild pd ('ulli~illll:-'. 

This \vill allow all PstilllaU' of til(' J'{,lati\'(' COII

tributions of t.llE' SOUI'CPS ill proton-IH'llt rOil rlJld 
protoll- proton dielectroll prod UCtiOll. 

The dielectron prod uction in pp and pel col
lisions was measured at four diffprent. valuE'S of 
kinetic beam energies. 'I'll(' yipld a\)O\'p a.n in
variant mass of :200 Nle V / c wa.s t.hen int.egra t.ed 
to obtain a total yield for bot II th(' PI> and pd 
collisions. The ratio of pd to Pi> tot.al yields at 

four kinetic beam energies is shown in FigtlrE' 1 
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~sqllal'(,s). ;\1 1.h(' hight'st killetic beaul <:'Ilcrgy 
lIwaslll'l'd (5 G('V) til(' ciiPiectron pel/PI> ratio 
has i-l \'alllC' oj' I.()', lllllCh 10\\/('1' than the PI'('

dicll'd valup of 10 for a Brf:'lllsstrahlullg dominate 
SOllrn' a lid ('\,e11 IE'SS thall :J the prediction for a 
hadronir c1iplC'cl rOll sourcC'. As t11(> beam elwrgy 
drops the ratio grad ua.lly increases until at 1.6 
GeV beam energy a la.rge pnhancement. is seen. 
TIl(' add i t.iona I da la ( crosse's) shows the ra.t.io 
of thp 7!' uO (dalitz decay) electron pa.irs which 
are a smoot It fu Ilel iOIl wit.hou I any enhancement 
at I.G (;(,\" illustratillg that s.vstPJl1atics a.re an 
1I11lik(:'I~' SOUI'('(' 1'01' tlIt, cnha.lIeen1Pnt. The large 
(lllllc\JI('(lllJ(lllt ill t It(· pel/PI> c1i('l('ctl'on pair exci
i (\ t i011 (' 111'\'(\ "t I .() (;(' V was not. predicted and 
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Dilepton Invariant Mass Spectra Produced In p+p Colli~ions 
~V.K. ~Vil8on, S. Beedoe, A!. Bougteb, J. Can'oil, 7'. Hallman, L. !leilbronn, H. Huang, 

C. Igo, P. Kirk, C. Krebs, F. Alanso, ll. Matis, J. AJliiler, C. Naudct, J. Porter', G. Roche, 
L. Sclu'oeder, P Sczdl, and R. Welsh 

During September of 1991, the Dilepton Spec
trometer (DLS) was used to investigate p+p and 
p+D collisions at 1.0, 1.6, and 2.1 GeV beam 
kinetic energy. These data were measured as 
part of our ongoing program to study the pro
duction of electron-positron pairs in elementary 
collisions, This report will focus on the results 
of a preliminary analysis of the p+p collisions; 
the relationship between the p+p data and p+D 
data will be presented in another report.1 

Electron-positron pairs are produced through 
the decay of massive virtual gamma rays. The 
production of gamma rays with nlasses up to sev
eral hundred MeV in collisions at Bevalac ener
gies was established by the DLS collaboration in 
1988.2 The original motivation of this study was 
the possibility of using virtual gamma rays as a 
penetrating probe of the early sta~(:s of Ilucleus
Ilucleus collisions.3 However, comparison of the 
initial DLS p+nucleus4 and nucleus+nucleus5 

data wi th the theoretical predictions current at 
the time failed to produce a clear picture of the 
basic sources of virtual gamma rays in these COIll

plex collisions. The DLS group has therefore em

barked on a study of p+p and p+ D collisions in 
order to shed light on the elementary processes 
leading to dilepton production. 

The gamma rays that decay into electron
positron pairs can be produced in three differ
ent ways: radiation of charges accelerated in the 
collision (bremsstrahlung), '/r-'/r annhillation, and 
the decay of unstable particles such as the TJ 

and the l~ resonance. Simple p+p collisions al
low one to untangle the contributions from these 

Footnotes and References 
I See the contribution by C. Naudet et al. in this volume. 
2C. H.oche et al., Phys. Rrv. LeU. 61, 1069 (1988). 
"C. Gale and J. Kapusta Phy,~. Rev. C 35, 2107 (1987). 
·C. Nauuet et al. Phy,~. Rev. LeU. 62,2652 (1989). 
~JG. Roche et a!. J>hys. Lett. }] 226,228 (1989). 

sources if Ineasurements are made immediately 
below and above the absolute energy threshold 
for a given process. For example, at 1.0 GeV 
p kinetic energy one is above the ~ production 
thre3hold, while at 1.6 GeV one is also above the 
TJ and the two 7r production thresholds. 

Fig. 1 shows the preliminary invariant mass 
spectra of dileptons observed in 1.0, 1.6, and 
2.1 GeV p+p reactions. The combinatoric back
ground has been removed, and the error bars in
clude only statistical uncertainties. Note that 
the slope of the yield near 300 MeV changes dra
matically as the threshold for 1] and two '/r pro
duction is crossed. 

P" P Prell IT1 Il1 C1 r V 1\ n a I y SIS 
~ r·· ... -· 'r \~'T -r··f·-r·T-"'--1-'-"T--r-T'-··1"-rl-~-·.·~r.,. 

10 (j 

10- 5 
o 250 500 750 1000 1250 

e+ e - Invananl Mass (MeV) 

Fig. 1. This figure shows dilepton yield as a function of 

invariant mass for three different beam kinetic energies. 

Vv'e are currently evaluating simulations of the 
D LS respon~e to various sources of dileptons. 
These simula.tions, along with a more complete 
analysis of the result depicted in fig. 1, should 
provide the understanding of basic dilepton pro
duction ill p+p collisions needed to interpret our 
nucleus-llucleus data. 
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Performance of the EOS TPC 
l~'OS' CollaboTYllion 

The EOS TPC is now completely instru- (neon). 
III ell ted, the COllst ruction project ha.<.; bCPIl of
ficially finished. The' first experimental run has 
been corn ple'ted. \Ve selected the systems 800 
MeV /n Ne + NaF, Nb, and Au, for which there 
is a large body of existing inclusive data for com
parison. Several thousand central events were 
taken for these systl'IIlS and the data are cur
rently under analysis. Prior to the first ex per
iIlll'ntal rUll, we had test rUlls to optimize the 
trigger, to test the electronics and acquisition 
system, and to study the response of the 'fPC 
to highly ionizing particles (gold). 

Before and after the experimental run the 
lasPI" cal i bration systt'IIl was operated. This per
formed two functiolls; it allowed testing to ta.ke 
place prior to the delivery of experimental beams 
a.nd all analysis of the performance of the TPC. 
Preliminary analysis of the data taken from the 
laser calibration rUlls indicates that the drift ve
locity~ posi tional rpso] u tion, and field distortions 
have magnitudes comparable to t hat expected 
from the simulations. 

The off-line analysis chain has been completely 
integrated in a single shell which interfaces with 
the user through the popular PAW package. 
This analysis chain includes gain correction, dis
tortion correction, hit reconstruction, tra.ck re
construction, and particle identification. The 
user is free to add analysis modules tu handle 
allY physics analysis of interest. Fig. 1 displays 
a. top view of an analyzed TPC event. 

The EOS TPC IS the first pad-readout TPC 
to sllccessfully perform particle identification 
through dE/fix. Fig. 2 displays a scatter plot 
which shows the bands of protons, deuterons, 
alphas, and other species up to beam particles 

Fig. 1. This figure displays the results of a first at

~empt to track data from an event in which the interac

tion occurred between an BOO Me V In Ne beam particle 

and an argon nucleus of the TPe gas. The small crosses 

correspond to reconstructed hit cen troids while the thin 

lines correspond to found tracks. The large rectangle in

dicates the active region of the EOS TPC and the circle 

indicates the pole face of the II ISS dipole. 
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot of ionization density (dEldx) 

against rigidity. Earh point corresponds to a single track. 

The data are from a set of 350 reactions of 800 MeV In 

Ne + NaF. Superimposed on this scatter plot are dotted 

lines which correspond to the predicted curves for several 

particle species. 
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Proton-like Production Cross Section from 0.8 GeV In La on La 
Collisions 

J. Bistirlich, R. Bossingham, H. Bossy, A. Chacon, T. Case, 
K. Crowe, Y. Dardenne, lV. NfcHarris, J. Rasmussen, lv!. Stoyer 

There exist discrepancies betvleen experimen
tal results! and theoretical calculations2 (Fig.l). 
fo: the p-like production cross section from 0.8 
GeV In La on La collisions. The theoretical cal
culations were for six models, with the results 
all in general agreement with each other, but 
not with the experimental result. Since these 
models have varied assumptions, it was thuught 
that the problem might lie in the experimental 
results. For this reason the experiment was re
peated on a different spectrometer (Janus, Beam 
30). 

3 X 105~~:---------_ 

102 
a ~ 1 1.3 

Momentum (GeV Ic) 

Fig. 1. The invariant production cross section of p-like 

particles from 0.8 Ge V In La on La collisions and three 

models, at three angles. Notice the large discrepancy at 

20 degrees. 

Figure 1 shows the invariant p-like (p-like 

Footnotes and References 
IS. Hayashi et a.l Phys. Rev. C 38, 1229{1988). 
2 J. Aichelin et a.l Phys. Rev. C 62, 1461{1989}. 

refers to H, 2H, 3H, 3He, and 4He) cross sec
tion as a function of momentum per nucleon at 
three angles. The invariant p-like cross-section 
is defined as 

( 1) 

where Zi is the charge of the particle, while Ei 
and ki are the energy and momentum per nu
cleon, respectively. 

The results so far obtained can be seen in 
Fig. 2. This figure compares the 400 proton 
cross-sections with the previous experimental re
sults. The 400 data seem to agree well with the 
previous experimental results; however, there is 
no disagreement at this angle between experi
ment and theory. Obtaining the 200 measure
ment is a bit more complicated as it involves re
verse kinematics; this analysis is in progress. 
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Fig. 2. The invariant production cross-section of pro

tons from 0.8 GeV In La on La collisions in the Janus 

spectrometer (squares) together with previous results (tri

angles). 
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Strangeness Production in Central S+Ag Collisions at 200 
GeV/N. 

G.Odyniec, S.I.Chase, J. ~V.HaTTis, 11.G.Pugh; a.Rai, L.Teitelbaum, S.Tonse and the NA35 Collab. 

The production of neutral and charged strange 
-:-{) Table 1: Ratios of mean Multiplicities in the S+S 

particles (K~, AO, A , K+,K-) in S+Ag central 
collisions at 200 Ge V IN ucleon, was studied in 
the NA35 streamer chamber at the CERN-SPS. 
The trigger cross section was 0.09 barn, corre
sponding to a fraction of 0.03 of the total inelas
tic cross section. The NA35 streamer chamber 
was modified in order to reduce the high track 
density and to extend the acceptance to higher 
rapidity intervals and lower PT values. 2445 
events were scanned visually for the decay of neu
tral particles ( VO) and 1411 of them also for the 

charged particle ( kink and tau ) decays. 3365 
yO, 596 two body and 29 three body decays of 
the charged particles were measured. The neu
tral candidates were kinematically fitted for the 

K~, A 0 , ~ and I hypothesis and the charged 
ones for the K+, K-, E+, E- and =:- hypothe-
sis. 

The identification of the particles was based 
on the fit results ( fit probability ~ 1 % ). For 
the neutral particles an additional cut 011 their 
life time, on the isotropy of the VO decay in its 
rest frame, and on the symmetry between neg
ative and positive decay products for KO and I 
was imposed. The contamination of the charged 
kaons by E+, E-, :=:-, 1("+ and 1("- was partially 

removed by a.n angle cut of 2°, and a life time 
cut for the ambiguities between =:- , E+, E- and 
kaons [2]. 

The identification result was 521 AO, 58 ~ and 
356 K~ in the sample of the 2445 eVfnts, and 232 

acceptance 

"sW 12.06 ~ 0.23 2.4 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.5 
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Figure 1: Ratio of lan1bdas in S+Ag and S+S 
collisions versus rapidity, in the S+S acceptance. 

lambda and kaon multiplicity increases by about 

a factor of two going from S+S to S+Ag sys
tem, while the antilambda multiplicity appears 
to change less. The ratio of S+Ag/S+S for lamb
das (Fig. 1) shows no significant change within 
errors when comparing the rapidity intervals 1-2 
and 2-3, the same ratio for the an til arnb d as 
versus rapidity seems to be constant too (not 
shown). 

K+ and 119 K- in the sample of the 1411 events. Footnotes and References 

In order to compare with our previous data 
from S+S central collisions at 200 GeV INucleon * Deceased 
[1], we determine the ratios of the mean mul- [l)J.Bartke et. a1., Z. Phys. C - Particles and 
tiplicities for the kaons,lambdas and antilamb- Fields 48,191-200P990) 
das in S+Ag and S+S collisions, in the accep- [2]M. Kowalski, Talk presented at Quark Matter 
tance of the S+S sample (Table 1). The mean 1991, Gatlinburg, to appear in Nucl. Phys. A 
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CERN Experiment NA-36 
D. E. Greiner, C. R. Gruhn, P. Jones and I. Sakrejda 

The NA36 experiment at CERN has begun 
publication of the results obtained in its 1990 
data taking run. The data for 200 GeV I c 5 + Pb 
has shown some very interesting effects. 
Although the temperatures measured for the 
strange particles were much like those seen by 
experiment NA35 for 5 + 5 collisions (Figure 1), 
the rapidity distributions were very different, 
especially for the A particles. There was a very 
considerable excess production of all strange 
neutral particles in the mid-rapidity region. 
The data are shown in Figure 2. 

0.5 

N T=192±8MeV 

KO T=202±2MeV 

2.5 

Fig 1. Transverse mass distributions for A, A 
and KO. 

This enhanced production cross section region 
also exhibits a very high anti-baryon 
abundance. The ratio of AI A is .64 for this 
signal. This fact is a strong indica tion tha t the 
source is a quark-gluOI". plasma and not a hot 
hadronic gas. Further evidence is the fact that 
the percent of the enhanced flux increases with 
event multiplicity. 
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Figure 2. Rapidity distributions for A, A and KO. 
The dotted curves correspond to FRITIOF 1.7 
monte carlo predictions scaled to pass through 
the points in the region 1.5 <y <2.0. The solid 
curves are the sum of the FRITIOF curves and the 
gaussians describing the "enhanced" production. 

These results have been presented at a CERN 
ion seminar and are currently being prepared for 
publication. 



Intermittency in 32S+S and 32S+Au Collisions at the CERN SPS 
A-f.A. Bloomer, P. Jacobs, A.Nf. Poskanzer and the lVA80 Collaboration 

The presence of mixed phases of QGP and 
hadronic matter in high energy heavy ion colli
sions might produce "intermittent" fluctuations 
of charged particle density in small regions of 
phase space!. This collaboration previously re
ported a strong intermittency signal for l6O+Au 
collisions2, but that analysis needs to be redone 
due to an error in the track reconstruction algo·· 
rithm. 

The data for this intermittency analysis were 
taken during August 1990 at the CERN SPS 
with the WA80 Streamer Tube Detector. A 
"horizon tal- vertical" factorial moment analysis 
was performed using tracks within the intervals 
2.12 ~ TI ~ 2.57 and -110° ~ ¢ ~ 110°. A full 
Monte Carlo simulation of the detector and sur
rounding material was also implemented using 
FRITIOF v1.7 and GEANT v3.14. 

Figure 1 displays the dependence of (F2 ) on 
01] and oel> for both data (solid circles) and the 
Monte Carlo simulation (open circles). The pan
els on the left are for aID analysis in 1], while the 
panels on the righ t are for a 2D analysis in both 
17 and ¢. The slopes of the 1D data are consistent 
with zero or less than zero; the "sagging" of the 
moments for small values of 01] is a known detec
tor effect discussed below. This sagging is even 
more pronounced for the 2D analysis. The 2D 
peripheral 32S+S data show a significant increase 
with decreasing 01]oel>, but this trend disappears 
for the central 32S+S and 32S+Au data. In all 
cases, the trends of the moments are reproduced 
fairly well by the Monte Carlo simulation. 

A two-dimensional extension of the alpha 
model3 for simulating in termi ttency in both 1] 
and ¢ was developed in order to study how de
tector response and limited acceptance impede 

Footnotes and References 
1 A. Bialas and R. Peschanski, Nucl. Phys. B273 (1986) 

703; L. Van Hove, Z. Phys. C27 (1985) 135. 
2R. Albrecht et aI. (WA80 Collaboration), Phys. Lett. 

B221 (1989) 427. 
3 P. Desvallees, R. Ouziel and R. Peschanski, Phys. Lett. 

B235 (1990) 317. 
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the measurement of intermittency. vVhen the 
two-track resolution of ~ 5 cm of the WA80 mul
tiplicity detector is included iu the alpha model 
simulation, the moments for small values of 01]0</> 
"sag" in the same manner as in the data. Sepa
rately varying the detector efficiency or 1]-</> ac
ceptance has little or no effect on the calc 11lation 
of the moments. Hence the single most impor
tant detector effect is the finite two-track resolu
tion. 

Based on the agreement of the data with our 
Monte Carlo, we conclude that no "new" physics 
beyond that contained in FRITIOF is needed to 
explain the measured scaled factorial moments. 
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Figure 1: In(F2) versus -In(o1]) (left panels) 
and - In( 0170¢) (right panels) for various systems 
and triggers. Solid circles: data. Open circles: 
Monte Carlo. 



Simulations of a Large Acceptance Hadron Detector for 
Ph Beams at the CERN SPS 
M.A. Bloomer and the NA49 Collaboration 

The full utility of high energy heavy ion col
lisions for creating very hot and dense hadronic 
matter is reached only for symmetric collisions 
of very heavy nuclei (e.g. Pb or Au). For this 
purpose, a large acceptance hadron spectrome
ter was proposed for use in the Pb beams which 
will become available at the CERN SPS in early 
1994. This experiment (recently approved as ex
periment N A49) will consist of two dipole mag
nets in series followed by several large volume 
TPCs. Its goal is to study the production of 
charged hadrons (1['±, K±, p, p) and neutral 
strange particles (</>, K~, A, A) ina search for the 
deconfinement transition predicted by QeD lat· 
tice gauge calculations. The very large number 
of particles produced in central Pb+ Pb collisions 
enables the event-by-event analysis of observ
abIes such as the temperature of pion spectra, 
strangeness production, the rapidity-loss of pro
jectile nucleons, and Bose-Einstein correlations. 

To fully exploit the physics potential of such 
collisions it is necessary to have a detector which 
identifies and measures the momenta of ~ 1000 
hadrons per central event. Large volume TPCs 
are ideally suited to accomplish this goal. A 
GEANT simulation was undertaken to study the 
acceptance of the TPCs for various configura
tions. Events were generated for cen tral Pb+ Pb 
collisions at 180 AGe V / c in the laboratory us
ing FRITIOF vI. 7. All particles from FRITIOF 
were fed into GEANT and tracked through the 
detector. All processes were turned off except 
for energy-loss and particle decays. A particle 
was accepted if 1) its path length in one of the 
'TPCs was sufficient for tracking; 2) it could be 
identified using dE/dx information in the rela
tivistic rise region; and 3) its trajectory was not 
obscured by a nearby track in the same detector. 

Shown in Figure 1 is the acceptance of N A49 
for protons, antiprotons, 1['- and K- for oppos
ing dipole magnet field polarities. The open 

histograms are the initial rapidity distributions 
from FRITIOF; the shaded regions correspond 
to the fraction of the initial distribution which is 
measured by the detector. As can be seen, N A49 
accepts most of the protons and almost all other 
hadrons forward of midrapidity (y = 3). The 
momenta of negative pions can be measured be
low midrapidity using TPCs within the magnet 
volumes (hatched region); however, these pions 
cannot be particle identified. About 900 charged 
particles per central event are measured within 
the acceptance, which is adequate for event-by
event deternlination of the interesting physics 
observables. 
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Figure 1: Rapidity (y) acceptance of N A49 for 
various species of particles. Open histograms: 
initial rapidity distribution. Shaded region: par
ticle identified tracks. Hatched region: 1['- de
tected by TPCs within magnet volumes. 
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Multi-strange particle reconstruction in STAR: a simulation. 
s. Alargetis, D. Cebra, ~V. Chl'istie, C. Naudet, G. Odyniec, ~V. ~Vilson and the STAR Collab. 

One of the physics goals of the STAR exper
iment at RHIC is the measurement of strange 
particles!. Particles with short mean life times 
( f"V few ern) require good vertex and track recon
struction capabilities in order to be succesfully 
recovered from the thousands of background 
tracks. A combination of a large TPC and a ver
tex detector (SVT) has been proposed for that 
purpose; the SVT having an excellent position 
and two track resolution. 

A simulation of the detector was set-up in or
der to study its response to :=:- and its anti
particle2 ,3. These particular particles have decay 
modes into only charged pa.rticles (3- - 7r- + A 
[100%] and A -P+7r- [64%]). Fritiof gener
ated evellt~ were passed through GEANT and 
the produced 'tracks' were properly 'smeared' for 
effects like position, momentum and angular res
olutions according to the characteristics of each 
detector. A reconstruction routine loops over all 
tracks and after reconstructing the A combines 
it with the remaining 7r-. looking for :=:- candi
dates. A set of cut parameters eliminated most 
of the combinatorial background. These are spa
tial cuts like: a) the distance at the point of clos
est approach of the combined tracks (checks for 
common vertex), b) the impact parameter of the 
reconstructed :=:- from the main vertex (primary 
particles should emanate from the vertex), and 
c) the distance of the decay vertex from the main 
V(~rtex (avoids t he can fusion area due to vertex 
tracks) . 

Fig. 1 shows the invariaut mass distribution of 
:=:- for a sample of 900 central Au + Au events 
at fi = 200 GeV /nucleon. The simulatirm sug
gests that a v(~ry good signal to noise ratio could 
be achieved with the combination of the track
ing capabilities of the TPC + SVT. A test of 

Pootnotes and Rfjel'eHCf8 
1 The STAR Collaboration, LBL - 31040. 
2 G. OdYlliec et al., LBL - 31773. 

;\ STAR Coli. meeting, BNL Nov. 1991. 
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Figure 1: Invariant mass distributions of 3-. 
Shaded area represents the contribution of the 
combinatorial background. 

the stability of the results through a Ii fe- time 
fit was successful. Preliminat'y simulations with 
only the TPC detector in the apparatus showed 
that the very small signal (in that case) virtually 
disappears in a much higher background. 

The clean TPC + SVT sample allows for 
a further investigation of the physical parame
ters (like rapidity and pt spectra) of the recon
structed particles (see ref. 3). The estimated (op
timized) overall efficielu:y would be in the range 
15 - 25% in the 1J = ± 1 region, and we have ob
served that it extends to the low pt region. The 
reasons for this efficiency are branching ratios 
and (rejected) decays very close to the vertex. 

An effort to establish a full scale simulation 
folding in more accurate estimates of the re
sponse of the detector is under way. It will al
low us to optimize the arrangement of the detec
tor, study the effect of different configurations 
on physics parameters and accurately calculate 
the efficiency for each particle species. 



Pion Correlations in Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions at I-llSS 
W. Christie, D. Olson, P. Brady, /. Chang, Y DardennC', S. FlIng" G.Griml 
]. Kang,. D. Kl1anc,]. Osbourne, M. Fartlan,]. Romero, C. Tun S. Zhang 

VCO, VCR, LBL, Kcnt State, MSU 

Presented here is a brief summary of the 

results of a pion correlation experiment 

performed at HISS. The beam and target used 

were 1.2 GeV /nucleon Lanthanum on Lanthanum. 
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Fig. 1. R-L vs R/ / for four beam - target 

combinations. Shown are one sigma error contours. 

The analysis technique used is commonly 

known as the Hanbury- Brown, Twiss (HBT) or 

Goldhaber, Goldhaber, Lee, and Pais (GGLP) 

method. 

The acceptance for the 1eS was centered about 

0° in the center of mass system. Centra] events 

were selected by triggering on events which had 

little or no charge in the projectile fragment 

region. The trigger selected :::; 37% of the 

geometric cross section. 

The experimental data was fit using the forms: 

2 2 2 2 
C2(q,qO> = N[l + Ac(-q R /2 - q 01 /2») , 

C2(qJ.,qll,qo) = N[ 1 + A .. 

2 2 2 2 2 2 
e( -q 1. R1./2-q I' /I!2:-<i. 01 /2») 

The quanti tics q, qo, q1. and ql I refer to the 

relative three momentum, energy, perpendicular 
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and parallel momentum relative to the beam 

direction, respectively. The fit parameters RL 
and RII are thus interpreted as measures of the 

source radius in these two directions. N is a 

nonnalization constant and A, commonly referred 

to as the chaoticity parameter, allows for 

correlations due to effects other than the Bose 

Einstein (BE) statistics. The fitted values are: 

R (fm) 1 (fm/ c) A ~ 
NDF 

5.93 ± 0.25 0.0 + 2.0 0.77 ± 0.06 763.98 
661 

with 94,812 correlated 7C pairs. and 

Rl. (fm) R// (fm) 1 (fml c) _E 
NDF 

5.91 ± 0.21 5.15 ± 0.35 3.43 ±; .. ~ 0.77 ± .05 1;~~2 

with 93,036 correlated 1[- pairs. 

The fits given are with systematic corrections 

applied for the Gamow Coulomb effects, the IX 
tracking effiCiency, and for Background 

correlations. The one cr errors are given for the 

parameters. Also listed are the X2 and the 

number of independent degrees of freedom (NDF) 

for the fit. 

Shown in figure 1 are the one sigma error 

contours for this new data (La on La) as well as 

those from a previous HISS experiment 1. The 

motivations for this experiment were to check 

the apparent change from prolate to oblate 

source shapes observed in the earlier 

experiment, and to get a more precise 

measurement for a large system. Note that the 

results of the present experiment show a prolate 

source shape for the La on La system, with an 

aspect ratio very similar to that for Ar on KCl. 

Analysis of the dependence of the fitted source 

size on the mean momentum of the lC pairs is 

still in progress. 

1 W.B.Christie, Ph.D. Thesis, LBL Report 

#LBL-28986, 1990. (submitted to Phys.Rev.C) 



Electronics for t.he NA35 TPC 
A.A. AT·thul', P. Bieso', ~V. Cwienk*, V. Ecka1'dr, P. Jacobs, R. Jones, 

S. h"leinfeldcr, K. Let', 11-1. Nakam,ura, T. Noggle, ~V. Pimp/*, A. NI. Poskanzer, 
lV. Rauch*, J. Schambach, J.Seyerlein*, J. Zhut , and the NA35 Collaboration 

We have constructed 6600 channels of modi
fied EOS electronics for the N A35 TPC, for use 
during the heavy ion beam time at CERN in 
April 1992 and for the N A49 experiment in 1994. 
The modifications include a new board layout, a 
shortening of the shaping time, expa.nsion of the 
SeA (switched capaci tor array), and an increase 
in the clock speed to 12.5 ~I}[z. The project 
will double the number of instrumented chan
nels on the N A35 TPC. In addition, it is serving 
as a test bed for developments necessary for the 
NA49 experiment. It is a collaborative effort be
tween LBL, MPI rvlunich, University of Frank
furt, GSI, and the University of Washington. 

The modifkation of the EOS "stick" entailed 
splitting the EOS structure between the shaper 
amplifier and the SeA. This was necessary be
cause the layout of the N A35 TPC pad con
nectors is irregular and dots not allow a simple 
stick geometry. The preamplifiers and shaper 
amplifiers are contained on small printed circuit 
boards ("PAjSA boards") containing four EOS 
preamp chips (each chip contains four readout 
channels) and sixteen sub-boards, each contain
ing a. single shaper amplifier. Each PAjSA board 
therefore services 16 readout channels, corre
sponding to the geometry of the N A35 TPC pad 
plane connectors. The shaping circuit was modi
fied to have FWHM of 180 ns in order to increase 
the two-track resolution in the time direction, 
and the clock speed was increased from 10 MHz 
to 12.5 MHz accordingly. The PAjSA boards 
are connected via a 40-pin fiat ribbon cable to 
the "readout board". Each readout board con
tains eight SCAs, two ADCs, memory, optical 
fiber link circuitry, and multiplexing and logic 

Footnotes and References 
·MPI Munich 
t University of Washington 

chips to handle the data flow between these ele
ments. The SCAs, which are 16 channels wide, 
were modified to be 512 time buckets deep, com
pared to 256 for EOS. The readout boards ser
vice 128 channels (one pad row), with each SCA 
connected to one PAjSA board. All 128 channels 
are multiplexed into a single optical fiber, con
nected to an EOS quad receiver module resident 
on a 9U VME card. 

The NA35 TPC requires only 8 bit accuracy, 
compared to 12 for EOS, and this truncation al
lowed us to double the number of time buckets 
while still using the EOS receiver without ma
jor nl0difications. The packing of the data in 
the d?,ta stream was therefore different, with two 
pixels occupying a single word in the receiver 
memory. Custonl DSP code was developed to 
unpack the data and perform pedestal subtrac
tion, zero supression and gain correction. 

The PAjSA boards were constructed at MPI 
Munich, using the EOS shaper amplifier design 
and EOS preamp chips supplied by LBL. The 
readout board power supplies were also con
structed at MPI. The readout boards and re
cei ver boards were designed and constructed at 
LBL. In the course of this project, two test 
stands at LBL were also built. The first was the 
SeA test stand, whose hardware and software 
were closely ba..~ed on the EOS SCA test stand. 
The yield of the modified SCA chips, demanding 
low pedestals and good linearity in all channels, 
was about 50%. The second test stand, for the 
completed readout boards, utilized the EOS Test 
Manager (developed by C. MacParland) for con
trol of the boards, and the NA35 Pad Monitor 
(developed by J. Schambach) for display of the 
data. 
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Reconstruction of I(2, A and A particles in STAR: a simulation. 
W. Wilson, D. Cebra, W. C/H'istie, S. Margetis, C. Naudet, G. Odyniec und the STAR Collab. 

The measurement of neutral strange parti
cles in a heavy ion experimen t is an indispens
able tool in the search of a pha..':le transition in 
nuclear matterl,2. In the very high multiplic
ity environment of RHIC ("-I 3000 particles in 
Ir/l < 1), very good tracking capability is neces
sary for a virtually background free signal (so 
that the specific properties of the species can 
be further studied; e.g. spectra and even K~ 
HBT interferometry2,3). The combination of the 
tracking and vertex capabilities of a large TPC 
and a vertex detector (SVT) has been proposed 
as an adequate solution. 

A simple simulation demonstrated the ability 
of these detectors to deliver a clean sample of 
strange particles. Fritiof generated events were 
passed through GEANT and the spatial resolu
tion of the SVT as well as interactions between 
particles and many of the elements of the detec
tor environment are taken into account. Fritiof 
produces ~ 240 K~ and ~ 60 (35) A (A) par
ticles per central Au+Au event at ..;s = 200 
GeV /nucleon. About one out of five particles is 
potentially reconstructible. The remainder are 
lost due to branching to non-reconstructible sec
ondaries, geometrical inefficiencies, interactions, 
and detector resolution. Due to the finite spa
tial resolution at the main vertex, a very large 
number of random track crossings occur within 
a sphere of only a few centimeters radius. These 
crossings create a formidable background in the 
invariant mass spectra of the reconstructed pri
maries. We employ two cu ts to separate ou t the 
true secondary vertices. First, the number of 
random crossings is reduced by rejecting vertex 
candidates less than 1-2 cm from the main ver
tex. This is effectively a combined lifetime/PT 
cut which eliminates part of the signal. Second, 

Footnotes and References 
) The STAR Collaboration, LBL - 31040. 
2G. Odyniec et al., LBL - 31773. 
3 D. Keane, STAR Coil. meeting, LBL March 1992. 
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Figure 1: Invariant mass distributions of K~, A 
and A. Shaded area represents the contribution 
of the combinatorial background. 

we demand that the sum of the closest approach 
of the two secondaries and the deviation of the 
reconstructed primary from the main vertex be 
less than 2 to 3 mm. This cut rejects few more 
particles from the signal. The values of these 
cuts were determined by optimizing the relation
ship between the yields of the true secondaries 
and the random background vertices in the in
variant mass spectra. The figure shows these 
results averaged over 10 events, the plain his
togram representing all the reconstructions and 
the shaded histogram represen ting only the ran
dom background. 

We can conel ude that the spatial resolu tion 
of the SVT will allow for the reconstruction of 
strange particles with an estimated efficiency of 

15 - 20% in 1171 < 1. 
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Production of Charged Kaons in Central S+S and O+Au 
Collisions at 200 GeV IN. 

G.Odyniec, S.I.Chase, J. ~V.lIa7Tis, 1I.G.Pugh; G.Rai, L. Teitelbaum, S. 'Fouse and the NA35 Collab. 

Production of charged kaons in central S+S 
and Q+Au collisions (0.02 and 0.07 of the to
tal cross section, respectively) at 200 Ge V IN has 
been studied in the N A35 Streamer Chamber ex
periment. 

Table 1. Fits of the form 1 111~7'dN I dMT 
c·exp( -A . 1nT) to the transverse mass. 

AX+ Ax-
S+S 4.4±O.3 3.7±0.S 
0.6 - 2.4 

0+ Au 4.7±O.4 4.0±0.7 
0.2 - 2.0 

The events were scanned for 2-body-like de-
cays with one charged secondary (kink topology) Table 2. Multiplicities of K+, K- in S + S 

and for 3- body decays into charged secondaries col 
(tau topology). These decays were measured and 

lisions. 

run through a kinematical fit. The contamina
tions due to the 2-body decays of charged hy
perons and due to decays in to 1 charged and 
2-neutral secondaries were found to be negligi-
ble. Corrections due to the contamination by 
the decay and elastic scattering of pions and 
due to scanning losses were applied to the data. 
Analyzed samples were restricted to the follow
ing phace space regions: 0.6 < y < 2.4 and 
0.2 < y < 2.0 for S+S and Q+Au respectively 
with a high PT cut of 1.1 GeV/c. 

Fig.1 shows the comparison of the transverse 
mass distribution 1/mTdN/dMl' for neutral and 
charged kaons in S+S interactions. Agreement 
between the slopes and cross sections of charged 
and neutral kaons, as expected from isospin sym
metry, proves the consistency of the analysis. 
Transverse mass distri bu tions for K + and K
in both reactions show an exponential behavior 
( Table 1). Conlparisons with the spectra pre-
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Figure 1: Transverse mass distri bu tion for 
charged and neutral kaons in S + S interactions. 

dicted by Fritiof [1] and Venus [2] models show Footnotes and References 
that Venus describes the K+ distribution rela-
tively well, while its predictions for the K- spec
tra are too steep [3]. Fritiof fails to describe the 
data [3]. In Table 2 the multiplicities within the 
limited phase space region of our analysis are 
presented and compared with models. It appears 
that none of the models give satisfactory predic
tions for the data. 

* Deceased 
[1] K.Werner Phys.Rev.Lett.62{ 1989)2460 (ver
sion 3.07) 
[2] B.Anderson et al., Nucl. Phys. 281(1987) 289 
(version 1.6) 
[3] M.Kowalski, Talk prescnted at Quark Mattcr 
1991, Gatlinburg, to appear in Nucl. Phys. A 
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Charged Particle Spectra in Central S + S Collisions at 
200 .. 4 GeV 

L. Teitelbaum, 8.1. Chasc, J. H'.II a7Tis, G.OdYllir(', 11. G. Pugh·, G.llai, S. '/'OH8C llnd the N A."15 Collab. 

The transverse momentum distributions of 
negatively charged hadrons and protons have 
been measured in central S + S collisions at 
200 GeV /nucleon in the N A35 strea.mer cham
ber. The visible trajectories of charged parti
cles were imaged and recorded by a novel data 
acquisition system 1 which employed high resolu
tion CCDs to capture directly-digitized images. 
The data reduction procedure was also new, re
lying on computer tracking and computer image 
matching to accelerate track measurement by a 
factor of ~ 3 - 5. Outside of a central beam pen
cil at forward laborat.ory angles, 216 events were 
fully measured and the momenta of all charged 
particles deternlined by stereoscopic reconstruc
tion. 

A track-by-track weighting procedure was 
used to correct the spectra for geometrical in
efficiencies. The negatively charged particles 
were also corrected for electron contamination, 
for secondary production from the \\leak decays 
of neutral strange particles, and for secondary 
hadronic production from hA interactions in the 
target. The proton distributions were deduced 
from the excess of positively over negatively 
charged particles. Because S + S is iso~calar, 

the yield and phase space distributions of 7r+ 

and 7r- must be the same. The proton spectra 
were corrected for the asymmetrical production 
of 1(+ and 1(- , for protons from A decay, and for 

the intrinsic charge excess resulting from nuclear 
fragmentation in secondary hA interactions. 

Figure 1 shows the transverse momentum 

distributions 1 /PT dN / dPT as a function of 
PT. The pion spectrum can be fit to a two
component superposition of the thermal expres
sion A TnT K1{ntT/T). The high temperature 
component contains 78% of the PT-weighted, in
tegrated yield. Although the yield increases at 

Footnotes and References 
• Deceased 
1 M.L. Tincknell et al., Opt. Eng. 20, 1067 (1987). 
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Figure 1: Transverse momentulIl distributions. 
The upper panel is for negative hadrons, the 
lower for protons. The temperatures are in Me\' 

low PT, a comparison of the AA data to PP data2 

at the same Js showed no evidence for a low-pI' 
enhancement. The proton spectrum can be fit to 
a single-component form of the same expression. 
Note that the proton temperature is the dame as 
the high temperature component of the negative 
hrtdron spectrum. Both spectra are consistent 
with a simple lllodel3 which assumes a hadron 
resonance gas in thermal and chemical equilib
rium at a single temperature T. The rise at low 
P'J' is a consequence of the decay kinematic.s of 
the lllany produced resonances which deca.y into 
pions at high energy. 

Footnotes and Rcfercnces 
2[3, Alper ct al., Nucl. Phys. D100, 237 (197.5) 
3J. Sollfrank et aL, Phys. Lett. D252, ':!56 (1990) 



A sub 65 pS Titne-of-Flight System using Silicon _I\. valanche Diodes 
G. Rai, A. Hauser I, A.S. Hirscllt, N.T. Porild, R.P. Scharenherst, M.L. TinchleHi 

A generic research program is underway to 

establish a proof of principle for the application 

of Silicon Avalanche ~iodes {AVD)t in ultra 

fast time-of-flight systl'ms. This new tC'chnology 

could also be of considerable value to other 

scientific and commercial fields which use 

conventional high performance photomultiplier 

tubes (PMT). Our effort is, in part, directed by 

the proposal (called STAR) to construct a large 

tracking detector capable of doing experiments 

at the RC'lativistic HC'avy Ion Collider facility 

at BNL. The time-of-tlight component is highly 

segmented (104 pixels) and Inust operate in a 

magnetic field. A time resolution of a< lOOps is 

needed to extend the particle identification 

capability of the Time Projection Chamber. 

We arc currently exploring two concepts: the 

large pixel array detector and the AVD 

phototube. In the first scheme, a self sufficient 

nlOdule comprising four O.5x0.5 cm (or possibly 

1 xlcm) AVOs would be used to form a larger 

patchwork panel. The AVOs arc readout by 

custom integrated electronics located directly on 

the opposite side of the panel. In the second 

concept, an AVO is used as an active dynode 

placed behind a planar photocathode. The 

combination of internal gain and the large 

numbl'r of electron-hole pairs created per 
incident photo electron should provide for an 

attractive low cost miniature device with a 

timing performance potL'ntially superior to the 
PMT. 

We have made time resolution studies using 

suitably modified AVOs purchased from EG&G 

(Canada). Each AVD was supplied with a 

100Mhz bandwidth transimpedance amplifier 

mounted adjacent to each AVO and both parts 

enclosed in a light tight beryllium/aluminium 

package. The mechanical test arrangement is 

shown in Figure 1. Electrons from a beta source 

passes through two A VD diodes and are stopped 

in a scintillator trigger counter. The entire 
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assembly sits in a faraday shield which in turn 

is sealed in a tempcratuH' controlled container. 

The external chain of electronics was very 

carefully setup using commercially available 

high speed components. With this system the 

coincidence time measurement dispersion per 

channel was determined to be 5.4 pS. 
Preliminary results indicate a time resolution 

of a=65 pS. Still, with further optimization of 

the electronics and the AVO diode parameters, 

better performance is expected. We have also 

measured the gain of the A V Os as function of 

applied bias and temperature. 

In summary our findings so far suggest that 

A VDs could be exploited in fast timing 

applications and developed into practical 

detectors. 

Footnotes and References 

t Purdue University, Physics Dept. 

tc.R. Gruhn, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. , Vo1.23,(1976),145 

P.P. Webb, RJ. Mcintyre and J. Conradi, 

RCA Review, Vol. 35,(1975),234 
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A Radial Drift TPC for use in STAR 
D. Cebra, F.P. Bradyl, J. Chancel, J. Drape~, K. Fo le II , .c'. Platne7.2, J. Romero l , I. Stancu3 , 

and the STAR Collaboration 

The STAR experiment attenlpts to character
ize relativistic collisions as conlpletely as possible 
on an event by event basis. Of the roughly ten 
thousand charged particles that are produced in 
a central Au + Au event, more than four thou
sand are emitted with 5.0 > 1171 > 2.0, these 
can be detected in an external radial TPC. The 
primary particle distributions in the forward re
gions can be analyzed to look for regions of en
hanced particle emission, signs of intermittency, 
and remnants of the projectiles. TPCs employ
ing radial drift are ideal for this region because 
they allow vectoring for rejection of secondaries 
and have a reduction in effective pixel size with 
radial distance which matches the increased par
ticle flux. 

The response of a radial TPC has been simu
lated in detail to determine if the naive expec
tation of reduced effect pixel size with radius 
is actually achievable. These simulations have 
considered the effects of diffusion, non-uniform 
drift field, and fringe magnetic fields from the 
main solenoid. Fig. 1 displays the separation 
of the detected ionization clouds of two tracks 
that were initially 1 cm apart for both a radial 
and conventional TPC. It is clear that the radial 
TPC separates the two tracks better. The ef
fect of the magnetic fringe field is to azimuthally 
distort the drift trajectories. For the expected 
strength of the fringe field this is a s!Ilall effect. 
Simulations have also addressed the ability to 
find tracks; 95% of the tracks from primary par
ticles and 75% of the tracks from secondaries are 
correctly found. The primary tracks that are lost 
are of the lowest rigidities. Vectoring back to the 
interaction vertex successfully distinguishes most 
primaries from secondaries as well as allowing a 
rough momentum and charge determination. 

A conventional TPC employs an electric field 
that is uniform in both strength and direction, 

this is not true for a 'fPC cmployin~~ radial drift. 
The field strcngth varies as a function of radius 
and thus the drift velocity of the ionization is 
not uniform. The challenge of the radial TPC is 
to keep the drift velocity as unifofIn as possible, 
the diffusion as low as possible, and the position 
resolution as higa as possible. The technical in
novations that make this possible are the man
ufacture of curved pad and wire pla.nes and the 
orientation of the wire planes parallel to the long 
axis of the pads. We are currently constructing a 
prototype sector to determine if the curved wire 
and pad planes can be manufactured to enough 
precision to maintain the required performance. 
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Fig. 1. This figure illustrates the adva.ntage of radial 

drift. It displays the expected initial ionization clouds 

from tracks separated by 1.0 em (left) and then the final 

cloud after 35 em of drift (righ t). During this drift the 

intial ionization clouds are spread by diffusion and by the 

drift field. The bottom portion indicates the detected ion

ization distributions for two tracks in a radiai TPC while 

the top portion is for drift in a con ventional TPC. 

Footnotes and References 

1. U.C. Davis, Davis, CA, USA 
2. Brookhaven National Lab, Upton, NY, USA 
3. Rice University, Houston, TX, USA 
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Testing of Silicon Drift Detectors 
('. I'\'audcl, D. Cebl'a, lV. Ch7'istic, S. Mar'yetis, G. OdYHic(', lV.I\·. lVi/soH (lnd th(' .')7>t R Col/abo 

The relativistic heavy ion collider (lUlIe) is 
presently under construction a.t Brookha.ven Na
tional Laboratory (BNL). The STAR (Solenoidal 
Tracker at RHIC) colla.boration has been a.p
proved to build an experiment at RIlle to mea
sure particle and jet production at midrapidity. 
The Silicon Vertex Tracking group (SYT) has 
the charge of developing a tracking device which, 
when coupled with the time projection chamber, 
will yield the position of the primary interaction 
vertex with high ac.curacy a.nd precision, improve 
the moment.um resolution, and locate seconda.ry 
vertices with a positional resolution better than 
50 microns. 

The SVT group has designed a detector to 
meet these goals. 'flip d(~tector is arranged III 

three cylindrical layers at ra.dii of [>, 8 and 11 
cm. Each layer is formed by connecting Ia.dders 
l40 em by 6 cIn) together in a hexagonal pat
tern. Each ladder is composed of six silicon drift 
detectors (SDD) 1 each 6.8 cm by 5.8 cm by 300 
microns. 

The SD D 's are fully depleted silicon wafers 
which have a second electrical field super
imposed to transport the charge carriers to
wards the segmented anode. A minimum ioniz
ing charged particle \'lill deposit approximately 
251\ electrons in the wafer. Since the transport. 
time is linearly related to the dista.nce from the 
anode, the position in the drifting dimension is 
obt ailled by mea.suring the arriva.l tinw of the 
electron cluster. III the transverse dimension the 
position is obtained by cha.rge division using seg
metlted anodes. The positiotla.l r(>solutioll has 
been measured to be better thall 10 microns ill 
each di mension. 2 

During the last two months at LBL we have 
been developing a SDD t.esting laboratory. This 

Footnotes and References 
1 P. Rehak and E. Gatti NIM 225 (1984) 608 
2p. Rehak and E. Gatti NIM 226 (1984) 129 

lab consist.s of a SDD t.est. st.at.ion wit.h rea.dout. 
electronic.s and a Macintosh ha.sed data. a.quisi
tion system. The S D D test. sta.tion consists of a 
com pH tel' con t.rolled X- Y t.able (.5 micron step), 
a. xenon fla.sh lamp with a band-pass filter and 
,50 micron diameter fiber optic cable. This al
lows a precise injection of charge a.t a know lo
cation 011 the silicon wafpl', allowing a. method 
to lIleasure the positional resolution and linear
ity of the device over it's entire surface. The 
electron pulses which arri vp on t.lH' SD D a.node 
pads a.re a.mplified, shaped. and then processed 
h.Y' a 50 mhz waveroJ'J1I digitiz,(,I'. Shown in Fig
II/'(' I is (lip digiliz~'d W(lv<'f'OI'III frolll a 60 KeY 
p;a11l1l1a ray which dosd.v simulates a minimum 
ionizillf,!; pal'\,ir\p. All il\t.ef,!;rat.ioll of this spectra 
for mallY Plllst's .vields t.h(' Pllergy spectrum of 
t.hr GO I\rV :;oUl'n', ,\-.(, obsPJ'v(' a energy resolu
tion (sigma/Illean) of 3%. Two track resolution 
measurements and magnetic field effects will be 
studied in the nea.r future. 
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Sirnulations of Si Drift Detectors 
lV.K. Wilson, IV, Chr-1.stie, S. !l1argetis, C. Naudct, C. Odyniec, J. lValton and the Star Collab. 

The Si drift detector (SDD) is a low noise solid 
state detector which can supply two dimensional 
position information with an accuracy down to a 
few microns. 1 Only recently developed, these de
vices do not suffer from the left/right ambiguity 
of traditional drift chambers, and they provide 
a high density of effective pixels using a modest 
number of reado It channels. Due to these quali
ties, the the STAR (Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC) 
collaboration has based the design of its SVT 
(Silicon Vertex Tracker) on SDDs. The SVT will 
form the inner layer of the STAR detector, al
lowing accurate primary and secondary vertex 
reconstruction in the high multiplicity environ
ment expected in Au+Au collisions at REIC. 

The line of electrons freed by the passage of a 

charg(~d particle through the 300 pm thick SDD 
is compressed into the central plane of the chip 
and transported to a row of anode pads at the 
edge of the detector. The time of the arrival of 
the electrons at the anode pads (up to 6 J-LS i ~1 the 
SVT design) is proportional to the drift distance, 
providing position information along the drift di
rection. As the cloud drifts toward the row of 
anodes, diffusion causes it to spread over sevc>ral 
anode pads. The centroid of the observed charge 
distribution across the anodes provides position 
information along the axis perpendicular to the 
drift direction. 

The evolution of the electron cloud with time 
can be found by converting the continuity equa
tion into a difference equation and using it to 
propagate the electron density on a 3 dimen
sional grid. We have rejected this approach due 
to the prohibitively large arrays needed to rep
resent a SDD chip, and because the solution of 
the second order non-linear difference equation is 
unstable. Instead, we individually track the mo
tions of the electrons, separating the drift due to 

Footnotes and References 
1 Gatti et a)" Nuc. In3tr. and Metll. 226,129 (1984). 

the electric field and the diffusion into separate 
steps. 
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Fig. 1. This figure shows the results of a SDD elec

tron cloud simulation in different time snap-shots after 

the passage of a charged particle along the dashed line. 

A sample simulation is shown in fig. 1 for a 
6 J-Lm/ns drift velocity. The electron cloud is 
rapidly compressed into the central plane of the 
detector and transported towards the anodes on 
the right (not shown). 

The next step is to use the simulations to 
parameterize the current induced on the anode 
pads due to tracks at different distances from 
the pad rows and different angles of incidence. 
These calculations will provide a detailed under
standing of the position resolution of the SDD 
chips. Thus we will be able to set the sam
pling frequency, drift voltage, and chip overlap 
(if any) to meet the resolution dictated by the 
STAR physics objectives. 
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An Online Monitoring System for the NA35 'rpc 
.1 . .1. Sclu17llba('h and Ihe N A ,1,5 collabo1'atio1l 

\V(' hav(' d('v('lop('d a program for online mOlli
toring of the perforrnalH'(' of thf' N A:l5 tillH' pro
jection chamb('r (TPC), which was lls('d for thf' 
Octob<.'r 1991 run. This progralll, called "Pad 
Monitor", was d('v('loj>f'd 011 a SUN SPAHC
stat.ion using thp X- \Vindows bas('d "XVi('w" 
toolkit by SUN Microsystellls. X V!('w wa .. " cho
sen because of its simplicity alld lwcaus(' it is a 
toolkit available in public-domain, which should 
make the portability of the Pad rvloni tor program 
to a different workstation pasier. The N A:'J.5 Pad 
Mon itor program is a signi fican t. expansion of 
tlw orginal EOS 'fPC pad monitor program de
velop('(l by Howard \Vi('rnan and Yiping Shao. t 

The motivation for developing t.his program was 
to provide a tool with a.n easy, MacIntosh like 
interface, which call show problems in any of the 
(currently about 12,000) pads a.t. a glance. 

The Pad Monitor program provides a graph
ical representation of the TPC pad plane. The 
program associates a user-selectable amplitude 
(such as mean A DC va.l ue --- averaged over ti me
buckets -- , rms over timc- buckets, maxi m um 
ADC value, etc. ) with each pad. 

A slider bar controlled cut affects the display 
of the pad rectangles in the display wit.h pad 
rectangles appearing in one color for amplitudes 
above the cut. and another color for pads with 
am pli tudes below the cut. This cutis also il
lustrated with a histogram of a.ll the active pad 
amplitudes using the same colors to indicate the 
location of the c tl t. This histogra.m displayed in 
a popup window on the display. 

The current version of the Pad Monitor can 
read a N A35 event file, or gets i t8 in pu t from the 
N A:35 data acq uisition processor or from the test 
station for the LBL electronics via Ethernet. 

The ADC versus time spectra. in the pads for 
2 pads are displayed iII another popup window. 

Footnotes and Refcl'enCC8 
1 If. Wieman, private communicatioll, February 1991 

These pads are s('l('ct('(\ wit.h tli(' 1ll0\lSP a.nd indi
ca.ted with a color llIarkpl' 011 th(' display. A IlI(,S

sage box of matching color cont.a.ins information 
abou t the selected pad. Thp Ii III i ts of tIl(' SIWC

t.ra can be maIlipulated with thp mouse buttons, 
which makes it. easy to l\lagnify a. region of inter
est. By dragging the mouse over a time region in 
this spectrum, a t.ime slice call be selected, which 
will be used in ca.lculating th(' above mentioned 
amplitudes for all pads. 

There is a provision to read in ('vents froIll two 
separate sources to ell able com parison between 
events. The difference of the ADC spectra for 
each pad between these two events can be dis
played in another popup window. 

Another popup window displays drifttime ver
sus pads in one padrow. Each timebucket is rep
resented by a green rectangle, where the intensity 
reflects the pulse height. Overflowed timeburk
ets are shown as red rectangles. This display 
provides a quick overview of the hit distribution 
in the plane perpendicular to the bea.m direction. 
A region of interest in this display can be magni
fied for a more detailed inspection. The padrow 
~o display can be chosen wit.h a. slider. 

Recently, the Pa.d Monitor has been used in 
testing the new N A35 electronics developed at 
LB L For this pu rpose addi tional windows to con
tro1 the test. stand and to histogram the test 
results were added. To document the tests, 
selected histograms ca.n be printed on a. laser
printer. 

This tool proved useful in debugging the detec
tor and electronics as well as to provide a quick 
overview of the topology of an online event. The 
program is easily adaptable to new detector ge
ometries and will be used a.gain in the Apri11992 
run o{' N A;J5. 
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Interactions of 15 A GeV Au at e < 15 mrad 
Leading to Composites with I Z I /~ ~ 60 

Y.D. He and P.B. Price 

Five stacks of detector / target combinations 
will be exposed to defocussed beams of 15 A GeV 
Au in the run of April 1992 at AGS. A new type 
of detector - BP-1 phosphate glass - will be used 
in these exposures. A single sheet of BP-1 can 
achieve a charge resolution of O.2e and several 
sheets stacked together can achieve a charge 
resolution as low as O.OSe, which is good enough 
to enable a search for fractional charged nuclei. 
The most extraordinary aspect of this detector is 
that, in a sampling distance of only 30 JIm, it can 
measure the instantaneous ionic charge state of 
ions as heavy as uranium. By using one of three 
different etchants, the sensitivity of any 
particular sheet can be tuned after the exposure, 
which enables us to zero in on a particularly 
interesting kind of process in mid-investigation. 

These three unique ad vantages of BP-1 glass 
allow us to study various processes taking place 
when a 10 A GeV Au beam passes through 
various targets. Examples include the following 
phenomena: 
• Projectile fragmentation, both nuclear and 

electromagnetic spallations 

• Nuclear charge pickup process 
• Ionic charge state distribution 
• Possible production of fractional charges 
• Dependence of detector response on velocity 

(P=O.996 compared to 0.87) 

• Possible production of exotic composites (e.~., 
Lee-Wick matter) with Z > 79 and 't ~ 10- 0 
sec in central collision 
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Search for Fractional Charge States in High-Energy Heavy Fragments 
Produced in Collisions of 14.5 A GeV 28Si with Pb and eu Targets* 

Y.D. He and P.B. Price 

We used nuclear track detectors to construct the 

trajectories of interactions and to measure with 

high resolution the charge of the beam and of 

heavy nuclear fragments produced in 

interactions. A null result of our search for 

fractional charge states in high-energy 

fragments with charges 8 ~ Z ~ 13 produced in 

collisions of 14.5 A GeV 28Si nuclei with Pb and 

Cu targets leads us to conclude that the upper 

limits for the probability of production of a 

f t 'tl I 23 25 26 29 31 32 34 35 37 
ragn1en WI 1 C 1arge -3' 3' 3' 3' -3' 3' 3' -3' 3' or 

38 ' " " . 
"3 charge unit in Pb and Cu at 90% confidence 

level are 1.9 x 10-4 and 3.9 x 10-4, respectively. 

We set a similar limit on the relative number of 
particle-stable fragments with 8 ~ Z ~ 14 created 

in the central rapidity region. 

Footnotes and l~eferences 

"Condensed from PI:ys. Rev. C 44,1672 (1991). 
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Search for Particles with I Z I ~ 3 and Negative Charge or Large A/Z 
Produced in Central Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions at AGS 

P. B. Price, Y. D. He and D. M. Lowder 

We will be performing two expl'riments that 

will use CR-39 plastic track-recording detectors 

to stud y production of mu lti pI Y c ha rged 

composites in central collisions, and in particular 

to search for both positively and negatively 

charged mid-rapidity particles with I Z I ~ 3, 

especially those with anomalously large A/Z. 

Three features unique to these experiments and 

important for strange quark matter searches are 

their sensitivity to particles with lifetimes as 

short as 10-9 sec, their sensitivity to particles 

with unusually large transverse momenta, and 

their huge coverages in phase space region. 

In the first experiment, scheduled for the ACS 

run in March 1992, we will expose a 3-cm thick 

Pb target to - 1012 Si ions of 14.5 A CeV without 

collimators and magnet. Downstream 75-cm 

from the target, 17 detector modules - each 

consisting of 12 repeating units (1 unit = 3 0.75-

mm sheets of CR-39 + 0.67-cm of Pb absorber) 

will be mounted on a plus-sign shaped frame. 

For particles with I Z I ~ 3 produced in a large 

forward cone, - o.(nS rad ~ e ~ 0.3 rad, I Z I /~ and 

A will be determined by measuring the etchpit 

size and its rate of change with distance as the 

particles slow. The plus-sign shaped frame and 

17 detector modules have been constructed. To 

increase the sensitivity, new CR-39 plastics that 

contain 100 ppm naugard additive have been 

made and their sensitivities have been 

evaluated in a calibration at the LBL Bevalac. 

After the ACS run, we expect up to 105 particles 

to be identified in one year of automated track

measurement and off-line data analysis. 

In the second experiment, we will search for 

negatively charged objects with I Z I ~ 3 

produced in central collisions of 1011 Si ions in a 

Pb target. Three tracking chambers inside a 

magnet with BDL = 1-2 T-m - each consists of 25 

rigidly mounted sheets of CR-39 separated by 2-

cm air gaps with no Pb absorbers - will record 
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the curvature of objects at mid-rapidities with 

I Z I ~ 3 and identify their charges. This 

experiment will bl' a ideal detector for 

strangelet searches, heca u se for nega ti vel y 

charged particles with I Z I ~ 3, there is no 

intrinsic background expected; also, Greiner and 

Stocker 111 ha ve ca leu la ted tha t, for a 

reasonable choice of parameters, negati vely 

charged strangelets may be more likely than 

positi vely charged strangelets. This experiment 

will be scheduled for a run in 1993. 

References 

1 C. Greiner and H. St6cker, Phys. [({'c l . 0 44, 3517 

(1991). 



Upper limit on the cross section for nuclear charge pickup by 
relativistic uranium ions· 

Andrew J. Westphal, Buford Price and Daniel P. Snowden-Ifft 

We have recently discovered that BP-l, a 
track-etch detector of remarkably high sensitiv
ity which we developed several years ago 1, ex
hibits extremely good charge resolution, about 
0.16e, in measurements of uranium ions down to 
energies as low as 500 MeV u -1 . Such resolu
tion enables us to make direct measurements of 
the mean free paths for electron capture and loss 
in the glass detector 2, to measure cross sections 
for charge-changing fragmentation, and to search 
for nuclear charge pickup. 

We have searched for examples of nuclear 
charge pickup by relativistic uranium ions in tar
gets of both uranium and phosphate glass. We 
find none, which allows us to set an upper limit 
of 7.7 mb per target atom at the 90% confidence 
level on the cross section for this process. An 
extrapolation of the approximately quadratic de
pendence on projectile charge of the cross section 
for charge pickup predicts a cross section which 
would be ",,10 times larger. Fig. 1 shows the de
pendence of the cross section for nuclear charge 
pickup on projectile charge for relatistic beams. 

We infer from measurements 3 of the relative 
rates of neutron emission r n and of fission r f 
from excited nuclei that an excitation energy no 
more tha!l a factor of five higher than the neu
tron evaporation energy Eevap ~ 8 MeV would 
be sufficient to ensure that most of the hot nu
clei fission before they reach their ground states. 
That the projectile nucleus should have an ex
citation energy greater than 40 MeV after the 
charge-pickup process is likely. Thus the ob
served scaling violation can be understood in 

Footnotes and References 
• Accepted by Physical Review C 
1 Shicheng Wang et al .• Nucl. Instrum. Meth. B35. 43 

(1989). 
2R. Anhalt. Phys. Rev. A 31. 3579 (1985); W. E. Mey

erhor. et al .• Phys. Rev. A 32. 3291 (1985) 
3 A. Gavron et al .• Phys. Rev. C 13. 2374 (1976) 

terms of the propensity of the actinides (in this 
case, neptunium) to fission upon the deposition 
of even a small amount of excitation energy. 
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Fig. 1. The dependence of the cross section for nuclear 
charge pickup on projectile charge for relatistic beans. 
References are found in our paper. " 

Footnotes and References 
"Westphal et al., Upper limit on the cross section for nu

clear charge pickUp by relativistic uranium ions. accepted 
by Phys. Rev. C. 
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The Crystal Barrel Spectrornetcr at LEAR 
1\', j\l, C,.owe, D, S. A l'Illslf'OIl!}, J. /Ji,'ili f'lidl, U, U. I/088illfjI1fl1l1. II. IJo;·;",.'1. '1'. ('([,'i(', 

lllld the (ll',I).'i/(// /JuI'n I ('Ollflbof'(ltioll 

The Crystal Barn-I sppct rOlllpter is a detec
tor optimized for the study of \ow-(I!H'rgy Pi> alld 
pn anlli hilations at the Low Energy All ti protulL 
Ring (LEAR) facility at CERN. The study of 
low-energy antiproton anllihilations is of illten'st 
primarily for two reasons. The first is to study 
the annihilation process itself, by measurelllent 
of branching ratios and cross sections of the pri
mary reactions, with the ailll of testing variolls 
theoretical descriptions. These descriptiolls call 
be either conventional meson/baryon exchallge 
models or quark/g\uoll approaches; tlle latter is 
of particular interest as a t('st of QeD ill the 
low-energy domain. The second motivation is 
the spectroscopy of li~ht lIleson resonances and 

the search for non-q<[ (exotic) states. PI> anlLihi
lations are a rich source of ordinary qq lllC'SOIlS 

such as 7r, T], and w. QeD, 1Iow('v('r, predicts 
the existence of a host of ('xot ic particl('s sllch 
as multi-quark states (q<[qq), states of pure gluc 
(glueballs) and hybrids (q<[g). The defillitive ob

servation of such statcs would provide a. d ralllat ic 
confirmation of the validity of QeD. \Vbile In\\,
energy pp annihilations have becn studied fur 
decades, the roughly GO% of Ctlllli hilatiolls tbat 
proceed via channels conta.ining more than olle 
neu tral particle have been al most u nexplured. 
'This is the motivation for t ltp Crystal Barrel de
tector which provides almost ·IIT solid angle for 
the detection of both photons and charged par-
t · I (. ± J"±) 'I'}' 11 k'·' IC cs l.e. 7r, \ . liS a ows a. "Inelllatl-

cally com plete reconstructioll of COlli pi icat.(·d fi
na� states wi th s('veral particles decayi ng ill to 

photons (e.g. 7r
0 

-- II, ''7 -- ff')' 

Fig. 1 shows a cutaway vie\\' of the dd{'ctol', 
which is located in a magl~et PI'Odllcillg a 1 . .5 T 
field. Surrounding the liquid hydrogell or <1('11-

terium target are t\\'o cylindrical Illultiwir(' pro
portional challlbers, \vhiclt provide fast triggp[ 
information 011 the charg('d particle In ul t i plici ty 

of th(~ ('vent and rc/) roordillah's for cilarg(ld par
tielf,'s riose to t11(, allnihilatioll poillt. Surrollnd
ing th(ls(' c1ICll\li>ers is th(· llIain charged-particle 
tracking det(lctor, a cylindrical .ld Drift Charn
b(lr (.J DC). The .1 DC, w Jtich was desigll(ld and 
built at LBL, is d('scrib('d els('wit('I'(' ill this re
port. Ou tside the .1 DC is tlte bcu'I'(ll-shap<,d e1ec
tl'Olllagll('tic ('alorillletpl', which cOllsists of 1:380 
illdividllal ('sl('1'I) crystals, with ('aell crystal 
poilltillg to the detector C(,llt('l'. Th(' calorimeter 
('ov('rs polar allgles of l~O to l(;SO with almost 
COlli plde cov('rage ill t lIe azi lllll t1liti allglt', for a 
total solid allgle of !).S% or ,lIT. Tile pitotoll en
ergy I'('solutioll is about '2.G(,i(, (a) at 1 (;cV with 
all allgula.r resolution of '28 Illrad (a) for isulated 
s!tow(~rs. To date, approxilllatt'ly ,l.Ux 107 evellts 
have b(,(,11 recorded, Illostly with a stopping I> 
healll. Da.ta analysis is w('11 ullderway, alld more 
data will be obta.ined over tlte Hexl few years, 
largply to be tak('n in flight at up tu 1.8 GeV /e. 

-p 

Fig. I. Clltaway view or IIII' Crysl;d ILll'ld lit-lectOr. 
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The Crystal Barrel J ct Drift Charnber 
1\".lIf. Crowe, D.S. A l'lIls/rollY, J. JJislirii('h, H. U. IJ088illylllllll, II. IJO,';8l1, T. ('08(', 

mul the CI'!pdal lJa,.,.d CollauomlioH 

The Jet Drift. Chamber (JDC) for the Crysta.l 
narrel spectrometer at. LE;\ H was d('si~ned and 
constructed at LBL. It has a. jet-chamber t,ype of 
drift. cell, and is divided into ~lO azimuthal sec
tors and 23 radial layers with 8 mill spacing. The 
inner (outer) wires arc at a radius of G~3 111m (2:39 
mIll), \vith a sensitive length of ~l99 mIll, giving 
a detection solid angle of 95% of ·17r. The az
imuthal segmentation keeps drift times relatively 
short, and the radial segmentation allows suffi
cient ionization samples to provide dE/dx reso
lution adequate to distinguish 7r± from l\"± for 
moment.a up to about 500 1\leV /c. 

The 690 sense wires arc 20 It III diameter stain
less st.eel (Elgiloy) and are stru ng axially. A 
resistive (29.7 fl/cm) wire is llsed so that the 
z-coordi lIa,t{' of each hit can be det{,l'lllined by 
charge division. 'fIle anode sense wires in each 
sector are staggered in the azimuthal dit'ection 
by ±200 JUll to resol\'(, the right-left ambiguity. 
The grounded sense wires arc alternated all the 
sector midplallP by cathode guard win's to con
trol the gas gain. The guard and field wires (2·130 
in total) arc 152 11Ill diameter gold-plated alu
minum. Aluminum \\'as used to minimize energy 
loss alLd multiple scattering in the \\-'ires. The 
win's were cri III {led ill to gold- plated hrass pins, 
around which are molded D(·lrilL bushillgs. The 
bushings were glued directly illto holes ill tIte alu
minulll elld plates, yi('ldilLg an overall wire posi
tion accuracy of ±·lOjllll. 

'flip signals from each end of the senS(l wires 
are aIllplifipd by 2·I-chaIlIlPI AC-coupled surface 
mounted preamplifipr cards l 1I101I1It('d on each 
PIld pia te or the .J DC. Ou tside tIL£' detector tIll' 
signal wir(,s an' {'egrouped frolll a fiector to a 
la;'('r cOllfiguratioll to distribute the load on the 

Foolllol(8 und R(/(:1'(rU'(,8 
1 C.C. 1.0, S. OIsOIl, and J. Bistirlich, I EEE Trails. 011 

~1Ic1. Sci. :Hl(1!JH9)·tG2. 

readout processors eVl'lIly. Thl' difT('relltial sig
nals are sellt to Struck DLH)()V amplifier hoards 
a.nd are digitized by Struck DL30G and DL~HO 
100 ~lllz flash ADC's, used ill a non-linear mode 
to enhance the dynamic range to an effective 8 
bi t resol u lion. Signa.ls from selected layers of 
wires are separately discriminated and summed 
to provide a fast charged-multiplicity trigger de
cision which is available after ·1 ItS. 

The JDC was designed as a relatively low-mass 
device to mild mize losses due to charged and 
llcllt.ral particle interactions before the calorime
t('t'. The illIler cylinder is made from 0.73 
min t.hick carbon fiber, corresponding to 0.0025 
of a radiation lengt.h (X(d. The outer shell, 
made of 2.0 Illm of AI, COIlt ri bu tes 0.03 Xo. 
The gas amI the wires cOlltribute 0.0010 and 
0.0007 Xo respectively; the chamber endplates 
and elect ronics are relatively massi ve and rep
re~ent about 0.20 Xo for particles intersecting 
them. The "slow ~as" used is a 90: 10 lllixture 
of CO 2/isobutane at atmospheric pressure. For 
a 1000 V/Clll drift field ill a 1.5 T magnetic 
field the electron drift velocity is SA II.m/ns and 
the Lorentz angle is 7.2°. The drift velocity in 
such an unsaturated gas is strollgly dependent 
on tem per<l t ure, gas ruixt II re (tlld pressure. For 
a maximulll position error of :Wplll, the temper
ature of the J DC lllust be known to ±0.3(j°C, the 
CO 2 contellt to ±O.15% and the absolute pres
sure to ±0.12%. The first two parameters are 
cOllt rolled and monitored, while the pressure is 
recorded for offline correction dUrillg data anal
ysis. 

The .J DC has performed very successfully to 
da teo The position resol u tiOll achieved is 12.5 Inn 
(a) ill the r-¢ platH' and 7-9 lllIll ((7) in the z
coordinate. 
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Observation of a tensor resonance at 1515 MeV in 
proton-antiproton annihilation at rest* 

1\. AI. Crowe, J. IJi8tiriich, R. R. LJossingham, II. LJ088Y, T. C'w,c, and Ihe Crystal }Ja,.,.d Collaboration 

An analysis of 1.2 X 10{) all-neutral pp anni
hilation events obtained with the Crystal lJanel 
detector at CERN has been made to select tlHl 
37l"° final state (this represents 10% of the total 
all-neutral statistics now on tape). Events \\'ith 
6, and no charged particles were selected, awl 
an initial kinematic fit to total energy and mo
mentum balance was made. 10·1K events were se

lected that satisfied these fits with> 10% prob
ability. Kinematic fits were then made to each 
of the hypotheses pp ~ 7l"0 7r' 0 7l" ° , pp ~ 7l"°7l"°17 , 

pp ~ 7l"0T]T], and pp ~ 7l" 07l"0" (from ww) via the 
decays 7r'0 ~ ", T] ~ " and w ~ 7l"0,. Select
ing events which satisfy the first hypothesis with 
> 10% probability yields 55K events with < 1 % 
background from anlbiguous events which satisfy 
more than one hypothesis. A partial wave analy
sis was made to the 37l"° Dalitz plot, and indicates 
the existence of a resonance at 1.515± 10 NIe V 
with width 120±10 NIeV, decaying into 7l" 0 7l"0, 

with quantum numbers JPc = 2++; we label this 
state X2( 1515). The projection of the Dalitz plot 
onto the 7r' 07r'0 invariant mass axis is shown in Fig. 
1. The X2(1515), along with the [2(1270), is ap
parent at high mass; the enhancements at low 
mass are due to the 7l" 0 7l"0 s-wave interaction and 
reflections from the high-mass resonances. The 
X2(1515) is also clearly seen ill preliminary anal
ysis of annihilation in deu teri um wi th a spectator 
neutron. 

The X2 (151.5) cannot be identified with the 
well-known f~( 1.525) which has the same quan
tum numbers and is nearly degenerate in mass 
because we do not see the dominant decay mode 
into KK characteristic of this meson. \Ve can
not determine the isospin of the X2( 151.5) from 
these data alone, but if it is identified with ei
ther the 1.56.5 I\1eV 2+ state observed previously 

Footnotes and References 
·E. Aker et al. , Phys. Lett. B~60(1991)249. 

at LEAR by the ASTEHIX group! or with the 
isoscalar twa-pion resonance post u lated by Gray 
et al.,2 then the 1=0 assignment is favoured. The 
X2(l51.5) is unlikely to be the first radial excita
tion of the f2 (1270) sillce this is predicted to lie 
around 1.82 GeV. making the f2(1810) the pre
ferred candidate. Therefore it appears probable 
that this particle is an exotic (non-qID state. It is 
unlikely to be a glueball, since it is not observed 
in radiative J /4' decays, so it appears likely to 
be a four-quark state or an N-N state. 

Fig. 1. The 1\"011"0 invariant mass spectrum (projection 

of the 311"° Dalilz plot). The solid line shows the final 

fit. The dashed line shows the fit illciuding an X(1515) 

but with J=O, the dotted line shows the fit without the 

X2 (V515) and the dash-dotted line shows the contribution 

of the 1\"011"0 s-wave interaction to the final fit. 

Footnotes and Refer'cnc(s 
1 B. May ct al. , Phys. Lett. 22,5B(1989)450. 
2 L. Gray ct al. , Phys. Hev. D27( 1983 )307. 
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Gravity Wave Linlits on R.otating Neutron-stars 
Norman 1\", GlendeHning und F"idolill lVd)(T 

~lotivated by the increasing discovery rate of 
fast pulsars in globular clusters, we have under
ta.ken a. broad study of the structure and sta
bility of rotating neutron stars. Since the nu

merical solution of Einstein's equations in the 
case of rotation is very cumbersome we have 
investigated a perturbative method, pioneered 
by Hartle and Thorne, and improved upon by 
us, by incorporating a self-consistency condition 
when computing the Kepler frequency, which is 
an absolute bound on rotation, since it is the 
frequency at which mass will be shed at the 
equatorl 2. \Ve established the accuracy of the 

improved method to periods ~ 1/2 ms. As it 
t ur llS out, this is about as small a. period as 
a neutron star can have, since there are addi
tional constraints, namely stability to gravita
tional radiation-reaction modes, Having estab
lished the method, we have selected a large num
ber of equations of state based on both relativis
tic many- body theory, and the non-relativistic 

results of \Viringa et a1. to include in a study 
of the physical properties of rotating stars3 4. 

Another important facet of the investigation 
included the calculation of stability of rotat
ing neutron stars to unstable vibrational modes 
which radiate the angular momentum of the star 
in gravi ty wavesS 6. These modes are strongly 

Footnote8 and References 
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2F. Weber and N. 1\. Glendenning, Astrophys. J. ill press 
May 1992. 
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paper ill Proceedings of Second International Conference 
on ~ledium and High Energy Physics, Part A, p. 309, 
Taipei, May, 1990, (North Holland, Amsterdam, 1991). 
~ F. Webcr and N. K. Glcndenning, in Proc. Int. WOlk

shop OIl Ullstable Nuclei ill Astrophysics, J line 7-8, 19~1l, 
Tokyo, (World Scientific, in pres~) LBL-30726, June 1991. 
sF. Weber and N. l(. Glendenning, Astrophys. .J. 373 
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6 F. Weber and N. 1\. Glendenning, Z. Phys. A 339 
( 1991) 211. 

effected by the viscosity of thl' star a.nd so eltl
-

pend s(lllsitively on its temperature. For a pulsar 
that remains isolated, the limiting frequency is 
set in its very early history when it is hot and 

its viscosity is low. \Ve find that these modes 
are unstable at frequencies that are higher than 
about 60-70 % of the Kepler frequency, and so set 
the true limits on rotation, For cold stars that 
have been spun up by accretion from a compan
ion, the gravity wave limitations are less severe, 
and amount to 80-90 % of the I\eplpr frequency. 
Effectively what this means is that the shortest 

stable period for a neutron star is about a mil
lisecond (see Fig. 1). If shorter period pulsars 

are found, they would Iw difficult to undpl'stand 
as gravitationally LOllnd lleutron stars. 
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First Order Phase Transitions with More than One Conserved 
Charge 

Norman K. Glendcrmin[] 

\Ve extended the discussion of first order phase 
transi tions to the general case that there is more 
than one conserved charge in the system 1. Com
pared to the well known case of a single con
served charge, the differences are dramatic. The 
constancy of the pressure at all proportions of 
phases in equilibrium in the latter case is pecu
liar to there being but one conserved 'charge'. 
vVhen there is more than one, the lruxed phase 
has degrees of freedom that are otherwise not 
available: The charges are conserved over all, but 
not necessarily separately or in proportion to the 
phases in equilibrium. The internal forces will 
optimize the n - 1 COlleen trations of the charges 
in the mixed phase, a degree of freedom avail
able only for complex systems (n > 1). \Ve show 
that nothing else is compatible with equilibrium 
in the mixed phase. \Ve show the phase diagram 
in Fig. 1 for a system haveing two independent 
components. 

!\lany systems in physics and astrophysics that 
undergo phase transitions are complex but have 
been fitted into the mold of a simple one by ap
proximation. Consequences in the case that we 
have examined, the transition from the hadronic 
phase to quark-matter in a neutron star, are 
drastic. To assess whether neutron stars are 
likely to have quark cores, many authors ap
proximated both phases as the equivalent of pure 
neutron matter. But neutron matter is beta un
stable and the corresponding quark phase espe
cially so. This latter fact leads to an estimate 
of the density at which neutron stars convert to 
quark matter of '" lOpo and therefore beyond 
their densities, \I.;hereas when beta-equilibrium 
is accounted for we find I"V 3po. Furthermore, 

Footnotes and References 
1 N. 1\. Glendenning, Phase Transitions with More than 

aile Conscf\'ed Charge: Consequellces [or Neutroll Stars. 
1.BL-30'295, ~1arch 1991. 
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there are structural differences ill the star monel 
that result from the treatment of the phase tran
sition as jf it occurred in a simple body. The 
mixed phase in a simple body cannot exist in 
the presence of gravi ty. This causes a discon ti
lItlity in the density distribution in the star oc
curri ng at t he rat! i tiS W hel'(' C i 0 Os cri teri a are 
satisfied. \VhCll beta equili bri um is properly 
treated, involving as it does both the conserved 
baryon and electric charge, the transition region 
is smoothed ou t; the densi ty distri bu tion is con
tinuous. The mixed phase occupies a finite re
gion of the st~r, the the inner sphere of seven 
kilometers radius. Quarks dominate within the 
central 5 km radius2 • \\'e expect the mixed 
phase to consist of a Coulomb lattice of regions 
of hadronic matter interspersed wit.h quark mat
tel', both electrically charged, and to evol ve as a 
function of proportion of phases through a vari
ety of geometrical shapes. 
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Fig.1 For a system having two conserved charges, the 

physical path of pressure in phase 1 is laO', in the mixed 

phase is, '01', and in phase 2 is 'lb'. 
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Hypernuclei and Neutron-star Mutual Constraints 
N 1\. Clendenning and S. A. Afo8Zkowski 

It was conjectured as early as 1960 that neu
tron stars would contain a population of hyper
ons, and many papers have computed their pres
ence based on various idealizations of the inter
action of the hyperons. It. has remained a vex
ing problem how t.o con vincingly constrain the 
strength of the interactions and hence the extent 
of the populations. and the degree to which the 
hyprfons soften the equation of state and reduce 
the limi ting mass of nell tron-stars. \Ve1 have 
solved this problem by combining information 
on (1) neutron star masses, (2) the i\ binding 
in saturated nuclear matter, and (3) the posi
tions of hypernuclear levels in finite nuclei. The 
A binding is expressible in terms of the strength 
of scalar and vector fields at saturation, Sand 
V, and the ratio of the hyperon to nucleon scalar 
and vector couplings Xa and xw , as in the equa
tion: 

-28 MeV = xwV - xaS, 

The effect of all three constraints are show by 
the boxed area in Fig. 1. Taken together, these 
constrain the hyperon couplings sufficiently that 
it is possible to deduce that the limiting neutron 
star mass is reduced by the presence of hyper
ons by 0.71 ± 0.15.~10 and that neutrons consi
tute only a slight majority population in neutron 

stars, .59 %, with hyperons being the next largest 
grou p, 24 %, followed by protons, 17 %. This is 
in strong contrast \'.lith the much of the astro
physical literature that evaluates the effect on 
cooli ng rates and transport properties of neu tron 
stars based on very old early estimates of neu
tron stars as being almost purely neutron with a 
few percent admixture of protons. 

\Vhile not directly observable, the presence of 
hyperons have been shown to influence appre
ciably the cooling of neutron stars, and they are 

Footnotes and References 
1 N. K. Glendenning and S. A. Moszkowski, Phys. Rev. 

Let.t. 07 (1991) 2414. 

likely to effect the electrical cond ucti vi ty, which 
in tUfIl determines the decay rate of the magnetic 
field. 

The simple relation written above should be of 
use in future analysis of hypernuclei for snch as 
have been made to date show a large correlation 
error when Xa and Xw are treated independently. 
The above equation shows that they are strictly 
correlated by the inferred binding of the A in 
nuclear matter and this relation should be em
ployed to reduce the parameters by one. 
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Fig.1 Curves of Maximum mass stars labeled by sev

eral values of nucleon effective mass at saturation and 
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Neutron-stars in the Derivative Coupling Nuclear Field Theory 
Model 

N K. Glendenning, F. lVeber and S. A. }."foszkowski 

By employing a point and derivative cou
pling of baryons to meson fields, with only 
tvv'O coupling constants we are able to account 
very well for the four bulk nuclear properties 
Po, B / A, ](, m*. Encourage by this we have 
employed the theory to compute a wide range 
of neutron-star properties, perhaps the largest 
collection of properties computed for a single 
model l . The baryon and interaction part of the 
Lagrangian are; 

moderated by viscosity. The critical frequency 
of the 1 = rn mode is the values of n that solves 
(eg. Lindblom), 

Wm [ (iG m) 2~+ 11 nm = -;;; Qm(nm) + I'm(nm) rv:m . (3) 

where the various quantities are defined in ref. 1. 
The gravitational wave instahility effectively lim
its the period of neutron stan to P > 1 ms un
less, as cold stars, they have been spun up by ac-
cretion. Then the period can be slightly smaller. 

£ = ~ [( 1 + g;!;) { 1PB[i-y~8~ - gwB-Y~W~ 

-~gpB-Y"T . P~J1PB - (1 - g;!;) mB1PB1PB 1 

(1) The period of the fastest pulsar known so far, 
P = 1.56 ms, is easily accommodated by the 
thl~ory of dense matter discussed here whether 
or not a phase transition to quark matter has 

The sum on B is over nucleons and hyperons. 
The hyperon to nucleon coupling ratios satisfy 
a relation relating to the A binding in nuclear 
matter2. Fron1 the \Veisskopf relation at satu
ration between the Fermi elH~rgy and the energy 
per nucleon of a self-bound system, eF = (f/p)O, 
which is a special case of the Hugenholtz-Van 
Hove theorem, we obtain for the binding energy 
of the lowest A level in nuclear matter, 

xw V + rnA - rnA (2) 

V xa S 
Xw - 1 + xa S/(2mA)' 

where S, V are the scalar and vector strengths at 
saturation of nuclear matter and the x's are the 
ratios of hyperon to nucleon couplings for scalar 
and vector mesons. 
Amo~g the properties that we compute are the 

stable modes against gravitational radiation as 

Footnotes and References 
1 N. 1\. Glendenning, F. \Veber and S. A. Moszkowski, 

Phys. Rev. in press 
2 N. 1<. Glendenning and S. A. Moszkowski, Phys. Rev. 

Lett. 67 (1991) 2414. 

occurred. 
vVe also computed additional properties such 

as the masses, baryon populations, effects of 
beta equilibrium on these, the relativistic Kepler 
frequency, moment of inertia, surface redshift, 
mass-radius relations. 
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Variational Limit on the Rotation Period of Gravitationally 
Bound Stars 
N I<. Glendenning 

Limits are frequently of interest as a means 
of distinguishing between alternative descrip
tions of an observed phenomenon. For example, 
Rhoades and Ruffini (Ruffini 1974) derived an 
upper hound on the mass of a neutron star. It 
is f'V 3.2M0 . Several compact objects whose in
ferred mass is larger than this have been identi
fied as candidates for moderate mass black holes 
on this basis. In this note we derive a lower 
limit on the rotational period of a gravitation
ally bound starl. Our purpose here is to pro
vide a decisive means, based on their rotational 
periods and masses, of distinguishing between 
pulsars that can be neutron stars, or more gen
erally gravitationally bound stars, and pulsars 
that. cannot. It is timely that such a limit be 
established for the period of rotation. Since the 
discovery of the first millisecond pulsar in 1982 
the discovery rate of fast pulsars has quickened, 
culminating in the recent observation (summer 
1991) of ten in a survey of the globular cluster 
47Tucanae by Manchester and Lyne. The mini
mum possible period of rotation of a neutron star 
is established on the basis of (1) Einstein's the
ory of relativity, (2) causality, (3) Le ehateller's 
pri nci pIe. (4) the existence of a neutron star of 
at least 1.4421\1(0), and (5) a low density equation 
of state. uncertainties in which can be evaluated 
as to their effect on the result. We also examined 
the effect on the minimum period of a first or
der phase transition and of neglecting causality. 
The uncertainty in the period introduced by any 
of the above effects is less than 10 %. The min
imum possible Kepler period, which is an abso
lute limit on rotation below which mass-shedding 
would occur, is 0.33 111S within the above uncer
tainty of about ±O.03 ms. vVe also obtained a 

Footnotes and References 
1 N. K. Glendenning, Variational Limit on Rotation Pe

riod of a Neutron Star LBL - 31511, Dec 1991. 

limit on the rotational period based only on the 
assumption that Einstein's equations of stellar 
structure hold. It is, 

P > 0.15(MjM0) ms (any star). 

Our limit provides a decisive method of distin
guishing neutron stars from stars (if they ex
ist) which consist of stable self-bound matter 
of sufficiently large equilibrium density. Exa.m
pIes of the latter are strange-stars and Q-stars. 
N eu tron-stars (or in general any gravi tationally 
bound star) can lie only on or above the solid 
line in Fig. 1, while self-bound stars can also lie 
:·dween the solid line and the GR forbidden re
gion. 
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N-Body Collisions in High-Energy Nuclear Reactions* 
c. Batko, J. Randrup, and T. Veticl't 

vVe have developed a treatment that incor
porates many-body scattering processes in a 
dynamical BUU-type simulation of a nucleus
nucleus collision. 

vVe have first made a detailed study of the 
three-nucleon scattering. The corresponding dif
ferential distribution has been calculated on the 
basis of a simple pion-exchange graph, with an 
off-shell intermediate baryon between two se
q uen tial pion exchanges. Fo! a spatially uniform 
system, we have studied the evolution in mo
mentum space for initial distributions describing 
in terstreaming gases corresponding to the kine
matics of high energy nuclear collisions. Par
ticular attention has been paid to the yield in 
the backwards direction. Using statistical three
n uc1eon scattering in the idealized scenario, we 
have found that the backwards region is indeed 
more favored, but only early on in the reaction; 
subsequent collisions drive the momentum dis
t ri bu tion towards the eq uilibri urn distri bu tion, 
which is independent of the specific collision 
mechanisms employed. 

The inclusion of N -body collisions in a real
istic dynamical simulation has been based in a 
H U U transport equation with an extended colli
sion integral that allows the description of higher 
onl('r scattering processes. \Ve have examined 
t he role of t he particles si t uated in the proxim
i ty of t\\'o given collision partners. Using the 
f'IH'rgy-dependell t ill teraction distance bet \\Teen 
t \\'0 baryons, we ltave established a criterion 
for determining how many baryons in the envi
ron men t may affect a gi ven t wo- body collision, 
\\'hiclt provides a mean for classifying each colli
sion (,V(,Ilt according to its cl uster size N. Then, 
iIlvoking the assumption of romplete statistical 
sharing \)('t\\'P('11 titf' particips in a collision clus-

Footno/rs and 1((lf,.('1u'(8 

·Prf'pl'illt LBL-:~)(J:!l: r\ucl. Ph~'s. A.s;lC (1992) 786. 
t Institut flir Thcoretische Physik, ,Iustus-Licbig-Univer
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tel', we have formulated a general treatment of 
the many-body scattering for any value of N. 
On this basis, we have examined the effect of N
body collisions for the collision of two calcium 
nuclei at. b01nbarding energies ranging from 200 
to 1000 A MeV. Overall, there is little effect in 
the commonly employed global observables, such 
as the flow tensor, the transverse momentum dis
tribution, even though about half of the collision 
clusters contain more than two particles. 

We have given special consideration to the ef
fect of the nlany-body scattering on the sub
threshold production of particles, since one 
might expect that such processes would be en
hanced because of the larger amount of energy 
presen t of a many- body cluster, relative to the 
ordinary binary situation. We generalized the 
statistical model to particle production, assum
ing that the additional particles in a given clus
ter share their energy statistically with the two 
primary particles responsible for the production. 
This leads to a relatively simple and general 
model and we have applied it to kaon production 
in Ca-Ca collisions. Remarkably, despite the fact 
that about half the kaon are produced from clus
ters with N > 2, the net effect is rather small. 
This can be qualitativerly understood by realiz
ing that the additiona.l particles in a giv(ln cluster 
act as a reservoir that may not only contribute 
energy but also drain energy away from the pro
ducing particle pair. The determining feature is 
then the effective temperature of the clusters and 
this quan tity is not very dependen t on the clus
ter size N, since all the cl usters are drawn from 
the same system. 

In conel usion, then, we fi n d that the resu Its 
of tll(' standard II U U dynamical simulations are 
1I0t appreciably affected by the incorporation of 
many- body collisons. This si III pli fyi ng [eatu re 

supports this model as a quantitatively useful 
tool for nuclear reactions at relativistic energies. 
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Effect of N-Body Collisions on Subthreshold Kaon Production 
in High-Energy Nuclear Reactions* 

C. Balko, J. RandT''Up, and T. Vcllett 

As a supplement to our recent incorporation 
of N-body collisions into BUU simulations of 
nuclear reactions 1 we have considered the dif
ferential production cross section of subthresh
old kaons. The general assumption of micro
canonical exchange of energy between the collid
ing baryons and their neighbors has been aug
mented by the assumption that the produced 
particle has a momen tum distribution reflecting 
the corresponding final three-body phase space. 
The resulting model then provides a conceptu
ally simple, yet very general, scheme for taking 
account of the proximity of additional baryons 
in the nuclear nledium. 

We have specifically addressed the sensitivity 
of the differential kaon production cross sections 
to the inclusion of the N -body effects. The kaon 
is assumed to be produced in an elementary pro
cess of the form BIB2 ---+ BY 1(+, where B de
notes the final baryon and the hyperon Y is ei
ther a A or a E, and it is furthermore assumed 
that the corresponding differential cross section 
d3(1K+ (f12)/dp is known as a function of the rel
ative energy f12 of the two initial baryons Bl 
and B 2 • As a simple approximation, we assume 
that the momentum distribution of the kaon is 
proportional to the phase space associated with 
the three particles in the outgoing channel. In 
each such elementary process, the branching ra
tio Pg + (p) for producing a kaon with the spec
ified momentum p is then given by the ratio 
between the associated differen tial production 
cross section and the elementary total in terac-

Footnotes and References 

• Preprint LBL-31828; submitted to N ud. Phys. A 
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sitat Giessen, Germany. 
1 G. Batko, .J. Randrup, and T. Vetter, this report. 

tion cross section, 

(1) 

\Vhen N -body collisions aTe incorporated, the 
total energy available in the cluster, E*, is 
first shared microcanonically between the N 
baryons in the cluster, before the two primary 
baryons produce the kaon. The resul ting crfec
tive branching ratio is then obtained by av('rag
ing the elementary branching ratio (1) over all 
the microcanonical momentum configurations of 
the N -body cluster. 

We have applied the tnodel to head-on 
collisions of 40Ca+ 40Ca, 93Nb+93Nb, and 
197 AU+ 197 Au. In these calculations we have ig
nored the rescattering of the produced kaons by 
the other hadrons in the system. The results 
suggest that, at least within the scope of the 
present model, the inclusion of N -body collision 
does not lead to a significant enhancement of the 
production of energetic kaons in the subthresh
old energy regime. Of course, in the extreme tails 
of the spectra the relative enhancement will be 
large, but the associated absolu te cross sections 
are then so small that the effect will probably be 
of little practical import. 

We wish to emphasize that the model devel
oped represents a very simple extreme in which 
there is full equilibration between the t \vo pri
mary baryons and their cl ustcr partners. Gener
ally speaking, the kaon yields are affected only 
rather little, and we understand this in a gcneral 
way as a result of the statistical sharing of the 
energy between the kaon and the other baryons 
involved in its production. 
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Spin-Orbit Coupling in Semiclassical Approxilnation* 
l1an8 F'"i8h' and Thomas Ullhr 

In quantum mechanics, the physical concept 
of spin is well incorporated into the theory, at 
least from a technical viewpoint. The spin and 
its 8U(2) character are intrinsic properties of the 
Dirac equation. The non-relativistic limit of this 
is the Pauli equation, i.e. the Schrodinger equa
tion including a spin-orbit interaction. On the 
other hand, on a more figurative level, the ques
tion, how to imagine spin is often asked and not 
really satisfacorily answered since a direct and 
obvious classical analogue of spin is lacking. The 
probably closest classical picture for the concept 
of a quantum particle with spin is the motion 
of a top or a gyroscope with an intrinsic angu
lar momentum besides the orbital one. This and 
similar interpretations give indeed a very instruc
tive picture and are useful in many applications, 
although special features of spin like half-integer 
values, have disappeared. A detailed review can 
be found in Cor ben 's book 1. 

However, those approaches do not apriori ad
dress problems linked to the fundamental rela
tion between classical and quantum mechanics 
since they are a somewhat ad hoc replacement 
of 8 quantal concept by a classical one. To go a 
step further, one has to ask the question, what 
happens to spin if one tries to derive classical 
equations from a given Schrodinger equation for 
a particle with spin by some semiclassical proce
dure. Apparently, the most natural idea is the 
attempt to keep the gyroscope like picture 2. 

Nevertheless, we go a different way. vVe aban
don the gyroscope like picture and try to con
struct a direct semiclassical approximation to a 
quantal Hamiltonian with spin-orbit interaction. 

Footnotes and References 
-To be submitted to Annals of Physics (N.Y.) 
1 H.C. Corben, Classical and Quantum Theories of 

Spinning Particles, Holden-Day, San Francisco, 1968 
2B. i\Iilek and J. Heir, Z. Phys. A339 (1991) 231; H. 

Arvieu, P. Hozrnej and M. Ploszajczak, preprint Univer
sity of Grenoble, 1991 

Using \VKB techniques :3 for lllultirompOlH'nt 
wave equations, we are able to preserve the dis
crete nature of spin by treating only the orbital 
motion sem iclassically. Hence, we do not have 
to discuss an extt'nded phase space, the effect of 
spin is just an additional force on the orbital mo
tion. This implies enormous simplifications for 
our numerical studies. vVe focus attention on a 
spin-orbit interaction in a deformed system. '1'he 
nuclei provide an obvious physical motivation. 

Employing the th('ory of trace formulas w(' 

compare our classical result.s to quantum me
chanical calculations which we also perform. The 
agreement is very good in most cases. \Ve con
clude that our semiclassical approach gives a 
clear and helpful new insight in the physics of 
spin and spin-orbit coupling. 

vVe would like to emphasize that our system 
although motivated by nuclear physics is more 
the object of a general discussion to shed light 
on the role of the spin in semiclassical theories. 
At this stage of our investigations we do not in
tend to perform something like quantitative nu
clear structure calculations. However, in rotat
ing nuclei with extreme, superdeformed shapes 
an integer, or half-integer, quantization of the 
rotational angular momentum has been reported 
recently 4. This remarkable observation encour
ages a car({ul study of the spin properties in 
these systems. Hence, at a further stage" our 
approach might be of some relevance in concrete 
applications. 

Footnotes and References 
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Fourier-Bessel Analysis in the Space of Ordinary and Graded 
2 x 2 Hermitean Matrices* 

Thoma8 Guilt 

The scala.r product of two vectors in arbitrary 
dimensions depends only on the lengths and the 
enclosed angle. Taking tIlt' expOIH'ntial of the 
imaginary unit times this scalar product yields 
the plane wave. The Fourier- Bessel expansion of 
this plane wave in arbitrary dimensions is given 
by the generalized spherical IJessel fUllctions for 
the radial and by the Gegenbauer polynomials 
for t}w angular part. The (lxpanSioll is equivalent 
to finding the eigen functions of the Laplacian. 

This concept can be transferred to the space 

of ordinary Hermitean matrices. The trace of 
the product of two matrices relpaces the scalar 
prod uct that now depends on the eigen values 
a.lld diagonalizing angles. The plane wave is 

the exponential of the imaginary unit. tinles this 
trace. The corresponding Fourier-Bessel analysis 
of those problems is in general of higher rank. In 
the special case of 2 X 2 matrices, however, the 

problem can be r~'duced to a one rank problem. 
The radial part of the expansion of the plane 
wave is proportional to the spherical Bessel func
tions and the angular part is given by the spher
ical harmonics. The theory of the Laplacian can 

be generalized to the matrix case. 
The next step is to consider graded llermitean 

2 x 2 matrices. A graded matrix contains com
muting and anticommuting, i.e. Grassmann, 
variahles as elcments which satisfy 

11i 17) = -17j 71i , i,j=l(l)N 

In particular, this means rlf = O. Conseqnently, 
all function of Grassmalln variables are tel'lni
nated power sC'ries. Integration and differenta
Uon ran be defined consistently. In matrix space, 
an in variant graded trace alld graded deterrni
Hant can be constructed. A theory 011 groups, es-

PoolrlOies and Rfj'e1'f1U'f8 

·'1'0 be sublllitt<·d t.o JOllrtlal of ~latl\(~rnatical Physics 

pecially graded Lie grou ps is developed 1. In ou r 
paper, the corresponding plane wave is expanded 
in graded Bessel functions and graded splwriral 
harmonics. The latter depend only on anticoll1-
muting angles, they span a kind of Hilbert spa.re 
and fulfil orthogonality and cOlllpletclH'ss rcla
tions. 'The index of the graded Bessel functions 
is a product of two anticommuting va.riables and 
thus commuting. Although the expansion its('lf 
is very analogous to the ordillary case, tlH're are 
remarkable diff('r<:~nccs. The graded Bpssel func

tions do not form a countable infinity of func
tions because of the structure of their index. 
Hence, shift operators do not exist. A gracli
ent in the space of these graded Hermitpall ma

trices is constructed and a theory of the La.pla.
cian is designed. The graded spherical harmonics 
are eigen functions of the angular part a.nd the 
graded Bessel functions are eigen functions of th(1 

thereby defined hybrid Laplacian. 
In addition, a non canonical parametrization 

of the graded group U( 1/ 1) in the spirit of til(' 
Euler angles is introduced. The generators an' 
evaluated and the Casimir operator is expressed 

in these coordinates. The corresponding \Vigner 
functions, i.e. the matrix elements of the re[>I'<'
sen tat ion a.re deri ved 

Further investigations and applications to hi~h 
energy physics and random matrix theory are ill 
progress. 

Foa/noft,'; (lnd Rejcl'f'7l('C8 
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Evaluation of the GOE Level Density Using Graded Matrices· 
Thomas Uullr 

Random matrix theory reached a new culmi
nating point when Efetov observed a connection 
to graded matrices 1, Recently, it was shown 

that the use of graded matrices is something like 
an irred uci ble represen taUon of random mat rix 
ensembles and tlw calculation of the whole set of 
Dyson's correlation functions for the Gaussian 
Unitary Ensemble (G UE) was considerably sim
plified 2, 

It is highly desirable to extent these methods 
to the Gaussian Orthogonal (GOE) and Sym-

Footnotes and Refer'ences 
• In prepration 
1 K.B. Efetov, Adv. Phys. 32 (1983) .53 
2T. Guhr, J. Math. Phys. 32 (1991) 336 

plectic EllseIllbles (GSE), Unfortunately, severe 
mathema.tical obsta.rIes occur on this way. 'I'll<' 
reason is that the Itzykson-Zuber integral in thp 
orthogonal and symplectic case can not jw eval
uated by the same !Twans as in the unitary casp. 
A closed solution is still lackiIlg. Hence, ill ord('r 
to attack this problem, we perforIll a direct cal
culation for the simplest case, the level dellsity of 
the GOE. This requires an explicit parametriza
tion of the graded group 0('2/2) and a some
what brute force evaluation of the Grassma.nn 
integrals. The result should give some insight in 

the struct ure of the Ilzy kson- Zu bel' integral in 
the nOll-unitary cases. 
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Thomas-Fermi Fission Barriers* 
w.o. Myers and W.J. Swiatecki 

We have developed a model of average nuclear 
properties that can be used to discuss nuclear 

binding energies, sizes and charge distributions. 
The nuclear optical model potential, including its 

energy and isospin dependences can also be 

calculated. The interested reader should consult 
Parts 11 and 112 for a detailed description of this 

approach. 

The binding properties of nuclei were fitted 3 

(approximately) under the assumption that ro has 

the value 1.13, 1.16 or 1.19 fn1. The resulting three 

sets of parameters were used to confront the 
predictions of the present model with measured 
nuclear fission barriers and charge distributions. 

Fig. 1 shows three barrier calculations for 

Z = 93, N = 136 using the parameter sets for 

ro = 1.13, 1.16, 1.19. By taking ro = 1.16 fm the 
ca1culated barriers for the heaviest clements can 

be made to agree with measurements. However, 
the choice ro = 1.16 fm is unacceptable when the 

corresponding calculated charge distributions are 
compared with measurements. 

The calculated charge distributions, for ro = 

1.16, for a number of nuclei are systematically too 
low in the bulk. When the ro = 1.13 fm parameter 
set is used the bulk density and radius are in fair 

agreement with the measured values. 
The integrity of the model, the accuracy of the 

unparameterized solutions and the amount of data 

brought to bear on the determination of the 
model's parameters are such that we are inclined 
to consider this discrepancy as the signal of a 

relatively small but definite piece of physics that 

Footnotes and References 
"Prepared for presentation at "Eighth Winter 
Workshop on Nuclear Dynamics,jackson Hole, 
Wyoming, January 18-25, 1992." 
l. W.O. Myers and W.j. Swiatecki, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 
204, 401 (1990). 
2. W.D. Myers and W.j. Swiatecki, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.J 
211, 292 (1991). 
3. P. Moller, private communication, March 1990. 

is missing in the Thomas-Fermi trea tment of 
average nuclear properties. We regard this as one 

of the principal conclusions of this work. 
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Fig. 1. This figure shows the fission barrier plots for 

the nucleus 229Np. It illustrates the effect on the 

barrier height of changing the radius parameter Yo 

while (approximately) preserving the fit to ground state 

masses. 

The Thomas-Fermi treatment works well in the 
bulk region of the nucleus but becomes less accurate 

in the surface in the sense that it allows no 
penetration of the particles into classically 
forbidden regions of space. In heavy nuclei a 

significant fraction of the matter forms a quantal 

halo of material contributing positive density but 

negative kinetic energy density. One consequence 

of the presence of a fringe of negative kinetic 
energy in the outer layers of the surface is that 
such a surface should be easier to deform. As a 

result, the calculated fission barriers should be 
lowered by the presence of the halo, possibly 

removing the above mentioned discrepancy. 
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/The Coulomb Redistribution Energy as Revealed by a 
Refined Study of Nuclear Masses* 

P. Moller t , ,.R. Nixt, w.o. Myers and W.,. Swiatecki 

The Macroscopic-nlicroscopic a pproach to the 
calculation of nuclear masses has been further 
refined through the inclusion of £3 and £6 shape 
degrees of freedom. Most of the systematic 
discrepancies that previously existed for heavy 
nuclei have been eliminated. The agreement is so 
close that the effect of turning on and off the 
Coulomb redistribution terms in the Finite-Range 
Droplet Model can be clearly discerned, thus 
confirming the contribution of this physical effect 

to nuclear stability. Models without the higher
order terms of the Finite-Range Droplet Model 
that we investigate here, are clearly inferior in 
the heavy-element region. 

Footnotes and References 
"'Abstract of LANL Preprint LA-UR-91-2999, Sept. 10, 
1991. To be published in Nuclear Physics 

t Los Alamos National Laboratory 

Droplet-Model Electric Dipole Moments* 
w.o. Myers and W.,. Swiatecki 

In the recent review article by A. Aberg, H. 
Flocard and W. Nazarewicz1, experimental and 
theoretical information on nuclear dipole moments 
is discussed in Section 6.3 in terms of a sum of 
microscopic and macroscopic contributions. The 
authors conclude as follows: 

"The macroscopic contribution to the dipole 
moment has been estimated within the droplet 
model by Dorso et al. and has turned out to be 
negligible. This conclusion, however, has recently 
been questioned by Denisov whose result is 
consisten t wi th the previous esti rna te of 
Strutinski. On the other hand, the values 
extracted from experiment arc much slnaller. 
From this point of view the question of the 
magnitude of the liquid drop dipole moment is 
still open. The shell-correction calculations 

provide an overall agreement with experimental 
data." 

In the present paper we hope to have shown 
that Denisov's2 criticism of the result of Dorso et 
a1.3 is not justified. This should help clarify the 
relation of experimental and theoretical aspects 
of nuclear dipole moments. 

Footnotes and References 
"'Conclusion section of the paper published in Nucl. 
Phys. A531 (1991) 93-96 

1. S. Aberg, H. Flocard and W. Nazarewicz, Ann. Rev. 
Nucl. Part. Sci. 40 (Dec., 1990) 

2. V. Oenisov, Yadernaya Fizika (Journal of Nuclear 

Physics) 49 (1989) 644. 

3. CD. Oorso, W.O. Myers and W.J. Swiatecki, Nucl. 
Phys. A451 (1986) 189. 
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A Modified Thomas-Fermi Treatment of Nuclei* 
W.I. Swiatecki 

An improved nuclear Thomas-Fermi theory is 
studied in which, rathcr than adding density

gradient corrections to the standard expression for 
the kinetic-energy density (proportional to pS/3, 

where p is the density) one simply modifies this 
pS/3 function to reflect the fact that the kinetic 
energy density becomes negative for small values 
of p when, in a typical nuclear problem, onc is 

dealing with the outer fringes of the surface 
region. The net result of this study is simply 

stated: in order to find the density associated 
with a given nuclear potential, one exponentiates 
this potential instead of raising its depth with 

respect to the chemical potential to the three
halves power, as in the standard treatment. An 

improved description of the nuclear surface 
profile is obtained, including the quantal halo in 
the classically forbidden region. But since density 

derivatives are not involved, there is no need to 
solve a partial differential equation in order to 
find the density. 

Footnotes and References 
"Abstract of LBL Preprint LBL-31582, August 30, 1991. 
Submitted to Nuclear Physics 

Order, Chaos and Nuclear Dynamics* 
I. Blocki,t I.-I. Shit and W.J. Swiatecki 

The relation between the order-to-chaos 
transition in the dynamics of independent 
classical particles in a container, and the 

transition from an elastic to a dissipative response 
of the container to shape changes, is studied by 
means of computer simulations. The validity of 

the wall formula for energy dissipation is 
confirmed in the case of containers whose surfaces 
are rippled according to Legendre Polynomials P3, 

P 4, PS, P6, in which case the particle trajectories 
are largely chaotic, as revealed by Poincare 
sections in phase space. The opposite limit of an 

elastic response is illustrated by means of 
spheroidal containers of various eccentricities, for 
which the particle trajectories are integrable and 

the phase space is folia ted by tori. Fission-like 
deformations are also considered, for which the 

response of the container changes from elastic to 
dissipative with increasing deformation. 
Idealized giant-dipole oscillations of the gas are 

studied for spherical as well as deformed 
containers. A generalization of the wall formula 
valid for long times (i.e., for arbitrarily large 

excitations of the gas) is constructed. The 

principal lesson of these studies is that a gas of 
independent particles in a time-dependent 

container does not behave at all like a gas. 

Footnotes and References 
"Abstract of LBL Preprint LBL-31S63, July 1987, revised 

November 1991. 

tlnstitute for Nuclear Studies, Swierk, Poland 

tInstitute of Atomic Energy, Beijing, China 
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A Universal Asymptotic Velocity Distribution for Independent Particles in 
a Time-Dependent Irregular Container'" 

c. Jarzynski and W.]. Swiatecki 

We show that the velocity distribution f(v) for This may be contrasted with the gaussian 
a gas of non-interacting particles bouncing around Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution appropriate in 
in a deforming irregular container of fixed volume the case of a gas of interacting particles. 
tends to a universal function independent of its 
original form and of the container's shape or time Footnotes and References 
evolution. This function turns out to be the "Abstract of LBL Prcprint LBL-31771, January 9, 1992. 

exponential velocity distribution f(v) oc eov / c• 

From Ground State to Fission Fragments: A Complex, Multi
Dimensional Multi-Path Problem'" 

P. Moller, t 1.R. Nixt and W.]. Swiatecki 

Experimental results on the fission properties of 
nuclei close to 264 Fm show sudden and large 
changes with a change of only one or two neutrons 
or protons. The nucleus 258Fm, for instance, 

undergoes symmetric fission with a half-life of 
about 0.4 ms and a kinetic-energy distribution 
peaked at about 235 MeV whereas 256Fn\ undergoes 

asymmetric fission with a half-life of about 3 h 
and a kinetic-energy distribution peaked at about 
200 MeV. Qualitatively, these sudden changes 
have been postulated to be due to the emergence of 
fragment shells in symmetric-fission products 
close to 1325n. Here we present a quantitative 

calculation that shows where high-kinetic
energy symmetric fission occurs and why it is 
associated with a sudden and large decrease in 
fission half-lives. We base our study on 
calculations of potential-energy surfaces in the 
macroscopic-microscopic model and a semi
empirical model for the nuclear inertia. For the 
macroscopic part we use a Yukawa-plus
exponential (finite-range) model and for the 
microscopic part a folded- Yu ka wa (d iffuse
surface) single-particle potential. We use the 
three-quadratic-surfacc.) parameterization to 

generate the shapes for which the potential

energy surfaces are calculated. 
We present the results of the calculations in 

terms of potential-energy surfaces and fission 
half-lives for heavy even nuclei. The surfaces are 
displayed in the form of contour diagrams as 
functions of two moments of the shape. They 

clearly show the appearance of a second fission 
valley, which leads to scission configurations 
close to two touching spheres, for fissioning 
systems in the vicinity of 264Fm. Fission through 
this new valley leads to much shorter fission 
half-lives than fission through the old valley. 

Footnotes and References 
"Prepared for submission to Specialists' Meeting on 

Physics and Engineering of Fission, Kyoto University 

Research Reactor Institute, Kumatori-cho, Osaka, 

January 7, 1992. 

tP. Moller Scientific Computing and Graphics, P.O. Box 

1440, Los Alamos, NM 87544, USA 

tTheoreticai Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, 

Los Alamos, NM 87545 
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Alder-Winther-DeBoer Method applied to Diabolical 
Two-neutron Transfer* 

L. F. Canto, R. ])onangeltJ AI. ~V. Guidry A. R. Farhan. 
J. O. Ras7ntl8sf'n, P. Ring, and "'I. A. Stoyer 

Nikam et al. 1 showed that the two-neutron 
transfer matrix elements between yrast states 
in deformed heavy-ion transfer reactions might 
cross zero and become negati ve for higher spins. 

In this paper we improve the computational 
methods of calculating the actual effect on final 
rotational state population. 

First, we adapt the Alder- Winther-
de Boer semiclassical method of integrating time~ 
dependent Schroedinger equations in the amp1i~ 
tudes of the variolls rotational states, allowing 
for transfer by a transformation matrix on the 
amplitudes at the distance of closest approalh. 
In this method we can put in realistic nuclear ro
tational energies and take into account the adi
abaticity of the collision process; the departures 
from sudden approximation are seen to be great 
for Pb on rare earths, and they mean that the di
abolic phase effects manifest themselves in lower
spin rotational states than expected. 

Second, we use much more detailed informa~ 

Footnotes and References 
·Prepared for Phys. Lett. B 241, 295 (1990). 
1 R. S. Nikam et al. Z. Phys. A 234, 241 (1986). 

tion on the strllcture of the intrinsic wavefunc~ 
tion of the target in the diabolic region, by con
sidering angular form factors. 

Third, we take into account in the calcula~ 
tion of the transfer process not only the diag~ 
onal transition not changing spin, but also the 
off-diagonal transitions which change spin dur~ 
ing transfer. 

To simplify the calculation we specialize to a 
direct head~on collision, which means only AI = 
o values enter. 

Subsequent to the publication of this paper in 
May, 1990, Dasso and Winther 2 showed that 
the introduction of the two lowest bands in both 
initial and final nuclei was important and re
duced the size of the diabolic interference ef
fect. Our refined calculations, also taking all 
these bands into account, are reported in the 
accompanying Annual Report "Diabolic Effects 
on Nuclear Rotational State Population in Two
Neutron Transfer." 

Footnotes and References 
2 C. H. Dasso, and A. Winther, Phys. Lett. 242b, 323 

( 1990). 
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Diabolic Effects on Nuclear Rotational State }::lopulation III 

TVlo-N eutron '":[ransfer* 
L. F. Canto, P. Ring, Y. Sun, J. n. RasmusseTl, S. Y. Clw, and A1. A. StOYCT' 

Recently, Dasso and \Vintherl improved tiw 
theoretical treatment of two-neutron tra.nsfer be
tween heavy ions. The population of rotational 
band structures in the spheroidal target nu
cleus using a spherical projectile was consid
ered. Their enhancement over previous theoreti
cal work was the incl usion of the yrare along wi th 
the yrast band in the spheroidal A and A + 2 nu
clei. That is, they included the aligned band in 
addition to the ground band in the calculations. 
In earlier pUblications2 3 4, an interference in the 
heavy-ion two-neutron transfer was noted and 
associated wi th a Berry phase5 that mani fests i 1,

self when two-neutron transfer paths lie on both 
sides of a diabolic point in the plane of particle 
number vs. angular momentum. Theordica.l es
timates of rotational state population patterns 
for such systems as Pb un rare earth nuclei in
dicated a substantial dependence on this inter
feren ce, bu t our earlier theoretical \,,'ork!) only 
included the lowest (i.e., yrast) levels in initial 
and final nucleus. 

In this paper we calculate 2n t rallsfer \vi th 
ground and aligned bands. Fig. 1 shows our 
predicted gamma intensities in lS.1Gd for the 
206Pb + 156 Gd -+ 208Pb + 154Gd reaction at 

1800 at the barrier energy. We qualitatively 
agree with Dasso and Winther that Berry-phase 
effects in 2n transfer are more subtle than first 
thought. Inclusion of the yrare band in theory is 

Footnotes and References 
• Prepared for P"y~. Rev. C, submitted Feb 18, 1992. 
1 C. H. Dasso, A. Winther, Ph!l~. Lett. 242B, 323 (1990). 
2 R. S. Nikam, P. Ring, L. F. Canto, Z. Phys. A 324, 

241 (1986). 
3C. Price, JI. Esbensen, S. Landowne, Pllys. Lett. !3 197 

15 {1987}. 
·Y. SUIl, P. Ring, R. S. Nikam, Z. Phys. A 339, 51 

( 1991). 
!.1M. V. Bprry,Proc. R. Soc. (London) A 39245 {1984}. 
cL. F. Canto, R. Donangelo, J. O. Rasmussen, P. Ring, 

M. A. Stoyer, Phys. Lett. B 248 10 (1990). 

essentia.l. There are features of their balldmix
ing model though that need further study. We 
now kno\' hat Berry interference effects are best 
sought wl1ere initial and final nuclei lie on oppo
site sides of a diabolic point but neither nucleus 
is too close to diabolic. The Hf cases that we 
first calculated have that appeal, but they have 
other experimental difficulties. 

o 14~ 
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Fig. 1. Our theoretical relative intensities of gamma 

rays depopulating 154 Gd in the diabolic (.) and Ilon

diabolic(o) cases. The points arc labeled with the initial

slate spin I and superscripts and subscripts for initial 

and final states, respectively. The letters G and S repre

sent the ground and super band, respectively. The energy 

level inset is from the paper of Morrison, et al., 7 with 

the ground band on the right and the supcrband (aligned 

band) 011 the left. 

Footnotes and References 
7J. D. Morrisoll, J. Simpson, M. A. H.iley, P. D. Forsyth, 

D, Howe, J. F. Sharpcy-Schafcr, J. Ph!}.'!. G: NIlc/. Part. 
Pllys. 15,1871 (Hl89). 
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Relativistic 'I'ransport Theory for Hadronic Matter· t 
ShU71-Ji71 lV(l7lg, Uno-A 12 Li, lVolfflfl719 llau(T, flnd .Im'gcH Rwuil'u}J 

\",:'.' have derived a s('t of coupled kinetic equa

tions for nucleons, del tas, and pions, which an' 
the main constituents of the hadronic matter 

formed in relativistic nuclear collisions. These 

equations reflect the physics of relativistic nu

clear collisions in an instructive manner. More

over, the approximate solution of the equations 

is possible with present computers. Our deriva

tion is rather similar to the approach taken in 

Ref. 1 , but we go beyond that work by includ

ing both delta-resonances and dynamical pions, 

which are expected to be significant at relativis

tic energies. The framework for describing nu

clear reactions is extended from the baryon dy

namics to the hadron dynamics level. 

First, we construct t.he Hamiltoniall for the 

hadronic matter, starting from t}H' ('f[('ctive La

grangian density containing Ll-, (1-, W---, and 

7l"-mesons, as well. as the minimum rouplinp; tw-

Footnotes and References 
·Published in Ann. Phy"., 209, '2.')1 (1991) 

t permanent address of S. J. Wallg, Dept. of Modern 

Phys., Lanzhou Univ., Lallzholl. 730000, P. H.China 
1 S. J. Wang, and W. Ca,<;sing. Nucl. Ph)'s. A49:J, ]71c 

(1989); \"1. Ca.'ising, and S. J. Wallg, Z. Phys. A337, I 

( 1990) 

tween them. \Ve reduce the dYllamics t.o the 
haryonic level, by trea.ting the pions as contribut

ing to the pol(lllt.ials only, and wc derive the 

equations of motion for the density matrix and 

the correlation functions for nucleons and deltas. 

Then we extend the baryon dynamics to hadron 

dynamics by introducing an independent dynam

ical pion field, and we obtain equation~ uf motion 

for the density matrix of nucleons, dell,as, and pi

ons, as well as the pion- baryon interaction vertex 

function. Subsequently, we make Wigner trans

formations of these equations and obtain a set 

of transport equatioIls for the phase-space dis

tribution functions for baryons and dynamical 

pions. These equa.tions contain a Vlasov term of 

the llsual form a.nd baryon-baryon, baryon-pion 

collision terms. The coupled transport equations 

a.rc as follows: 
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Many-Body Correlation Dynamics Within a Green's Function 
Formalism* t 

Shun-Jin Wang and Wei Zuo 

We have generalized the method used in the 
correlation dynamics of density matrix and es
tablished a set of equations of motion for many
body correlation green's functions in the non
relativistic case. These non-linear and coupled 
equations of motion describe the dynamical evo
lution of correlation green's functions of differ
ent order, and reflect how interactions produce 
many- body correlations and how different kinds 
of correlations interweave. The advantage of the 
present formalism resides in that it is expanded 
not in terms of the interaction strength but in 
terms of the many-body correlations, and there
fore it is a non-perturbative approach providing 
a natural truncation scheme with respect to the 
order of correlations. It is shown that the non
perturbative results of tile conventional green's 
fUIlction theory are included in the present for
malism as two limiting cases (the so-called ladder 
diagram limit and ring diagram limit). In gen
eral, the correlation dynamics of green's func
tion provides a unified and systematic method 
to treat quantum many-body problems in a 11011-

perturbative manner. The correlation dynamics 

of green's function is a multi-time generalization 
of the correlation dynamics of density matrix and 
contains the latter as an equal time limit. For 
an interacting fermion system, the Hamiltonian 
can be written as Eq.(l). The n-body green's 
function c(n) is defined as usual and the correla
tion green's function is defined by the separation 
equation, Eq.(2). The equations of motion for 
correlation green's functions are Eq.(3). Under 
the equal time limit, the correlation dynamics 
of green's function reduces to the correlation dy
namics of density matrix. The lowest order trun
cation is simply to neglect all many-body corre
lations and leads to Dyson equation in the mean 
field approximation. A better approximation is 
to keep two- body correlations and neglect more 
than three-body correlations. This truncation 
leads to the two-body dynamics which has two 
limits. The ladder diagram limit yields Bethe
Salpeter equation: t = V + iVCCf'. And the 
ring diagram limit results in the equation of mo
tion for polarization effect: D = DO + nOv n, 
Or = V + V DV. 1 2 3 

Ji = J .pt(x, t)i(x).p(x, t)d3x + J J .pt(x, t).pt(x', t)v(x, x').p(x', t).p(x, t)d3xd3 x' (1) 

n-l 
G(n)( 1 . I' ') - G(n)( 1 . I' ') A~ S~ " c(k)c(n-k) 

c , ... n" ... n - , ... n" ... n - P(l' ... n') P(2 .... nj2' .... n') L.....t c (2) 
k=l 

[i8tl -i( 1 )]G( 1; I') = 6(4)( 1, 1')-i J d2V( 1,2)[ G( 1; l')G(2; 2+)-G( 1; 2)G(2; 1')+G~2)(1, 2; 1',2+)], (n = 1) 

[i8 t : -i(l)]G~n) = -i[Tr(n+I)'=(n+l)+ V(1, n+I)AS(n+l) L L L G~k)G~l)c~m)6k+l+m.n+tlL' (n 2: 2) 
k?.r~m=O 

Footnotes and References 
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Nuclear Stopping Power at the AGS 
Scott Chapman and Aliklos Gyulassy 

Recently, there have been many claims in the 
literature that full nuclear stopping is realized in 
15 AGeV central Si+Au collisions at the AGS1. 
However, we have pointed out2 that the pub
lished E802 spectrometer data3 cast doubt on 
this belief, since in fact none of the present mod
els can reproduce the spectrometer normaliza
tion (fig. 1). 110reover, if the spectrometer 
d N j ely are normalized correctly, then these data 
are more indicative of a surprising degree of nu
clear transparency. 

\".'e developed a model independent fit to the 
spectrometer data4 which showed that if sys
tematic errors do not cause lllore than a 30% 

suppression of proton and pion yields, then 4-
momentum and baryon conservation laws imply 
that at least 11 out of 28 projectile nucleons suf
fer less than one unit of rapidity loss during a 
central Si+Au collision. We also developed a 
double firestreak and a multi component model 
in order to quantify the degree of transparency 
needed to reproduce the spectrometer data, and 
nuclear stopping lengths of 17-26 fnl were found. 
On the other hand, the high rapidity data from 
E8105 and E8146 as well as preliminary dN jd1] 
data from E8027 and E8148 are consistent with 
models incorporating the expected degree of nu
clear stopping. Until the discrepancies between 
all data sets are resolved, conclusions about full 
nuclear stopping remain premature. 

Footnotes and References 
1 For a good list see N. Amelin et aI, PRC44 (1991) 1541. 
2S. Chapman and M. Gyulassy, PRL67 (1991) 1210. 
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4 LBL preprint 31475 submitted t6 PRC. 
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Fig. 1. Attila9 (dashed), RQMD lO (histogram), Lan

dau fireball l
! (dot-dashed) and a multieomponent model 

with a stopping length of 26 fm (solid) are compared to 

E802 (solid dots), E810 (diamonds), and E814 (open cir

cles). 
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Quark Damping and Energy Loss in the High Temperature QCD* 
M.H. Thoma and M. Gyulassy 

The energy loss per unit length of high energy 
quarks in a quark-gluon plasma is calculated via 
PQCD. Unlike the damping rate, the energy loss 
is infrared, finite and surprisingly small. 

Footnotes and References 
"'Abstract of Nuclear Physics B351 (1991) 491-506 

High PT Probes of Nuclear Collisions* 
M. Gyulassy' M. Plumer1, M. Thoma2, and X.N. Wang3 

Jet quenching in high energy nuclear collisions is "'Abstract of LBI.. Preprint LBL-31002, July 1991, 

shown to provide new information on the energy submitted to Nuclear Physics A. 

loss mechanisms in dense matter near the quark- 1 Department of Physics, Universitat Marburg, 0-3550 

gluon plasma transition. In addition it is shown Marburg/Lahn, Germany. 

that A dependence of the inclusive PT spectra in 2Department of Physics T-30, Technical Universitat 

p + A provides novel constraints on gluon Munchen, 0-8046 Carching, Germany. 

shadowing in nuclei. 3Department of Physics, Duke University, Durhan, NC 

27706. 
Footnotes and References 

High Resolution Multiparticle Tracking without Preprocessing via 
Elastic Tracking* 

M. Gyulassy and Magnus Harlander1 

Elastic Tracking (ET) is applied to the problem differences between multiple overlapping tracks 
of tracking noisy overlapping tracks in visual and for applications such as pion interferometry. 
electronic detectors. The method avoids the 
necessity of local preprocessing to find track Footnotes and References 
centroids and utilizes global information provided "'Abstract of LBL Preprint LBL-31276, November, 1991. 

by the detector to resolve small momentum 1 Department of Physics T-30, Technical Universitat 
Munchen, 0-8046 Garching, Germany. 

Nuclear Transparency in 15 AGeV Si+Au Reactions* 
S. Chapman and M. Gyulassy 

Recent data on central Si+Au collisions at 15 lose less than one unit of rapidity after traversing 
AGeV are shown to imply an unexpected high 5-10 fm of nuclear matter. 
degree of nuclear transparency. The paucity of 
observed midrapidity protons and pions suggests Footnotes and References 
that up to one half of the projectile nucleons may "Abstract of Phys. Rev. Lett QZ, 1210 (1991). 
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Elastic Tracking and Neural Network Algorithms for Complex Pattern 
Recognition* 

M. Gyulassy and Magnus Harlander1 

A new Elastic Tracking (ET) algorithm is iteration time dependent effective potential. The 
proposed for finding tracks in very high method is shown to be very robust to noise and 
multiplicity and noisy environments. It is based measurement error and extends tracking 
on a dynamical reinterpretation and capabilitities to much higher track densities than 
generalization of the Radon transform and is possible via local road finding or even the novel 
related to elastic net algorithms for geometrical Denby-Peterson (DP) neural network tracking 
optimization. ET performs an adaptive nonlinear algorithms. A possible neural network 
fit to noisy data with a variable number of tracks implementation of ET is also discussed. 
and is more efficient numerically than the 
traditional Radon or Hough transform method Footnotes and References 
because it avoids binning of phase space and the "Abstract of Camp. Phys. Comm. QQ, 31 (1991). 

costly search for valid minima. Spurious local 1 Department of Physics T-30, Technical Universitat 

minima are avoided in ET by introducing an Munchen, 0-8046 Garching, Germany. 

Pion Interferometry and Resonances in pp and AA Collisions* 
5.5. Padula1 and M. Gyulassy 

We study the sensitivity of pion interferometry resonances is significantly weaker than in the 
in pp and p-bar p collisions at ISR energies to the pp/p-bar p case. 
resonance abundance. We show that those data 
are not compatible with the full resonance 
fractions predicted by the Lund model. The 
preliminary 5+5 and O+Au data at 200 A GeV 
are, however, not incompatible with the Lund 
predictions, although their sensitivity to 

Footnotes and References 
"Abstract of LBL preprint LBL-31607, December 10, 

1991. 

lInstituto de Ffsica Te6rica, UNESP, Rua Pamplona, 

145-01405 sao Paulo - SP, Brazil. 
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An Approach to the Relativistic Extended Thomas-Fermi 
Expansion for Green's Functions, Phase-Space Densities and 

Densities* 
1-.1.1\. ~Veigel, S.l/addad t and D. Von-EijJ+ 

Since the pioneering work of \Vigner 1 semi
classical approaches have been applied with 
great success. Generally the ad vantage of the 
semiclassical approach is the avoidance of wave 
function calculations by utilizing densities, which 
in many cases ma.kes the calculations easier. 

In recent years much interest has been put to
ward descri hi ng the nucleus as a relativistic sys
tem 2. In this case one expects several com plica
tions due to the Dirac structure of the approach, 
which make the formalism more difficult than in 
the standard nonrelativistic theory. 

In this contribution we present a pure alge
bntic method, which resembles the standard non
rdati vistie scheme as descri bcd, for instance, 
by G ram maticos and Voros 3. It in vol ves only 
straigh tforward but tedious algebraic methods 
and the residuum calcules. 

The basic quantity for the semiclassical expan
sion is the \Vigner transform of the one-particle 
propagator, defined as 

G( Il, p) J d"l'eT (-i) * 

< NIT ( 11'( R + ~ )~; ( R - ~)) IN> 
2 2 

which obeys the Dyson equation in the mixed 
posi tion- momen t um r{'presentation. The rele
vant expansiolls of the G-functions, phase-space 
densities and densities are given by the following 

Footnotes and HCjCT'OU'C8 

·LBL-.1IG14, submitted to Physical Review C 
t Sek lion Physik der Llld wig-'M aximilians- U ni v('rsity of 

~lllllich, Am Coulomi>wall I, \V -804G Carcliing, Germany 
I Fellow of t.he D(!lItscher Akadcrnischer AlIstallschJicllst 
IE.\\,igllcr, I)hy.~. Rev. 40,749 (1(32). 
'} L.S,C'e1cllza and C.!\f .Shakin, "Helati vistic N lIc1ear 

Physics", World Sci(!11 tifie, Singapore {1986 J. 
'IB.(;rarnmaticos and A.Voros, Ann. Phy.~. (N. }~.) 123, 

J,j~) (ID7H) alld 120, I,):l (1980) 

scheme: 

00 

G(R,p) = h4 L hjG(j)(R,p), 
j=O 

00 J [3 ... ~j (11 (j) ...... 
n(R)=~1t -( )317, (R,p). 

j=O 27r 

These expansions are given explicitly up to sec
ond order in h. 
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Neural network approach to process jet fragmentation 
information * 

D. ~V. Dong and AI. Gyulassy 

An application of neurocomputing techniques 
of poten tial interest for RHIC experiments is to 
jet finding. In 1 2 we developed a new method 
of jet analysis based on high pass neural filters 
which are much more robust to low PT "noise" 
than conventional calorimetric methods. 

Our motivation was two fold. First, conven
tional Inethods of jet analysis developed for pp 
collisions begin to fail in pJ1 collisions due to the 
nuclear enhance background of low PT particles 
and are expected to fail completely for future ap
plications to nuclear collisions where up to 104 

low PT particles may be produced per collision. 
Nevertheless, jet analysis may be of special inter
est for AA reactions as a novel tool for probing 
the energy loss mechanisms and infrared corre
lation scales in ultra-dense matter. Second, re
cent advances in neurocomputing techniques for 
complex pattern recognition problems suggest a 
novel approach to this problem. 

In particular, we apply Feed Forward Network 
(FFN) methods to jet analysis. \Ve show that a 
high pass linear neural filter can be trained using 
Monte Carlo event generators or pp data to pro
vide a nearly bias free estimator of the jet energy 
distribution even in the presence of a very high 
level of low PT "noise". In addition, we show 
that knowledge of the neural response function 
allows us to deconvolute the filtered jet distribu
tion and recover the primordial jet distribution 
to a surprising high degree of accuracy. 

Footnotes and References 
·Submitted to IJCNN92 
1 D.W. Dong and M. Gyulassy (1991) Neural Filters for 

Jet Analysis. LBL-:11560 
2 M. Gyulassy, D.W. Dong, and M. lIarlander (1991) 

Neurocomputing Methods for Pattern Recognition in Nu
clear Physics Proc. 2nd Int. Workshop on Sojtwore Eng., 
A.I., and Expert Sys. jor High En. and Nucl. Phys., 
L 'Age/orule, Fmnce 

Shown in Fig. 1 is the optimal neural filtered 
jet distribution (dotted) compared to the input 
QCD distribution (solid line). \Ve see that below 
20 Ge V, the neural filter signi (icall tly u ndercsti
mates the QCD distribution, but that the dis
tortions become small above that energy (long 
dot ted). The filter noise (d ashed) is aSSll med to 
be the square root of the number of counts. The 
square symbols indicate the result of deconvo
luting the filter response. The statistical errors 
(long dashed) of the deconvolution are 1% to 7% 
and the deconvoluted network response is within 
10% of the desired input. vVe see that the de
convolution method accurately corrects for the 
distortions caused by the neural filter. 
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